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THE LOBSTER POT

NEWSPAPER HISTORY

THE BEST SHORE DINNERS

THE OLD STEAMBOAT WHARF

Mishap To Amphibian At

Glencove
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FRIENDSHIP, MAINE
Safe Landing For Boats
Ample Parking Space For Autos

Fishing and Bathing Off Wharf
A Delightful View of Friendship Harbor and Islands

From Lunch Room

Lobsters and Clams Fresh At All Times
Home Cooking

Good Roads From Waldoboro

Phones—Waldoboro 19-31—19-14—9006-3

=
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OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS •

~

NORTH HAVEN

if
If you wont the best security deposit a certain sum with us each
month. It will bs invested in first mortgages on real estate.

THOMAS FARM—40 acres, form
ing part of Bartlett's Harbor,
point of land known as “long nose”
Is part of this property; look at it
and think it over.

IF

BEAUTIFUL CAMDEN

If you want at large a return on your savings at can ba had with
safety, invest with ua. Our dividends have bean at tha rate of
S'/z’Z, for the past twenty-three years.

With its Mountains and Lakes, a
wonderful harbor, and right at its
head lies the Daley Railway that
has been listed with me to sell.
Cottages are listed with me for
sale or to let, either lake or sea
shore.

IF
If you want your money to stay at home and help in the upbuilding
of thia community, invaet with ua. Not a dollar of your funds will
go outside of Knox County.

IF
If you want to ba of service to your neighbors and friends, invest
with us. We loan your money to them to buy their hornet.

Ringling Bros. & Barnum & Bailey
drew a small delegation from Knox
County. Thursday possibly because of
the proximity of the date to the holi
day. when almost everybody was
otherwise engaged, and possibly be
cause it was the most scantily ad
vertised circus that ever came Into
the State. The afternoon attendance
was about 6000 and the big top seat10 600. The two-hour program had
everything that modern genius has
devised for entertaining the public.

Your rug problems can be settled
with satisfaction guaranteed by call
ing The People's Laundry Limerock
street. Tel. 170. We shampoo your
rugs and return them promptly like
new.
124-tf

WHO CAN AFFORD

AND

ROCKLAND
We are looking for another indus
try for Rockland. I will appreci
ate an interview with any prospect

OWL’S HEAD

If you want full information about this most worthy businees, call
at our office and ask all tha questions you can think of.

I have some very nice cottages
here to let or for sale.
The Merriam Property is beauti
ful and a wonderful view. An
other at Ginn’s Point. Others if
interested.

Rockland Loan & Building Association

Freeman S. Young

16 School Street

Rockland, Maine
SSStf

163 Main St
Rockland
Tel. 766-J

An envelope bearing a Brazilian
postmark was eagerly opened by Mrs.
C. >1. Thomas the other day for she
knew that it contained a letter from
her son, Lucian A. Thomas, who is
a prominent electric official in that
country. The letter was a bulky one,
containing an account of two air
plane trips in the course of which
Mr. Thomas saw much of South
America from the sky. The follow
ing extracts are made.

• • ♦ •
I have made one aeroplane trip to
Curityba and one to Bahia as well
ax some to Sao Paulo. Others are
to he made as soon as possible. Of
course we have more properties now,
which means more work and more
trips, but I guess we can handle it.
Since Josie came back she has been
getting more interested in local do
ings and is now a member of the
Women’s Club.
Herrick was glad to get back to
his old school, and seems to regret
the probability of having to go back
to the States after a year or so. He
has also Joined the Boy Scouts and
enjoys that very much. The troop
goes on a camping trip the last week
end of every month, so he has just
returned tired, covered with bites and
scratches, but wishing tie could go
\ again tomorrow. This was his first
trip with them, so of course it was
very exciting. It reminded me of the
old days when we loaded the wheel
barrow with pies and doughnuts and
started f< r Owl’s Head. I doubt if
they have half the fun and adventures
that we did. although Herrick* said
the Scout Master made his bed on an
anthill and departed therefrom sud
denly when the ants got busy in the
middle of the night. Nobody drank
any kerosene or had rats run over
them during the night.

routes. One of our engineers flew
over half of the State to get the nec
essary data. That was, however, only
a small part of the work, which re
quired nearly a year to complete.
Another thing which is being done
bv the commercial and publicity de
par tments is the preparation, publication and distribution of a booklet
on each State, covering all features
of interest.
The only one finished yet is on
Panama. One Is being arranged for
Bahia hilt probably will not be ready
for some time.
We are assisting the government
of the State of Nulvas in the prepara
tion of regulations for their new law
concerning the granting of conces
sions for hydro developments. We
think the layv and the regulations too
are much’better than those in United
States. We are also working for the
government here in the preparation
of standards for the proposed Bureau
of Standards and have just finished
a code of electrical mining which w-e
hope they will adopt as a national
standard. This was gotten up be
cause our concessions require It, and
we want it also.
■We do a great many things here
which we might not do in the States
so it is very interesting.

Your Insurance . ..
If your insurance is so ar
ranged that jt will be paid to
I

Insurance

your widow in a lump sum

she will be faced immediate

quently more

ly with an important invest
ment problem.

arrangement than is obtain

satisfactory

able through other plans.

If she is already an ex

You should, we believe, in
vestigate this method of

perienced investor she may

further protecting your fam

welcome such a responsibili

ily.

ty but if her investment ex
perience is as limited as
most women’s she will be at

a loss as to just how to pro
ceed.

I

ly toward Life

Trusts, providing a some
what more flexible and fre

One of our officers will

be glad to explain, without
obligation, how the creation
of a Life Insurance Trust

Among others might he mentioned
our investigation of the lead boring
beetles who bore holes in the tele
phone cables and cause an immense
amount of trouble. When we started
we thought it was the same beetle
which has been found in Panama.
California, and other places, and has
been studied by the U. S. government
bureaus, but we soon learned that
it was entirely different. In the case
of those previously studied the
damage was caused by the beetle
boring holes in the cable to deposit
its eggs. Our trouble here is caused
by another kind which lays eggs on
the outside of the cable. These soon
hatch in the sun and the larvae which
are very small immediately start
boring into the cable and In 24 hours
have a hole through th^ lead sheath.
Then with the first rain the telephone,
don’t work and we have to search
for the trouble. We have collected
specimens and have enlisted half of
the government bureaus here, as well
as some members of the Rockefeller
Institute here, and have forwarded
complete information to the U. S.
Entomological Society for their study
and publication. We hope thereby
to discover some way of discourag
ing thei- activities on our cables. We
are also sending reports to other com
panies to get the benefit of any ex
perience which they may have had.
although we are unable to find any
record of this particular bug.
Our investigation of the use of
Brazilian coal for producing gas and
a complete line of by products bymeans of low temperature carboniza
tion process, is also interesting in
view of the fact that this same sub
ject is being studied in various parts
of the world and practically onlyexperimental plants are yet in opera
tion. Our gas expert is on the way
hack here now after extensive studies
of the plants in the States.
Many- of the things on which we
are working will be of great assist
ance to the industrial development of
Brazil but we will benefit both di
rectly and indirectly by this develop
ment since more business means more
profit for us.

Last Sunday the Graf Zeppelin was
here and sailed by the house a couple
of times so we got a very good view.
We didn't think it worthwhile to go
out to the landing field for a nearer
view because we expected the crowds
Saves Money! Saves Time! Saves
would be too thick. According to
Endless Annoyance!
reports they nearly wrecked the ship.
The AAA is at your service all ths
I have not seen any figures as to
time and everywhere
the size of the big bag but I would
Ask Me For Details
say that it was about one and onetimes as long as Spruce street.
ROBERT A. WEBSTER half
This was the first large one I had
ROCKLAND. ME.
TEL. 664.
seen.
7»tf
Two weeks ago we made a visit to
one of the hydro-electric plants of the
Rio Company and stayed over night.
This is one of the plants I used to
lead about when I first went to New
York, as It was built about 1906-7. It
has been rebuilt and increased, but
otherwise is about the same and sup
plies half the power needed for Rio.
We made the trip. 120 kilometers,
with the new business manager of
the light company, and his wife, in
their car. so it was very pleasant.
We haven't done much of anything
Is your Antenna properly in the social line except that we had
protected against Light a party here for one of the men in
the company who has the same birth
day as his wife.
ning?
The election here passed off all
in spite of talk of trouble at
Phone 721 and our Serv right
first. The United States Cruiser Salt
ice man will inspect your Lake City was here at the time, which
was also Carnival this year, so it was
installation without charge quite lively.
The company continues to expand
and tell you the cost of the
so now we have more than five floors
proper protection as re in the building. Besides the ordinaryWITH APOLOGIES
work we have built elevators 200 feet
quired by the Fire Under high for Bahia, are installing auto
Paraphrases Well
matic telephone system for the same "Dunt”
writers.
place and have made a complete
Known
Song With the
hydro study for the State of Rio
Grande at the request of the govern
Old Office Towel
ment. This will be finished during
the next two weeks. Fart of the work Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Electricians
consisted of aeroplane pictures of
What fond memories cluster around
47Stf
plant sites and transmission line the old printing office towel. Al
though looking far backward Into the
long ago. I distinctly remember how
snowy white It was. when, on Monday,
SMOOTH THE WATERS!
it made its appearance, fresh from
the hands of the washerwoman, spot
A savings account acts like
lessly clean and sweet as a daisy.
oil on the troublous waters of
Alonday morning it was fit to wipe
life. Your passage will be
your face on for perhaps 15 minutes
after it was hung In its place by the
made easier, more comfort
sink.
able and happier in every way
Monday noon it was artistically
by the knowledge that you
decorated by the inky fingers of the
have money in the 'bank.
office devil. Tuesday it had become,
well—merely a printing office towel
Rough weather will hold no
That Is to say. It was tit to wipe the
terrors for you. You'll steer
hands of a printer, but would soil
a safe course straight to the
the hands of anybody else.
Thursday it was so black you could
port of financial security.
run it over a galley and pull a proof.
Friday It became so stiffened with ink
It would stand alone, without hitching.
Saturday it was petrified — you
ROCKLAND, MAINE
couldn’t even bend it.
When it
reached this stage the towel sudden
ly disappeared, only to show up again
oil the following Monday morning,
bright and smiling, clean and sweet
as ever. And so here are a few lines
on “The Old Office Towel That Hung
by the Sink.” with apologies:

Own

A
Radio?

will assure the carefvi man

more than $20,000 life in

agement and Conservation

surance the trend is definite

of your insurance estate.

• Rockland National
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Awfttar« Oldest

SEVENTY-SIX
YEARS
Of Continuous Banking Service for Rockland and
Surrounding Communiti's

bank

Bulking Insdtvtlta

The North National Bank hat played a big part
in the bueiness life of Eaetern Maine for over
three-quarters of a century.

Through these Years of Service this Bark has
established itself as a Reliable, Safe, Progressive,
Ever Dependable Banking Institution.

1854

1930

North National Bank
A MEMBER OF THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS GROUP

GAVEL

science, Milliken and Faraday, and
as a nation we would probably fight
to the finish in defense of that psy
chology.
Jt is Ford's theory that in these
days of super production and remark
able inventions that the working week
must constantly have less days and
the working day progressively fewer
working hours to provide more leisure
for the workers of the world to con
sume the constantly increasing sup
plies of necessities and luxuries. Too
it is essential that the wages of the
workers be increased rather than cut
down to provide the wherewithal to
buy these commodities. It is the
present overproduction of world
supplies through efficient machinery
which accounts for the present world
depression.
These committees will carry for
ward the work of the club through the
ensuing year under general direction
of these officers: Homer E. Robin
son, president; Melvin E. Wotton,
vice president; L. A. Walker, secre
tary and Joseph Emery, treasurer.
Aims and Objects—H. E. Robinson,
chairman; Louis A. Walker, J. A.
Jameson, Walter Rounds, Bert Blod
gett, Charles Sheldon.
Club Service—Bert Blodgett. Chair
man; Frank Rhodes, Arthur L. Orne,
Kelley B. Crle, W. O. Fuller.
Vocational Service—Bert Jameson,
Chairman: Neil Fogg, Alvin Foss,
George St. Clair, Put Bicknell.
Community Service—Walter Rounds,
Chairman; Carl Duff, Elmer Crockett,
John Richardson,, Walter Conley.
International
Service — Charles
Homer E. Robinson
Sheldon, chairman; Carl Sonntag,
Gene O’Neil, Harold Karl. Tom Stone,
Alan Bird.
national, in which he told of several
Classification—Frank S. Rhodes,
pleasant features and of a weekly Chairman; Roy Toner, Bill Glover,
luncheon held on shipboard. Dr. Frank Fuller. Henry Bird. Ray Eaton.
Walter P. Conley was Riven a rousing
Membership—Known only to the
welcome into membership.
president and secretary.
Walter S. Rounds presented a
Program—Elmer Crockett. Chair
semi-patriotic talk,
informal in man: Laforest Thurston, Edw. Glover,
nature but characteristically deep in John Richardson. Tom Stone.
thought and message. Commenting
Attendance—A C. McLoon, Chair
on the rather remarkable growth in man: George St. Clair, Ernest Keene.
the actual influence of the character
Fellowship—Kelley B. Crie, Chair
and dogma of Washington, the man; Bill Ellingwood, Walter Ladd,
speaker saw a reflection of a na Henry Bird, Jim Carver.|
tional attitude in the repeated re
Public Relations—W. O. Fuller,
jection by the iSenate of legislation Chairman: John Richardson, Lou
through the past decades tending to Walker. Willis Ayer.
entangle the United States in for
Educational—Ed Brown, Chairman;
eign affairs. True, this has not been Harold Karl, Lester Sherman, C. M.
the theory of the executives as rep Kalloeh, Ernest Keene.
resented by Wilson. Coolidge and
Music—James J. O’Hara, Chair
Hoover, yet the Senate has steadfast man; Phil Jones, Bill Ellingwood,
ly clung to the idea of isolation and Put Bicknell, Walter Conley.
indications now point to breakers
Boys Work Committee — James
ahead for the 1929-30 London treaty. Kent, Chairman: Allan McAlary, Joe
It is possible that Washington fore Emery, Crosby French.
saw us a» a practical rather than a
Biography—Henry Chatto.
cultural nation
Certain It is that
Song Leaders—Walter Conley, Phil
we of all peoples essentially laud Jones.
and appreciate the practical. We as
Sergeants at Arms—James F. Car
a people set the eminently practical ver, (to Oct. 1), Ray Eaton, (Obt. to
experimenters Edison and Ford far Jan. 1). Willis Ayer,, (Jan. to Apr. 1),
over the renowned masters of pure Bill Glover, (Apr. to July 1).

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

with this bank as Trustee

Among men who carry

THE

Homer E. Robinson, newly elected
president of the Rockland Rotary
Club, assumed office at Thursday’s
luncheon and made the all-important
committee announcements for the
term. Frank Poland of Washington
was a visiting Rotarian and Frank
St. Clair of Orange. N. J., and Tim
Brown of Boston were guests. A
letter was read from E. L. Brown, en
route home from tire convention late
ly held at Chicago of Rotary Inter-

House-Sherman, Inc.

When Your Widow Collects

WIELDS

HOMER

EXPLORING

Former Rockland Boy Writes of Interesting Happenings New President Takes Over AAninistration of Rockland
Rotary Club and Announces Committees
In the Great Brazilian Country

NOT TO BE OF THE

IF

Opposite Postoffice

Buoy Caused

pontoon at Glencove. The pilot,
••• * Rolphe, had that day Joined the CurI tiss staff and- with a mechanic was
S3 •••
Eate and necessity are unconquertrying out a seaplane in the smooth
SS ••• able.—Joubert.
| and shallow waters of Glencove. He
••• ••• p** ••• ••• •••• >••• •••
••• ••• $?. . made several takeoffs and landings
until finally the •p'ontoon struck a
£
INFORMATION WANTED
loibster .pot ibuo.v and before the ma
chine could be lifted water filled tbe
| Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
pontoon and the plane overturned.
I am writing to ask your assistance The men clinched atop the wings and
in locating Annic*Melanaon of Bath
=f and <Rock!and. Some time ago your were soon rowed ashore. Later the
Know lighter ISophia picked up the
= paper published a communication plane and landed it at the Curtiss
from her brother, hut I have been
base at the public landing.
e unable to locate either. If possible
Meantime rumor had it that all sorts
I will you tell .me whom she married,
fatalities and spectacular crashes
S the year, and if she is now livng? If of
had taken iplace and everybody I
j you assist me your favor will be ap= I preelated. If unable to furnish above drove post haste to Glencove, 'produc
, information, kindly tejl me where it ing a traffic Jam mf considerable pro
portions. Neither Bnlphe nor his
= nray he obtain* d.
mechanic Daveau, were injured be
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Yates
yond a wetting and the plane was
==
67 Ash street. Waltham, Mass.
only slightly damaged.

ZS p

ON

Office

Lobster Pot

The Rockland Gazette was established In
* 1846. Jn 187^ the Courier was established and
“How the story grew’” well ap
consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The plied to the activities of Dame Rumor
Erce Press was established In 1855 and In
1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These Thursday afternoon when a Curtiss
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
amphibian knocked a hole in its

FOR

*

FLYING

SEAPLANE SINKS

Volume 85.................... Number 80
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Rockland, Main©

How dear to my heart is the old office towel
That liutis on a nail In Its place by the sink
When it showed up on Monday as bright as a
jewel.
Or ister on in Hie [week when blackened by
Ink.
The cake of black soap on the old .broken
platter.
The mallet, the ahootlng stick, with their
fresco of Ink.
The devil, the lye brush, the stacks Of dead
mailer.
And the old office towel that hung by the
sink.
The old office towel, the finger marked towel.
The Ink atllfcned towel that liung by the
sink.

"Dunt”

Hope
WHAT 18 IT?
1 For The iCourier-Gazette]
Darling little faces,
Set all In a row—
Don’t get excited, folkscs.

It’s not a baby show.

Cunning little faces,
Smiles, with ne’er a frown—
Don’t get mistaken, folkses.
They may be white or ibrowu.

Sweetest little faces
With colors all aglow—
Don’t get exhausted, folkscs.
In my .pansy box they grow.

Somerville

V.

"

■■■

■

HUNTING ANCESTORS
With Success Attending a
Seeker After Lines In the
Staples Family
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Some montha ago you put an article
in your paper for me, asking for
“Staples genealogy.” I want to thank
you for that great kindness and to
tell you about its good results..
Mr. Tewksbury, town clerk of Cam
den. saw the article and1 answered at
once, very kindly giving me the five
generations back to Peter Staples of
Kittery. Maine, who is mentioned in
Kittery history |as being there in
1671; also the Jflve lineal ancestors
down to that of mine. Isaac R. Staples.
Mr.
Tewksbury’s
grandmother
Priscilla Staples was Isaac’s sister.
He wrote me that on anniversaries
Isaac used to send generous gold
piece: to his sister Priscilla living In
Maine, which was still very much
a wilderness.
It is delightful to know how much
help and pleasure your paper has
given these two connecting links, one
in New’ Jersey, my niece’s husband,
whose little daughter is Nancy
Staples Trecartin; and secondly in
Maine, for Mr. Tewksbur.v had1 lost
track of Isaac's descendants and was
glad to get from me the live genera
tions beginning with Isaac and end
ing with Nancy which 1 wrote out
very fully for him, because he is con
templating publishing a Staples
Genealogy.
I have accomplished all I neel to
do. excepting to find somewhere in
Maine Ann Skinner's parents.
Ann Skinner married John Shep
herd of Yorkshire. England. They
had Elizabeth Skinner Shepherd, who
married Cyrus E. Staples, the son of
lAsac R. Ann Skinner Shepherd’s
death certificate says her parents
were l»orn in Maine. Her monument
says she was born in Boston, but Bos
ton (Registry Department, both at
City Hall and State House cannot
find her birth.
The Maine Census 1790 gives Skinner
thus: Daniel and Elisha at Orrington; Henry at Woolwich; Joseph at
Warren: John at Durham. I shall be
gin with John at Durham, because
Ann’s second child was named John
Skinner Shepherd. Of course John
may have been for his father, but I
think John Skinner of Durham is the
best try. I do not know’ names of
parents or town of residence of her
parents. I know’ nothing, but hope
for a great deal later. I have tried
my best to get a later census of
Maine, but find '1790 was the last.
There must be Skinners left in Dur
ham. Lewiston. etc.
Ann Skinner born Sept. 1, 1815
(monument), married John Shepherd
in Boston. Mass. Sept. 30. 1838 (cer
tificate). She died in Brooklyn. N. Y..
May 19. 1878 (death certificate), and
is buried in Shepherd Lot, Brookline,
Mass., (death certificate).
This is of course altruistic on my
part, because, to learn all I can get.

I want Nancy and baby John. My
niece's husband, born Dec. 12. 1893,
was left an orphan at nine years, and
knows nothing about his ancestors
excepting what I have learned—and
I have dug up a lot, having spent a
whole year at it.
Annie F. Wallace
141 Joralemon St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

WHITE OR BROWN
Many people believe that brown
eggs are richer and more nutritious
than W’hite ones and this popular
belief is an important factor in the
commercial distribution of eggs.
Analysis shows that eggs of all shades
are practically the same in chemi
cal -composition and that there Is
no difference in the food content in
light-colored and dark-colored eggs.
The richness of the egg apparently
has no relation to the ctalor of the
shell. Eggs are designed by nature
for the development of chicks and
they contain the greatest possible
amount of nourishment In the small
est space. The young of birds which,
lay white eggs require as much nutri
ment as the young of birds which lay
dark eggs. Oddly enough, American
poultrymen report that light-colored
ones are preferred in Boston.—The
Pathfinder.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would have
made a rule to read some poetry and listen
to some music at least once a week. Ths
loss of these tastes Is a loss of happiness.—
Charles Darwin.

THE 0LU OAKEN BUCKET
How dear to ,my heart are the pcenes of my
childhood,
When fond recollection recalls them to view}
The orchard, the meadow, the deep-tangled
wildwood.
And every loved spot which my Infancy
knew;
The wide-spreading pond, and the mill which
• stood iby It.
The bridge, and the rock where the cataract
fell.
The cot of my father, the dalryhouse nigh It.
And e’en the rude bucket which hung In the
well.—
The old oaken bucket, the Iron-bound bucket.
The moss-covered bucket, which hung In the
well.

The moss-covered vessel I hailed as a treasure.
For often, at noon, when returned from the
field,
I found It the source of an exquisite pleasure.
The /purest and sweetest that nature can
yield.
How ardent I seized It -with hands that were
glowing.
And quick to tlio white-pebbled bottom it
fell.
Then soon, with the emblem of truth over
flowing.
And dripping with coolness, It rose from the
well,—
The old oaken bucket, the iron-bound bucket.
The moss-covered bucket arose from the well.
How sweet from the green niosdy brim to re
ceive It.
As. poised on tbe curb, it inclined to my lips:
Not a full-blushing goblet could tempt me to
leave It,
Though filled with the inectar that ffuplter
sips.
And now far removed from the loved situa

tion,

The tear of regret will intrusively swell.
As fancy reverts to my father's plantation.
And sighs tor the ibucket /which hangs in
the well.
The old oaken bucket, the iron-bound bucket.
The moss-covered bucket -which jhangs In the

well.

-gsrnuel Woodworth,

Every-Other-Day

dockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, July 5, 1930
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Rockland, Me., July R. 1930.
Personally appeared Frank S. Byddle, who
on oath declared that he Is Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of July 3< 1930 .there was
printed a total of 6335 copies.
Before me,
.FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

To him that overcometh will I give
to eat of the tree of life, which is In
the midst of the paradise of GodRev. 2:7.

“SO GENTLE A MAN”
“Giving Because He Feels That Way”
—Editorial Comment on Cyrus H. K.

Curtis
We do n-ot recall what church our
friend Cyrus H. K. Curtis Ibelongs to*
if any. We reckon it is the People’s
Church, to begin with. Here and
there all over the land, his Christi
anity seems to spread like oil on the
waters or perhaps like manna on the
earth.
He Is approaching 80 years of age.
He gives because he wants to give.
Gradually, without seeming, he is
foe-coming the world's greatest giver.
Not waiting until his last will and
testament: not hanging on to the end;
but (bestowing almost every -day, here
and there until his benefactions are
unsurpassed in variety, extent and
selection.
We see a great deal of sin and
crime on earth. We doubt sometimes
ns to man’s right* to persist as the
ultimate creation of a Living Father.
And then we see man devoting
wealth to causes that are created out
of the very words of Jesus; neigh
borliness; wisdom; culture; all of the
altruisms of the (Messiah.
A man who gives love and service
and accumulations of worldly goods
to human 'benefit reacts to all of the
beatitudes. And so gentle a man!
So good'! Absolutely good.
Giving
because he feels thatway. And what
a task—so much time taken in it; so
much solicitation; so many asking.
Blessed are the unselfish. Occa
sionally we see in our mind’s eye this
man, standing about level with our
own self—and that is not* very high,
believe me—looking off at the 9ca,
from the deck o‘f his yacht—his fav
orite home. He has a sort of rapt
look. as we have interpreted -it. We
think that there would foe Mttle hope
of a Church of Christ, or of Abraham,
or of Buddha, of Confus-cius or of
Mahomet; if it were not for such
as he.—(Lewiston Journal.
Among the passengers on the New
York Express when it reached Rock
land yesterday, forenoon were Misses
Elizabeth and Constance Morrow,
daughters of Dwight W. Morrow, the
former ambassador to Mexico, who
has recently been nominated for
United States Senator in New Jersey.
They were taken immediately to the
Morrow’ summer home at North Ha
ven, making the passage across the
bay in the Lindbergh honeymoon boat
Mouette, which was brought to North
Haven last week by their brother,
Dwight. Junior. It is expected that
their sister, Mrs. Charles A. Lind
bergh and son will join them at
North Haven shortly.

The many Rockland friends of
Virgil F. Hills of Warren are offer
ing him mingled condolences and
congratulations as the result of a re
cent bad automobile erash on the
Friendship road. Mr. Hills’ sedan
w’as completely wrecked when struck
and overturned by a Waldoboro car,
yet the only injury resulting beyond
shock and bruises was a cut on the
left hand of the baby which neces
sitated several stitches. Mr. and Mrs.
Hills w’ere* severely shaken up but
otherwise uninjured.

A Northend subscriber writes:
“Is it needful for people to keep dogs
which bark and snap at every passer
by? Some dogs hove a viciousness
to their bark, which makes a person
afraid of dogs, more so. even if they
could get by them without being
molested, which they can not always
do. I know of dogs which are becom
ing a real nuisance, and persons are
obliged to go considerably out of their
way to get by them, which Is quite
annoying, especially if one is in a
hurry.’’
The happiest children in Rockland
Fourth of July, were the score or
more who were taken on a motor ride
by their loyal friend, Charles M. Cook
of Tillson avenue. They were armed
with noisemakers (which, however,
did not have a greater power than
their own lusty lungs) and were also
equipped with refreshments. Every
Christmas season and every Fourth
Charles remembers the youngsters—
in fact he never forgets them.

Motor traffic between Rockiand
and Portland is subject to many de
lays this summer because of new
work under construction. But good
ness knows that the new work is
very necessary. One side of the new
cement road in Woolwich will soon be
ready for traffic.
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$500 REWARD
Did the death of William Davis qt Port Clyde on June 10 pro
ceed from accident or was there foul play?
A difference of opinion exists, and County Attorney Campbell
has announced that the investigation would be continued as long
as there is any hope of solving the mystery.
The Courier-Gazette will pay a reward of $500 to the person fur

nishing evidence that shall lead to the arrest and conviction of any
person or persons guilty of causing the death of the boy, if develop
ments shall prove that he came to his end in that manner. The evi
dence to be placed in the hands of Sheriff Frank F. Harding or
County Attorney L. R. Campbell.

WHAT

PRICE

RELIGION

Inquiry Discloses Some Truly Startling Facts Relating To
the Public Support of the Nation’s Churches
On another page of this issue of The Courier-Gazette will be found
one of the most startling statements concerning the Churches df America
that we have ever seen.
To think that the national average support to churches per capita is
less than a cent a day, is astounding. And to realize that less than one in
every (four persons is a church mem‘ber-contri!butor is just as astounding.
And] yet statistics tell us that the number of church members is increasing
annually—which is one healthy sign.
But “What Price Religion” if such support is all that can be mustered*?
For this represents the support of the GHVRlCH, and the CHURCH is
the fountainhead of religion. Does the worth of the modern church to us
deserve no more of our support than It le receiving? or is our Great
American Family neglecting one of its greatest opportunities for self
betterment in spreading the influence of religion through increasing the
resources of the churches?
And in our own particular community do we fully appreciate cur
opportunity in this respect? .S'top and consider the influence of religion
on our everyday lives. Don’t confuse “church-going” with “religion
although the one usur.lly inspires the other. Consider the influence of
the cultured men in our midst who are the leaders in Rockland’s religious
life. (Consider the influence on our community of our local laymen who
are prominent in this work. Consider the influence upon your own life of
the -practice o.f humility and fair dealing.
And then let us think over for ourselves if we personally are doing
our part, are securing our share of the benefits that we can gain from
participation in Rockland’s church life, from the influence of others who
are active in our community’s church work, from the activities sponsoied
and brought about directly or indirectly by the churches. And then again
let us stop and consider the price we put on our religion, and unquestion
ably we will see a widening of the influence of this greatest of influences

-----
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SPLIT

DOUBLE

HEADER

Knox County Twilight League Furnished Good Holiday
Sport In Four Games

•--* JSTSSt G.„s.

Thomaston, but the Joy of the Ten
ant’s Harbor delegation was short
lived, for the home team came back
with five round trips In the next inn
ing. After that neither side scored.
The home team outhit St. George
two to one. The summary:
,
Thomaston
11005000 x—7
St. George....... 10040000 0—5
Base hits, Thomaston 12, St. George
6. Errors, Thomaston 2. Two-base
hits Archer 2. Burns, Boggs, M.
Sawyer, Hinckley. Bases on balls, oft
Feehan 2. Struck out, by Feehan 13.
Poole 6. Double play, Simmons and
J-owell; Smith Lowell and Davidson.
• • • •

Camden.
Dates of 51 Maine agricultural fairs
ranging from AUg. 4 in Waterville
Wotton’s puzzling underhand de
Complete arrangements for the tour to Dec. 9. in Portland, were an- livery was too much for the Camden
nounced
(by
the
Department
of
batters
in the morning game at Cornof the third annual livestock devel
culture Monday. I he num'ber is t e J munjty parkt and the visiting team
opment train to be operated by the
same as last year.
did not score until the last inning.
Maine Central Railroad the latter
The list of fairs in which this sec Rockland bunched its hits in the third
part of the month are fast being com tion is interested follows with date:
and seventh innings. The contest
New Waterville Fair, Waterville, was marked by some snappy field
pleted.
St. George 8, Thomaston 3
ing in which McCarty and Plaisted
This special train under the direc Aug. 4-6.
St. George drove Condon off the
New Belfast Fair, Belfast, Aug. excelled. The attempt of the bleachtion of W. G. Hunton, industrial 12-14. *
erites to razz the umpire on balls mound In the afternoon game nt
agent, will visit 35 towns throughout
Eastern Maine State Fair. Bangor, and strikes ended abruptly when that Rockland, and Thomaston was con
the state for a period of 10 day.s start- l Aug. 18-21.
husky individual made a personal spicuously outplayed. Simmons was
touched up rather lively in the first
Hancock County Fair, Ellsworth, j visit to the stand. The summary
| Aug. 26-28.
Rockland ............. 10200020 x—5 inning, but fanned six of the next
Houlton
AgriculturalSociety, Camden ..................... 00000000 1_ 1 seven batters who faced him and re
Houlton. Aug. 20-28.
Base hits. Rockland 7. Camden 3. mained master of the situation there
South
Kennebec
Fair,
South Errors, Rockland 1, Camden 4. Bases after. The summary:
St. George ..... 1 0026140 x—8 !
Windsor, Sept. 1-2.
; on halls, offWotton 1, off Leonard 3.
Bluehill Fair, Bluehill,Sopt. 1-3. J Struck out, hv Wotton 9, by Leonard Thomaston ..... 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0—3
Base hits, St. George 8, Thomaston i
Maine State Fair, Lewiston, Sept. ; 3 Two base hits McCarty. Knight.
1-4.
| Rockland lost the afternoon game 7. Errors. St. George 3. Thomaston. I
3.
Two-base hits Dwyer, Burns. [
Northern Maine Fair, Presque Isle. I in Camden 0 to 3
Bases on balls, oft Simmons 3, off I
Sept. 2-4.
Condon 5. Struck out, by Simmons
Waldo and Penobscot Agricultural j
Thomaston 7, St. Georgs 5
9, by Condon 6, by M. Sawyer 3. I
1 Society. Monroe. Sept. 5-6.
St. George scored four runs in the
play, L. Say-yer, Feehan and j
St. Georges Agricultural Fair. Mont* foui th inning of the morning game at Double
Hinckley.
I ville, Sept. 16-17.
North Knox Fair, Union, Sept.
23-25.
CAMDEN
WARREN
Unity Park Fair, Unity, Sept. 30i
Oct. 1.
Mrs. John J. Borland has arrived
M.r and iMrs. John Starrett arLincoln County Fair, Damariscotta, front Chicago to spend the summer rived
Wednesdaj" from Komervile
Sept. 30-Oct. 2.
a: Nouoneyo on the Belfast road. | and will occupy the Shorten house
Tranquility Orange Fair, Lincoln
Prof. Wilmot Mitchell, Litt.D., of during the summer.
ville Center, Oct. 1.
Mias Clytie Spear of Brooklyn. N.
Sagadahoc Agricultural and Hor- Bowdoin College will occupy the pulicultural Society, Topsham, Oct. pit at the First Congregational Y„ is spending two weeks at her old
Church Sunday morning.
home here.
14-16.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Wellman of
Mrs. Virgil IPayson is recovering
EAST LIBERTY
Rumford are spending the weekend , from a recent appendicitis operation.
Ing at Portland July 28 and winding
Mrs. Ora M. Clark finished selling with his sister, Mrs. Fred Dean.
up at Orono Aug. 6. The train will
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wellington
her farming tools at public auction
Eugene Curtis of llickville, N. Y„ of Massachusetts have bought the
consist of seven exhibition car3 and !
Saturday and plans on closing her Is visiting relatives in Camden, his ’ Henry McIntyre place on the South
a Pullman and will be at Rockland house and returning to Portland in former home.
Warren road and intend to remain
July 30.
the near future,
Dudley TaFoot arrived Friday there the entire year.
Mrs, Grace Newell and family of
Again this year the University of
from Boston to spend the weekend
Mrs. Newell lcsft Wednesday for
Maine, State Department of Agricul Whitefield, N. H„ returned hom^ with his family at Red Chimneys.
Portland to be near her husband who
Sunday after a week's visit with her
ture, the Extension department, State sister Ora M. Clark.
Horace llowe of Long Island, N. is in a hospital there.
Grange and Farm Bureaus are all
Miss Sarah Morgan and Misses
Vennie Suitter, a former resident Y„ spent the holiday with friends in
Dorothy and ,Ruth Harris were call
giving their hearty cooperation. Many of this place, with his family was Camden.
new features will add interest for calling on friends here Sunday.
The Ladies of the G.A.R. will hold ers this week on Miss Martha StudMr. and Mrs. G. W. McLain and a food sale at the Burd Shoe Store ley enroute to Nova Scotia from Mid
the general public, as the exchange of
high bred ram lambs and roosters for Mrs. Eunice Quigg visited Isaac N. next Saturday at 10 o’clock, ifome- dletown, Conn.
the poorest specimens in the state. Quigg in Palermo Sunday and report ntade cakes, ipies, bread, cookies and
Mrs. Elizalbeth Mills and Mrs. Jesse
More than 20 ram lambs of the lead that he has made good gain in the candy will be on sale.
Mills attended the meeting of the
ing breeds have already been secured past week for on© who has been
Mr. and Mrs. George Mansfield of Goodwill Grange circle Wednesday
and an adequate supply of roosters so ill.
ILos Angeles, Calif., are guests of at Mrs. George Ludwig's In Tie mwill be ready for distribution to any
aston.
Miss Mary Curtiss, Elm street.
farmer who makes arrangements
Mrs. Mina Bines has as guest her
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Gill of
Meat Story Wins
with his County Agent for an ex
Brookline, Mass., are at Carmonwill. niece Miss Marjorie Davis of East
change when the train arrives at
Lake 'Meguntieook, for the summer. Union.
his local station.
Their son. Monroe Gill, is spending
Mrs. Owen 'Reynolds is employed
In the dairy cars this year there
the season In iSwltzerland, at the at Miss M. Grace Walker's during
will be individual types of the best
Geneva School
of
International the absence of Mrs. Laura Brackett.
producing dairy cows.
A special
Studies.
car will be devoted to seed and soil
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Norwood
Rev. 'Leroy A. Campbell Will occupy have as guests Mrs. Norwood's
testing and forestry. An 800-pound
the pulpit at the Chestnut Street mother, Mrs,. Archibald Thayer, and
prize hog has been secured and will
be on exhibition the entire trip.
Baptist Church July 13. coming as a her niece, Marion Anderson of Bath.
candidate.
Longer stops will be made at many
Elmer E. Watts and Fred P. Watts
places that time may be given for in
Steamer Castine. Capt. Perry of Revere. Mass., and Lebanon, N.
structive and educational lectures.
Coombs, will run an excursion to 11., are visiting Mr. and' Mrs. Arthur
Vinalhaven Sunday, leaving here at I E. Starrett, and’ the latter expects to
Connecticut Granges have adopted
11 a. m. (DJS.T.)
s[»end quite a vacation here.
a statewide study of taxation from
Miss Teresa F. Arau Is entertain
Owen Reynolds went to Rochester,
all its angles and an alert state com
ing Miss Aldine Oilman of Malden, N. H.. this Week.
mittee has been organized which will
Mass.
Misses Arlene an4 Evelyn Sawyer
supervise the study of the question
The July meeting of tne Camden and Mi's. Howard Norwood enjoyed
that is to be made in all the local
Board
of
Trade
will
be
held
at
the
a motor trip Thursday to Lewiston.
Granges this year. So far as pos
Y.M.C.A. next Monday evening at 8
The Eastern Star picnic will be
sible every subordinate unit will ap
o
’
clock.
John
Curtis,
a
native
of
held Tuesday at Martin's Point near
point a taxation committee of its own
Camden,
who
for
several
years
has
the cottage Galashiels. Those wish
and the findings of these local com
been branch manager o.f the Harbin, ing to go please notify the commit
mittees will be correlated by the state
China, branch of the National City tee, Mrs. Alzada Simmons, Mrs.
committee and the general summary
Ruth Woodworth, Norway, Me., Bank of Ncnv York city, will be the Gertrude Starrett, 'Mrs. Carrie Smith
issued for the benefit of all the
A large attendance Is or Mrs. Grace Wyllie. They plan
Granges and the public. Farmers high-school girl whose essay “The speaker.
and small home owners in Connecti Story of Meat Packing” recently imped for and each member may take to assemble In Ifront of the mill at 10
cut are carrying a frightful burden won the state championship in the along a friend or two and the sum o'clock Tuesday morning to start.
of taxation, while much intangible Seventh National Meat Story con mer residents are cordially invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ludwig of
wealth in that, state escapes alto test and placed fourth among those
The funeral of the late Arvllla K„ Nihv Hyde Park, Long Is’and, N. Y..
gether. Tills situation lias become so submitted in twelve eastern states. widow of Joseph Fogg, 'was held Fri- \ and niece Helen Sanford Of South
oppressive that the Grange deems The contest is conducted annually day. The deceased was born In [ Hampton, Long Island, were guests
it necessary to make an exhaustive by the National Live Stock and Waldoboro April 28. 1853. The re- the first of the week of Mr. and Mrs.
More than 11,000
study of the taxing methods of the Meat Board.
mains were taken to Orland for in-| S. B. Norwood.
They are visiting
girls competed this year.
state and endeavor to improve them.
terment.
j relatives in Maine enroute to Canada.

Rockland July 30

---------------- -

PARK

Ths Athletic Meet
The holiday races and supplemen
Between heats the crowd had an
tary attractions drew a crowd of 2000
to Knox Trotting Park yesterday, opportunity to enjoy an exceptionally
good track meet, made possible
and while there was not a large field
through the efforts of W. B. I). Gray,
of entries the three events on the who has been much interested in
card were so closely contested as to that branch of sport, and has encour
keep the turf fans on edge. Most of aged its development at Thomaston.
the horses were In mid-season form. He was assisted in running off the
,
. ,
. events (by Jadk Kennedy, the well
a.ul some of the heats were not far [ known Camden ^t, offlcUh The
from the track record.
summary:
Mile run—Maiaeo, Rockland, first;
It might well have been called
"Henry Clukey Day." for that canny Cummings, Thomaston, second; Ac
time, 5
driver drove the winners in two of cardi. Rockland, third;
minutes 10 seconds.
the three races and piloted Hawah
220 yard dash—Keene, Camden,
when he did the last quarter of the first; Abercrombie, Dartmouth, sec
ond; Holbrook, Camden, third; time
second heat in 30*4 seconds.
A Belfast mare, Fairworthy, owned 23.3 second’s
100 yard dash—Keene, Camden,
by Ernest Piper, was first in the
named race, though last in the first first:' Ellms. Camden, second; Hol
brook, Camden, third; time 10 3 sec
heat.
To C. Earle Ludwlck again fell onds.
440 yard dash—Paladino, Rockland,
the duty of starting the races, and he
sent ’em away with a minimum of i
Creighton, Thomaston, second:
delay. The judges were Fred E. j Hopkins, Camden, third; time 59.1
Burkett of 1'nion. J. Maynard Bren- seconds.
throw—<Spear,
Warren,
nan of Rockland and Virgil Morton | Javelin
feet 6 fhches; Accardi.
watch. Hillard JRuzzell. nominee for! Rockland, second, 126 feet; Ellms,
clerk of courts in Waldo County, was | Camden, 124 feet 9 inches.
.880 yard dash—Keene, Camden,
clerk, and Jesse Wentworth was flag
first; Bickmore, Rockland, second:
man.
Cummings, Thomaston, third; time
The summary::
2.16, Mixed. Purse $200
e
2 minutes 15^4 seconds.
Miss Abbe bin., by the Abbe (H.
Discus
throw—Ellms,
Camden,
Clukey) ......................... .................... 1 1
first, 98 feet 7 inches: Keene, Cam
Barney Delight, thg. (Foy) *......... 2 2
den. seoond, 93 feet 5 inches; Reed,
Peter Bingen bg. (Piper) .................. 3 3
Time. 2.19*4. 2.17. 2.15^.
Rockland, third, 86 feet.
2.20 Class. Mixed. Parse $200
Running broad jump—iFirst. Cuszo,
Hawah tog:, by Harriet Worthy
V. of M.. 20 feet. 7.1 inches; R. E.
(H. Clukey) .............................~ 3 1 1
Reed. Rockland, second, 19 feet. 4.2
Sadie Dillon bin., by Nelson
inches; third. E. Wendell, Owl’s
IHllon MFoy) ........ ..................... 1 2 3
Ratubolier bg. (T. Clukey) ......... 2 3 2
Head. 18 feet 6 inches.
Time. 2.19U. CU3fc. 2.15. 2.14%.
(Shot jxit—First, Ellms. Camden. 44
Named Race. Mixed. Purse $200
feet 8 inches: second. Reed. Rock
Worthey bm., by Guy Anxworthy
land. 41 feet 7 inches; third. Creigh
• Knight) ...................................... 4 1 l
Beth Harvester bm.. by the Har
ton, Thomaston, 36 'feet 6 ipches.
vester. T. Clukey) ____ ______ 13 3
High Jump—iFirst, Ellms, Camden.
Marion Silk, bm., (Piper) ..... ...... 3 2 2
5 feet 6 inches; Cuzzo, U. of M.. 5
Also started. Unknown
Time. 2 21U. 2.21. 2.25, 2.23^.
feet 2 inches.

Tuesday. July 8—St. George at
Rockland; Clark Island at Thomas
THE FALL FAIRS
ton.
.
Thursday. July 10—Camden vs. St
Making Your Plans Now George in Rockland; Clark Island vs.

Livestock Train Operated By Be
For Those You Attend
the Maine Central Visits

THE

Big Crowd Sees Some Fine Racing—Hawah, With Clukey
Up, Doe* a Fast Quarter

Next Week’* Gamez

upon our community and our people.

ANIMAL SPECIAL

FOURTH AT

The Value of
Sound Design
New Ford engine gives outstanding
acceleration speed and power without
sacrificing reliability or economy

THE good performance of the Ford car,
so apparent on every highway, is due
largely to the sound mechanical design
of the engine.
It has outstanding acceleration, speed
and power, yet that is only part of its

value to you. Greater still is the fact

that it brings you all these features

without sacrificing either reliability or
economy.

by producing turbulence within the

That is the reason the Ford car has

cylinders during compression. The spark

given such satisfactory service to mil

thus flashes quickly through the whole

lions of motorists all over the world

fuel charge, resulting in quieter and

and has been chosen by so many large

more effective engine performance.

companies that keep accurate cost fig

Other factors are the direct gravity

ures. In every detail of construction it

gasoline feed, the specially designed

has been carefully planned and made

carburetor, the new hot-spot manifold,

for the work it has to do.

aluminum pistons, chrome silicon alloy

The design of the compression cham

valves of larger diameter, statically and

ber is an important factor in the effi

dynamically balanced crankshaft and

ciency of the Ford engine. It is built to

flywheel, the simplicity of the electrical,

allow free passage of gases through the

cooling, lubrication, and fuel systems

valves and to thoroughly mix the fuel

and accuracy in manufacturing.
THESE

NOTE

LOW

PRICES
Roadster

•

Phaeton •

••••••

Tudor Sedan

Coupe

•

•••••

•

•

•

1435

440

•

495

•••«••

495

Sport Coupe

,

•

.

•

•

^25

De Luxe Coupe .....

545

Three-window Fordor Sedan

MO

De Luxe Phaeton ....

625

Convertible Cabriolet

.

625

De Luxe Sedan .....

640

.....

6M

Town Sedan

,

.

All prices f. o. b. Detroit, plus freight and
delivery. Bumpers and spare tire extra, at
low coat.

Universal Credit Company plan of time
payments offert another Ford economy.

The New Ford Town Sedan

Aeh the neareet Ford dealer* for a demonstration
PARK THEATRE
A cast of principals for whom po
tential stardom is Just around the
corner, adds luster to “The New
Movietone Follies of 1930," spectacu
lar musical production which is to
be at Park Theatre Monday and
Tuesday.
Featured in this musical romance
are El Brendel, Marjorie White,
Frank Richardson. Noel Francis, Wil
liam Collier, Jr., and Miriam Seegar,
with a supporting east that Includes
many other well known names.
Brendel's success in audible pic
tures has been little short of sensa
tional. His first part, planned as
just a "bit" in ‘The Cock Eyed
World," developed into a featured
role, due to his natural talent for
building up situations. His next part
was In "Frozen Justice," and then
came his featured role in “Sunny
Side Up," which established him as
the comedy find of the year. He gave
another excellent performance in
"Hot For Paris,” and in “The Golden
Calf" almost ran away with the pic
ture.
Marjorie White's career has almost
paralleled that of Brendel. Her first
film appearance was In "Sunny Side
Up," in which she and Brendel crowd
ed the stars, Janet Gaynor and
Charles Farrell, for the honors.
Recognition of this vivacious little
blonde's talent brought her the lead
ing feminine role In “Happy Days,"
and the way she romped through that
great film made her a "natural" for
featured honors in the present pro
duction.—adv.

"Rastus is«my bawth warm?"
"Yessah, the wahmest Ah was evah
in.

AIRWAY
DEMONSTRATIONS
Authorized Bonded Dealer

Serve Sherbets with Meats
nv JOSEPH BOGGIA, Chef
The Plaxa Hotel, New York City

SHERBET with the meat
course is a most welcome
addition to the hot-weather
luncheon or dinner. Adding to the
diet the healthful fruit Juices, and,
through its sugar content, one of
the most lmpor*
tant energy ele
■z i
ments, the sher
bet’s cooling
Wi
qualities
and
delicate f 1 a v or
help to make the
repast a note
worthy occasion
whether dining
cn famine or
enterta Intng
■
honored guests.
Another point
.
.. s J
not to be overlooked by the
Chef Boggia
wise hostess is
the aesthetic factor. Served in
footed glasses in pastel shades of
rose, amber, azure, green or topaz,
the iced cup strikes a note of color
that does more than Its share in
assuring the colorful chasm de
manded for the perfectly arranged
summer table.
Mint Sherbet—Mash one cup of
fresh mint leaves with one cup of

A

sugar. Add two cups boiling Water.
Let stand ten minutes. Strain out
the mint leaves. Add one-half cup
lemon juice and few drops of green
coloring. Freeze to a mush and
serve in glasses garnished with
mint leaves.
Grape Sherbet—Boil together for
seven minutes, two cups of water
and one cup sugar. Add two cups
grape juice, one-fourth cup lemon
juice, and one-fourth cup orange
juice. Freeze to a mush and when
partially frozen stir in the stiffly
beaten white of one egg.
Orange Sherbet—Boil two cups
sugar and one-half cup water for
five minutes. Add grated rind of
one orange and one teaspoon gel
atin which has been soaked in two
tablespoons cold water. Dissolve
thbroughly and cool. Add one and
a half cups orange juice and onefourth cup lemon juice. Freeze to
a mush.
Orange Milk Sherbet—Dissolve
one and a half cups sugar in two
and a half cups orange juice. Add
one-fourth teaspoon salt and one
teaspoon grated orange rind. Stir
gradually into three cups milk.
Freeze to a mush.

i!s ONLY ONE

Magic Water
AND THAT IS

Sophocles T. Constantine
68 MECHANIC ST. ROCKLAND
Appointments by telephone 433-M
between 6 end 7 p. m.
56Stf

COTE’S
I AU I. HOME
A BO I 1LE

BEWARE Of IMITATIONS

•t z
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

WHY WE CAN BOOST MAINE

RAMBLES AFIELD

IN THE

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
July 19—-Encampment of Coast Artillery
at Fort Williams.
July 7—Summer -School opens at University,
of Maine.
July 7—Monthly meeting of City Govern
ment.
July 8-22- Dally Vacation Bible School at
First Baptist Church.
July 9—Annual fair of Ladies’ Aid of Lit
tlefield Memorial Church.
July 30 -Annual fair of Ladles’ Aid M.,E.
Church. Rockport.
July 30—Summer fair and supper given by
the Woman's Auxiliary of St. Peter's Church.
Aug. 5—Knox -County 0. E. S. Field Day at
Penobscot View Grange hall.
Aug. 3—Special session of Legislature con
venes.

Deptuy Marshal John T. Berry has
relumed from a vacation trip to
Jackman.
Rev. J. L. Wilson who died in Yar
mouth Thursday, was a former Rock
port pastor.*
City Marshal Almon P. Richard
son has added to his busy duties the
management of the filling station at
the corner of l’ark and Union streets.
Belfast is preparing another hig
boxing show for next Fr’day night.
Jerry. Duprey of Bangor and Pep
Botvin of Lewiston will held the card.

A number’of Rockland people dined
at West Custogo Inn, Yarmoutji.
Thursday and Friday, and came away
with an excellent Impression of that
resort;
—
Lewis Hadley turned into The Cou
rier-Gazette’s possession Thursday
an especially gaudy moth. It wortshorts, and sported colors wliiefi
would put a lipstick to shame.
J;’
----'<
J. H. Simonton pleaded guilty in
Municipal Court Thursday to driving
a motor car while intoxi-a’-'d, but
appealed from the threa months' sen
tence and was released on bail.

.“WHAT D’YOU MEAN-HARD TIMES?”

Here, There and Yonder,
Maine Is already one of the" lending states in the diversity and
importance of its manufactured products.
Maine protects industrial investments and provides favorable
conditions fqr workers, It has a minimum of "booms,’' depressions
and labor troubles.
Maine’s labor, both male and female, Is notably efficient and
Industrious. The supply Is ample for a wide expansion of Industry.
Large quantities of power can be delivered to_deep tidewater in
Maine cheaper than elsewhere on the Atlantic Coast. Maine has an
abundance of power at low rates. Completion of new developments
will permit still lower rates.
The cosf of coal, oil and other fuel in Maine constitutes one of
the greatest handicaps toe the development of industry.
Maine’s long coast line lias good harbors from which goods may
be shipped by water routes to all American ports, on both the
Atlantic and the Pacific. Canadian railroads with terminals in
Maine give rates to Buffalo, Detroit and Chicago which compare
favorably with those from important eastern points such as Boston
and New York. Maine’s ports are the closest to Europe of any on
the Atlantic seaboard. The distance from Portland to Manila via
Suez is almost exactly the same as it is via Panama.
Neither operation of plants nor transportation is affected by
weather conditions. On an average there Are but one or two days
in December when the thermometer goes beiow zero, five or six In
January, three or four in February and one in March.
Industries dependent chiefly upon male labor and low power
rates, are among the most likely prospects for the State’s future
development.

Ten-Year-Old Girl Lands
Record Fish

ROCKPORT
The engagement of Miss Doris
I Butterfield to John Van Volken'burg

Touching the Alluring
Things of Nature.
[Number Six]

I have a vivid recollection of the
first yellow violets I ever saw, and I
have never seen that particular kind
growing in any oilier place, though
I have heard others speak of them.
Just above the old home grew a row
of hazel bushes along the stone wall
and among these bushes I found the
yellow’ violets growing on rather
weak stems about a foot high and
partially supported by the hazels.
Tl*e blossoms were on sho^t stems
which came from the axils of the
leaves. I kept the secret to myself
and I don’t think any other child
ever founfl them, unless perhaps
much later, after I grew up and
moved away.
The children at Glencove used to
bring me a kind with longer stems
which grew more like our blue violet,
and which they found just below the
hill between the two roads and not
far from the walnut tree. These I
find nre quite common in some places.
More than twenty years ago a friend
in Minnesota sent me a clump of
yellow violets just a tilt larger than
our tiny white violet which grows in
wet places. These went to seed and
every spring I find a plant here and
there to remind me cf the friend who
has been on the other side for many
years.

Page Three

SErfMONETTE

NILO BRANCHES OUT INSTEAD
OF HAULING IN HIS HORNS

Lukewarm
We may always count on 'there
being two sides to every question.
Often they are as far apart as the
poles.
Without being radical either
way, we find a middle ground.
This we term conservative. How
ever, when it comes to a rule of
conduct, and a principle is in
volved. there is often no tenable
intermediate course; thus one is
virtuous or npt. honest or dis
honest; and while a path may be
marked midway, it but brings for
the holder a icontemptuous de
scription. “middle-of-the-roader”
or “straddler.”
So there are cold Christians and
hot Christians, with both accept
able in God’s service. Calvin and
Cotton Mather, cold and dogmatic.
The Apostle Peter, hot and im
petuous. and John Wesley warm
and burning, and like the early
Jesuits fired with zeal—but for
lukewarm Christians God has no
use.
He speaks through the angel to
the church of the Laodicians and
says to these lukewarm church
men: “I know thy works, that thou
art neither cold nor hot; I would
that thou wert cold or hot. So then
because thou art neither cold nor
hot I will spqe thee out of my
mouth.”
W. A. H.

A Better, More Convenient, More Rapid

Service at “Nilo’s”
Doors have been cut in the western end of Nilo’s Repair Shop for convenience
of Exit and Entrance. A new Grease Rack added for further convenience, and
the whole service speeded up.
NILO’S IS THE BEST, MOST COMPLETELY EQUIPPED REPAIR SHOP
EAST OF PORTLAND

ELECTRIC GREASING
ELECTRIC FLUSHING

Four Mechanics Under the Personal Direction of S. Nilo Spear (in person)

NILO’S REPAIR SHOP
SPRING STREET

TEL. 121-W

ROCKLAND

STATE CAMPAIGN

Schoonmaker of Hackensack, N. J.,
Whirlwind Tours May Be
has recently been announced. Con
gratulations and best wishes are ex
Abolished But Thought
tended.
I have often wondered if any of my
At the Congregational Church to
Jtfr. and Mrs. Chester P. Wentworth fiower-loving friends have ever ex
Helpful By Some
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
motored to Portland Tuesday on a perimented with pyrola under garden
preach on the subject "What Sent
business trip, returning the same day. cultivation. It is such a lovable little
A meeting of the Republican State
.Jesus To the Cross." The Lord's
Miss Marietta Shibles Is home from plant and has such an adorable fra Supper will be administered at the committee will 'be held next week it
The lawn in front cf the Little
Mt. Vernon, N. Y., for the summer grance that I want to have it in my close of tlie service.
is expected, for the purpose of mak
field Memorial Church was ablaze
wild flower garden, but do not like
I vacation.
* * * •
ing plans for the coming campaign
with foreworks last night, with a
large crowd of church folk and neigh
Russell Thurston is employed as to risk being disappointed. In its
At St. Peter's Church. Epi-copal, in the State. This meeting will be at
bors present to enjoy the fine display.
caddy master at the Meguntieook wild state I have found it in both sun Jtev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services Augusta.
and shade, on high dry land and at ifor tomorrow will lie appropriate
£t this meeting the kind of a cam
Gqlf Club for the summer.
The inimitable Maurice Chevalier
Painters are at work on the Baptist the foot of spruce trees whose roots for the ihitd Sunday after Trinity, paign to be carried on will be dis
with the infectious smile will be pre
j Church, the first coat of white paint were half under water in spring Holy Communion at 8 o’clock at St. cussed and decided upon. It is
time, so it will grow almost anywhere,
sented at the Strand Theatre Wed
now being applied.
John Baptist Church: choral eu- understood that there will be a move
nesday and Thursday, in "The Big
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Dean are en and why not in my garden? Chil charist und sermon at 10.3(1; vespers to do away with the so-called, whirl
Pond." llis leading woman will 'be
tertaining as Fourth of July and dren call it "wild lily of the valley," and sermon at 7 o’clock at St. John’s wind tours which have featured
Maine campaigns for the past 16
the charming Claudette Colbert.
weekend guests. Mr. and Mrs. George which name may give some little idea
* * * *
Hodgkins and children of Peabody, of its general appearance to those
Rev. Benjamin P. Browne will be years, or at least to modify them.
There was talk of abolishing them
The Knox County batteries of the
and Mr. and Mrs. William Murray not familiar with our shy wildiings the preacher at both the services of
24Utli Regiment. C. A., went into
and children of North Reading, Its leaves, however, are not at all like the First Baptist Church on Sunday. two years ago 'but Congressman
camp at Fort Williams today. It was
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wilson lily of the valley, but are nearly round ■Tlie morning hour will be at 9.15 and White opposed it. as did the State
and the blossoms are little white bells
an auspicious start as to weather, and i
and children of Criehaven.
the evening service at 6.15, standard. committeemen, with one exception,
the boys all seemed happy over the
Members of Fred A. Norwood. on a straight stem, blooming in July Charles Wilson will be the soloist. from the entire Second District. It
propect of the two weeks' encamp
W.R.C.. please note that the hours when blueberries liegin to ripen. The church school at 11 and the is agreed that much will depend upon
for the reception on July 10 of the There are several species of pyrola. Christian Endeavor at 5.15 will be the Congressman’s attitude as to the
ment.
newly elected State G.AjR. Com but the kind to which I refer Is often- sessions worth tittending. The happy course to be followed this year. If
Sheriff Harding’s force raided
mander, F. S. Philbrick, at the G.A.R. •est found in this vicinity and is I prayer and praise meeting will be he still has an abiding faith in the
Joseph Amferson's place In S’. George
Mary Jane McElya, ten-year-old hall. Rockland, will be from 8 to 10 think, the one described botanically held Tuesday evening nt 6.15. The tours there is little question but what
girl of Nokomis, Fla., landed this p. m. instead of from 3 to 5 p. m. as as Pyrola rotundlfolla.
and seized a small quantity of liquor.
Daily Vacation Bible School will have his wishes will be acceded to.
It is suggested that the manner of
120-pound tarpon with rod and reel previously announced.
Judge Miller found Anderson guilty,
its opening session on Tuesday morn
There
are
many
wild
flowers
which
unassisted, which is believed to be
conducting these tours could be
fined him }25O and sentenced him to
H. L. Rogers and family of Dovering at 8 o’clock.
seem
well
adapted
to
garden
culture
a world’s record catch for a child Foxcroft have moved into their new
hanged with satisfactory results.
three months in jail , with three
of her age.
>'
months additional if the fine is not
home on Commercial street recently and which grow bigger and more at
At Littlefield Memorial Church One novel proposition is known to
■
The
Anglers
’
Club
of
Sarasota,
tractive when well cared for. Some Bunday, Rev. L. G. Perry will preach have l>een advanced. It provides a
bought of G. P. Jackson.
paid.
' ,
Fla., headed by Powel Crosley, Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rhodes are years ago I brought home a wild in the morning on "Jesus and the substitute for the tours by offering
is
offering
$5,000
in
cash
prizes
in
a series of gatherings in each county
The traffic signals have made their
staying at West IRockport with her geranium and ever since 1 have had
addition to trophies, cups, etc., for parents Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Heald until geraniums galore, for they scatter Children" At the close there will to be held at night, instead of dally
reappearance—three of ’em, their
be a dedication service of the chil
the
18
largest
tarpon
caught
dur

locations being nt the corner of
Aug. 1 when they will move into the their seeds both in the bed and among dren. The evening topic is “The swings with from eight to 20 meet
ing the national tarpon tourna Addie Russ house.
the grass and the blossom seems
Llmerock and Main streets. Park and
Lord’s Supper." Tlie Lord’s Supper ings. In its support it is urged that
ment which ends July 15th. Mary
Main streets and l’ark and Vinton
The sad news has been received much larger and blighter than when will be cibserved at the close of the it would be something new and that
Jane has an excellent chance to
streets. Good service should be ob
in town of the death of Rev. J. L. as a child I gathered them along by service, in the morning the choir this would help to draw attendance.
get one of the big prizes.
the stone walls. A favorite place
These whirlwind tours, Iregarded
tained from the signals in those posi
Tarpon are huge game fish that Wilson, former pastor of the Rock for them was the field at the foot of1 will sing “How Firm a Foundation." by many as the most satisfactory and
tions.
weigh up to 200 pounds and are port Raptist Church, which took place the mountain ’which the Blackington by C. Harold Lowden; Mrs. Doris resultful methods of campaigning,
caught with rod and reel. It usual at the Deacunness Hospital, Boston. twins always called “Uncle ’Rastus’s Spear and Miss Grace Pierce will
call for much hard work upon the part
A car driven by H. H. Estey of
ly requires about an hour of hard Mr. Wilson left here about two years
sing ‘(Sunrise With The Master." In
Rrldgewater ran over little Merle
work by a grown up to land one ago to assume the pastorate of the field" and which I think is now the the evening Miss Pierce will sing of candidates for Governor and
Winslow near the corner “of Main
after it strikes, which makei- this Yarmouth Church where he was property of W N. Benner; at any and Miss Olive (Bragg, Mrs. Arlene United States Senator ,as well as
street and Tillson avenue Thursday
little'^girl’s feat all the more re pastor at the time of his death. He rate one of his hen houses stands on Chaples and Mrs. Lillian Lord Will Congressmen.
The candidates for United States
morning. Dr. North found no bones' markable.
had been in ill health for sometme it.
We used to find almost every fa give a special musical number. Sun Senator and Governor have to par
broken, but the girl was consider
but had been in the hospital only
day
school
at
close
of
morning
servably bruised and plenty seared.
E. H. Dickey was honi« from Wa about a week. His death is mourned miliar flower in this field—columbine, i ice; B.Y.P.U. at 6.15, Mis Vivian ticipate in each one of the 16 coun
ties whirlwind. This means that
by a host of friends in this place, who betony, saxifrage, violets and one Chaples leader.
terville tc spend the holiday.
Tuesday evening they have about 25 days of the
Many strange specimens reach The
extend sympathy to the bereaved plant which has a peculiarity that a l prayer meeting at 7.J0.
toughest sort of campaigning, as two
casual observer would not be Iiltelv
Courier-Gazette museum in the run
There will be a meeting Tuesday family.
and three days are required to cover
of a year, but none stranger than
Jasper McKinney and family are to notice. The stem forks into two
night of the Crescent Beach Improve
THE PESKY SKEETER
some counties.
Not only do they
the two-headed clam which was sent
staying for the summer at the home branches, one of which bears the
ment Association^ at tlie Fales cot
have to ride many miles in p day but
Thursday by B. S. Geyer of South
of Mrs. McKinney's parents, Mr. and blossom while the other bears only
foliage. This is bellwort. with a pale Here Are a Few Suggestions As To they must make a speech at every
Cushing. “I think it is the only one tage.
Mrs. W. E. Overlock.
How Communities May Get Rid Of stopping place, whether it be five
ever seen.” writes Mr. Geyer and we
Miss Hilda Wall is spending a few ream-colored drooping bell and the
Him.
or 20 in the course of the day. These
Charles W. Sheldon has bought the weeks with Mrs William Baker at whole plant is very graceful. My
patiently wait to soe if his claim is
speeches are not long, usually about
grandmother always called it ‘‘wild
cottage at Crescent Beach formerly North Edgecoml).
disputed.
Means of preventing mosquitoes ten minutes, never more than 20,
owned by Mrs. James Grady, the
The (Trytohelp Club will be enter oats" though it doesn’t belong to tin’
but with the throat tilled with dust—
Tlie daily vacation Bible school of deal being made through the R. U. tained Munday evening at the home family of grain of any kind. Another from infesting a community are out
plant grew there which we called lined in a statement issued by the much of the traveling Is over coun
. the First Baptist Church will begin Collins real estate agency.
of Mrs. Ettie Veazie.
ladles’ tobacco" and which we usel Massachusetts department of agri try gravel roads—It becomes a strain.
next Tuesday, continuing through the
The result of all this is that they are
to chew and enjoy, though as I re culture, announcing publication of
22d. Although it will be held in the
“Tintypes and Snapshots” is the
Mrs. Mary J. Richards
member it a mouthful of rags would leaflet on the subject. The leaflet is very tired by the time the campaign
Baptist vestry all youngsters in the
title of a musical revue in two acts
community up through the interme
After an Illness which had its be have been quite as satisfactory. intended to suggest temporary means ends.
and 20 seen*/; which will be staged
In the 1028 campaign a new variety
diate age will be welcome. Miss
ginning three years ago, Mary J. Since that time I have read a de of relief pending the time that a com
Monday night in Watts hall, Thom
Emily MacDonald will be the leader
Richards, wife of Capt. Almon W. scription of a plant which seems to munity may be able to launch was put into the tours in Knox Coun
aston under direction of Gushee and
again this year.
Richards, died at the home of her me to be the same thing, and it was work in connection with permanent ty. when the candidates were taken
Robbins of Camden.
son Burton F. Richards Monday called “bunny foot," which is an ex mosquito control, according to the to the island towns. This had never
There was a record attendance zt
morning. Suffering from an incur cellent description of its general ap statement, which follows in full been done before.
text:
During the campaigns of 1926 and
the Nelson B. Cobb annual fireworks
Adella F. Veazie
A decided improvement has bzeen able disease, she was tenderly cared pearance.
First aid for homes and communi 1928, the Republican State head
Rankin street, Rockland.
display last night at the foot of effected by S. Nilo Spear by adding for and lovingly watched over by her
ties
which
are
beset
with
mosquitoes
quarters were located in Port
Granite street. Albert S. Peterson a western entrance to his repair shop husband, son and family.
4s the subject of a flier which the land. Whether they will be this year
was master of the slowmAtch with on Spring street, thus eliminating
Mrs. Richards was born in SearsState
reclamation
hoard
has
is among the things which the com
a very large crew anxious to .act as any turning in the garage. A new mont. July 22? 1852. and was married
published for free destribution to mittee will, probably, decide at the
volunteers. The display was given in grease rack has been added to fur 56 years ago. Her husband, son and
clubs,
associations,
communities
and
coming aneeting.
honor of Cobb and Clarence Peterson. ther speed up the service. Nilo ha? one brother Frank Allenwood of
summer colonies.
A number of Republicans feel that
A bit of excitement not op the pro four mechanics on the job under his Camden are the nearest relatives
The
leaflet
gives
some
good
advice
the place jfor the headquarters is
gram whs occasioned by the arrival of personal direction in what is gener who survive. During her illness she
for
prevention
of
mosquitoes
in
any
Augusta. They claim that Augusta
Engine 2 to quench a lively blaze at ally recognized as the largest and patiently accepted her lot with an
community by a little time and in Is more central and. especially for the
the eftv dump nearby.
best equipped plant for purely auto- abiding faith that all would be well
ANNUAL
SEEDLINGS
some'
cases
a
slight
expense.
The
eastern part of tlie State, more easily
rpobile repairs east of Portland.
in that beautiful land whose portals
State reclamation board is on a pro
One-half Price Now
reached.
The Togus management has again
she has now entered. Funeral services
gram
of
mosquito
control
by
drain
booked for the baseball fans one of
were held Wednesday at 2 p. nH at
Only a few left
An outstanding patriotic window is
age
and
other
means
of
eradication
the fastest attractions available. Th
TENANT’S HARBOR
to bo seen at the Fuller-Cobb-Davis the home of her bon. Rev. P. C.
of breeding places. This is a long
BEET GREENS, 30c Peck
Boston Colored Tigers—champions
store. It is composed of original Hughey officiating.
time program. The- tlier is intended
of New England will oppose the fast
»
•
•
,
framed pictures of the presidents of
Next Monday evening at 7 o'clock
to suggest ready means. of relie
PURE HORSE RADISH
semUpro club tomorrow. The Togus
ChurckJSIotes
the famous Courier-Ives vintage,
pending the time that communities a meeting will be field at the High
club will undoubtedly have Jimmy
Just
Grated
—
25c
per
bottle
period of 1830 to 1875, none being
get started on real permanent School building to make arrange
Baptist Church; Sunday morning
Fitzpatrick on the mound with Leo
marie after Grant’s time. Some re
ments for street lights through the
mosquito control work.
worship 10.45, sermon by pastor Rev.
LETTUCE, 10c per head
Beaudoin on the receiving end.
markable steel engravings of the John I’. C. Hughey, subject, “Christianity's
All those Interested are
The flier says ‘You cannot catch village.
Danny Alvino the hard hitting Ford
Trumbull and 13. H. Matheson groups
the billions of mosquitoes which are urged to attend.
SNAPPY BOUQUETS, 20c each
ham College star has been signed to
Crime;,’ selection by choir; Sunday
qre in evidence. A large picture of
At the Baptist Church the 7 o’clock
alive hut you can prevent them from
play right field thus strengthening
School at noon; B.YJ’.U. at 6.30
being hatched.
House mosquitoe: service. Istandard time, will lie In
the Togus team. Fans will again see Major General Hiram G. Berry at leader. Miss Cora Whitney; evening
EDWIN A. DEAN
tracted much favorable comment
breed wherever water stands long charge of Scout Executive John W.
singing service at 7.30; specal se
Gouger performing at second Vase as
ROCKLAND, ME. HIGHLANDS
The pictures were taken from the
enough, in rain barrels, water tubs, Thompson. Scoutmaster Smalley and
lections by young people's chorus
in his last two games here he has
No Delivery
Cobb-Davis antique shop.
Beaver Patrol will tie there. Captain
tin cans, broken bottles, cellar ex
and also male chorus; subject of the
given the sports plenty }f real action
Telephone 671-J
Hupper with Blue Iris Troop of Girl
cavations, roof gutters, cisterns, cess
evening sermon, "Unto the Utter
and fast fielding. The attendance at
80-11
Used Fur.--—(Frederick Waltz has most.”
pools and sink drains. They swim Scouts will lie present, also Mrs. Al
this game is exi>ected to exceed that
the
before they fly so their breeding bert Small with her girls.
Methodist Church; At the Sunday
of the Philadelphia Colored Giants Rome of the (best used cars in
places may be destroyed. If it is
when it was estimated that 8000 fans city, including Chevrolet. Essex. Ford. morning service iRev. F. F. Fowle
Speaking of light-year as a handy
Nash and Dodge. Can t>e bought on will exchange pulpits with Rev. J. It.
barrel, dump it. If it is a tub, over
were present.
term for cosmic distances, tariff-year
Washington
College
of
easy terms, with prices right.—adv. Hotvse pastor of the Methodist
turn it. If it is a tin can, punch
hole in it. If it is a cistern or cess might be useful for expressing long
S0-11
Church at Union; gunday School at
Mrs. Hazel Atwood, 67 Willow
Music
pool, cover it tightly. If a roof gut lapses of time.—Buffalo Courier-Ex
Atreet, announces that she is now the
11.45. Evening service at 7.30, se
WASHINGTON, D. C.
ter, drain it. If a catch basin, oil It. press.
E. F. Towne of Sanford, Me., is lections by male chorus. The official
registered Spencer corsetiere for
Or if it is a pool or pond stock it
Summer Session,
Rockland and vicinity, her line in-, located at 17 Lindsey street for the board will meet at the church Tues
DIED
with fish.
BELFAST, MAINE
eluding the Spencer dress and sup summer in tlie interest of Fuller Brush day evening and it is desired that all
FOGG—At Camden, July 2, Arvllla K. Fogg,
“
Never
forget,
”
the
flier
con

porting corset, foundation garments, Company.—adv.
members lie present; Ladies' Aid will
July 7-Aug. 15, 1930
aj;ed 78 yean. Burial at Orland.
cludes. “that in the wiggler state one
bandeaux, etc.
•»
meet Wednesday afternoon at the
can kill 1006 mosquitoes with the
Educational and Artistic
CARD OF THANKS
vestry; Thursday evening service at
We wish to acknowledge with the most
same amount of effort that it costs to
7.30.
Courses
sincere
appreciation
each and every klndnean
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
kill one on the wing. Upset their
The Rockport Churcli Vacation
In word or deed rendered to us In our late
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
Leading to certificates and di plans. Do your part and what you bereavement.
We
are
extremely grateful also
School will hold its first session July
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
plomas in Public School Music
Seed Sown Here
do. added to what your neighbors do. to those who .so freely offered their, services
14 from 8.30 to 11.30 a. m. at the Bap
and
the
use
of
automobiles.
iMay Uod bless
when
plus what' your town can do will
ABLE FACULTY OF FOUR
tist Church. The school is sponsored
bring
•results.
’
”
SPECIAL
FEATURE
(
’
iipt.
Almon
>W.
Richards,
Burton
F. Rich
by the Methodist. Baptist and West
METHYL BALM
ards, Mildred L. Richards.
Falls In Fertile
Rockport Baptist Churches. Fol
Vocal
Instruction
by
Rockport,
July
5
will bring almost instant relief?
lowing are the teachers: Directors,
Dr. Edwin N. C. Barnes
Iiev. F. F. Fowle and Rev. P. C
CARD OF THANKS
A scientifically compounded ex
Dean of Summer School
We wiah to thank all those wbo engaged In
Hughey; intermediates. IRev. F. F
Soil, Insuring a
GLOBE LAUNDRY
ternal application that should be
Courses
accredited
by
Maine
State
the search of our son's budy. especially mem
Fowle; Juniors. Miss Hortense Bohnin every home. Sold only at
Portland, Main*
bers of the Coast Guard ; we also extend our
Board of Education
dell; primary, Miss Doris Ballard and
thanks to those who sent floral offerings.
QUALITY
WORK
Address
all
inquiries
to
Mr. und Mrs. Carlos Duvls
Johnston’s Drug Store
Miss Beatrice Graffam; beginners
Bountiful Harvest
PARCEL DELIVERY SERVICE
Port Clyde
*
DEAN
OF
SUMMER
SCHOOL
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Miss Ruth Miller and Mrs. Grace
Walter Dorgan, T«t 106-R
FOR SALE Nine room bouse on shore,
2017 S Street, N. W.
Hughey; assistants. Miss Dorothy
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
large
barn,
completely
furnished:
good
sized
Washington, D. C.
Nutt and Miss Edith Wall; woodwork
75 cents
wood lot about 30 acres. ERNEST RAWLEY,
74-81
postmaster. Tenant's Harbor, He.
80*85
62tf
Rev. P. C. Hughey.

Great
Plant Sale

ELECTRIC WASHING
ELECTRIC BRAKE LINING

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
BASEMENT DEPARTMENT

Monday, July 7th
LADY PEPPERELL

will be here
Throughout the day his famous 'Lady will
be in the Department to tell you about the ex
quisite colored sheets which bear her name, and
give you helpful information on bedroom
decoration.

We have on display eight exquisite colors,
rose, nile, green, maize, yellow, shell pink,
peach, blue and orchid.
White is also shown in all sizes, both plain
hemmed or hemstitched.
Also hear Lady Pepperell’s Radio Talks ev
ery Wednesday at 10 a. m. over WEAF, New
York, and 14 stations of the N. B. C. Red Net
work.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

BOND CALL
Masonic Temple Association
Holders of Second Lien Bonds which matured
June I, 1930, are requested to present same to
the

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
or the

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
for Redemption

'

Also holders of First Lien Bonds Numbers

each $100
each $500

74,75,80,81,125,
65,157,158,

are notified to present these Bonds to the
Rockland National Bank for payment

Masonic Temple Association
J. E. Stevens, Treas

George L. St. Clair, Pres.
80666

FOR SALE
EIGHT ROOM HOUSE
Modern improvements, five minutes’ from Main St.

U.

ROBERT

COLLINS

REAL ESTATE
375 Main Street

Rockland

Telephone 77
80-82

ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
Courses in Business Administration, Secretarial
Teachers’ Training, Etc. Write for catalogue

Business Men Supplied With Office Help
Address LENA K. SARGENT, Rockland, Me.
79tftf

ARTISTIC GRANITE MEMORIALS
Granite Quarries and Manufacturing of all kinds of Monumental
Work. With years of experience and a well equipped plant we
are ready to serve you.
PRICES REASONABLE—FIRST CLASS WORK GUARANTEED

BASSICK
Pleasant Beach Road,

BROTHERS
South Thomaston
44Stf
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By

E. W. Melton

TiITTERS HATTERS
Ta
You’re wrong. It's not John
From H. G. Wells’ The Science
Gilbert. Yeh, we thought >o too. of Life

This it Larry Fern-sperms have usually a corkscrew
Halfsnaggle, nucleus and a great many flagella In
of only two; often they carry with
heroic Brook stead
them that part of the general protolyn boy. who r’asm which Is not needed for producin of head and whiplashes, only to
hat offered
.ast It from them before entering the
to marry any egg.
woman with
N. T. American
$295 in order
Just what we had always sus
t o provide pected.
hit old moth
* * »
er and father
Financial Advice
with a five
tube radio
set. Larry
a a y t he I
hopes kt win
get a women
who will
treat him right and not take ad
vantage of hit situation. Write
to Station DSC, New York City.
Dear Sir: One ot my best friends was
• t e
recently thrown through a windshield

which severed both his ears. I Imme
“Keep away from hot dog diately
bought twenty shares of Scatterstands while you’re on a spree proof Glass Common, believing It has a
future. Was this a good move?
this summer,” admonishes Dr.
Ans.: Not on the part of your friend.
Shirley Wynne, Health Com But we highly approve of your method
of purchasing; that Is, about ten shares
missioner of New York, giving an ear. If you have other friends you
Inveigle into the old fashioned cars
nine rules for a healthy vaca can
eventually you should accumulate a sub
tion. Nine rules follow, none stantial line of stock, and if the ears are
saved, threaded, and varnished they
of which Dr. Wynne men make wonderful lavallieres.
♦ ♦ ♦
tioned :
Keep away from dial telephones.
Last year thousands ot people lost
Bv Universal Service
their vacations trying to get the
WASHINGTON. June 6—
right number.
Trained roosters are being used
Be careful what you drink at by the Department of Agricul
wayside gasoline stations. Last ture's food and drug administra
year several thousand drank from tion in the “Cock’s Comb Test”
the ethyl tank instead of the to determine the potency and
straight gasoline pump.
purity of ergot. Howard W. AmIf you can’t get pasteurized buster, New York importer of the
milk, ask for boiled water.
drug, declared before the Senate
Don't attempt exercise such as Agriculture Committee today.
These roosters, he charged, are
tennis, or necking, while the sun
Is high. Wait for nightfall, and trained to give good results for
bad ergot and bad results for
she may not care for tennis.
Don’t walk on empty pop bottles good ergot. Thus, he said, in
In your bare feet. It disturbs your terior and dangerous ergot is per
equanimity besides playing hell mitted to enter the country.
In the name of the National
with your toes.
Roosters' Association we want to
Eat fruit and green vegetables. protest the "Cock's Comb Test.”
If these are not available write We protest the double standard,
Bernarr MacFadden and stick to whereby hens are supplied with
spinach until you get a reply.
a good grade of horse corn,
When hiking or horse shoe whereas we are tested with er
pitching, avoid knots in the socks. got. We roosters feel that the
They often lead to temporary in hen, far outnumbering us, has
sanity and finger-nail gnawing.
been given too much credit. Un
Bachelors should keep away less conditions are Improved, we
from county seats. One out of plan a big raid on the salt cellar
every five Joined in Holy Ali and non-cooperation on a national
mony last year claimed it was scale. We hereby ask Bishop
done in a stupor or trance. The Cannon for his support. Down
with ergot! And equal rights for
other four are still paralyzed.
Don’t throw old tomato cans the workingman.
• • •
along the highway, you may be
Our
favorite
record for the
one yourself some day.
month: "You'll Find the Answer
• • •
in My Eyes” by Ben Turpin.

A Protest!

Contradicting a recent statement by
Dr. Henry Fairfield Oebern, Dr. J. H.
MeGregor ot Columbia University and
of tbe American Mneenm of Natural
History told tbe annual meeting ef the
American Society of JUammaloflste that
tbe thumb of tbe
gorilla
li
“far
from useless." Dr.
Osborn
recently
declared that tbe
gorilla bad tbe
This magnlflclent mural which experts
ose of only toor
fingers and used attribute to Leon Eucalyptus, the Grecian
this as an argu- berry-picker, represents four sprites, or
m ent
against gnomes, engaged in The 8acred Under
vhat be termed wear Dance, which usually ushered In
“the myth ef ape- the harvest season In Anchovy and Perth
Amboy. It has been purchased by an
man ancestry."
“In young gorll- American millionaire to symbolize The
las particularly, the tbumb Is far from Spirit of National String Bean Hour
useless." Dr. McGregor asserted. “Ob which comes to you by the courtesy of
Stand by for
servations of these animals In their nat Better Beaneries, Inc.
ural haunts show that tbe tkamb, on Annie Schlag and Primo Camera singing,
the contrary, Is extremely nsefol."
‘•Ah, Sweet Mystery of Love.”

—N. T. Times.

• A

•

Handsomer warts on dill pickles
Moit of the "young gorilla)” we
know keep the thumb in one tide is being worked out by “Peanuts’*
of the mouth; in the cat's eye; or Cantwell. They call him Peanuts
because his name is Albert. *
around the neck of a bottle.

Miles of Conveyors in Ford Plant

Thli picture shows two types of conveyors In use in the Rouge Plant
of the Ford Motor Company.

Jb N ENDLESS chain conveyor,

Zi three and a half to four mil j

■A.

long, said to be the longest
in the world, has just been complet
ed at the Rouge Plant ot the Ford
Motor Company at Dearborn, Michi
gan. On it parts of Ford cars in the
process of manufacture are trans
ported from one building to another
and completed parts are carried
direct to railroad cars for shipment
to branch assembly plants.
The conveyor, which carries Its
cargo on suspended hooks, has a
daily capacity for 300,000 parts
weighing over 2,000,000 pounds. It
supplants freight cars and trucks
which have been used for the trans
fer of many parts from one point to
another In the Ford plant.
This longest conveyor of them all
is a development of the Ford policy
that nothing should be done by
manual labor that could better be
done by machine.
In the early days ot his manu
facturing career, Mr. Ford devised
the tasembljr line—a moving track

on which cars In the process of as
sembly went to the workmen in
stead of the workmen carrying parts
to the car. The assembly line, per
fected in many ways, is now used
by automobile manufacturers gen
erally.
The value of the conveyor in re
ducing physical labor, in saving
time. In preserving system and In
cutting costs soon became apparent
and Its tisa was extended to other
purposes about the plant. Now
there are literally miles of convey
ors of various types in the Ford
plant. Some of them carry parts
from one building to another and
are carefully synchronized so that
the parts arrive at precisely the
right moment and In the exact spot
where they are needed. Others
transport red hot ingots of steel
weighing nearly a ton each. Still
others move outgoing shipments.
If It were not for the conveyors,
according to officials of the Ford
Company, mass production would
not be possible on its present scale.
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THE
t BUSY GRANGERS
Few people have any Idea of the
extent to which the Grange Is enter
ing Into the home life of rural
America, or the number of home
improvement projects for which this
live organization Is responsible. Not
only does it devote a considerable
portion of Its educational program to
the discussions of home-making
topics, labor-saving devices and bet
ter household equipment, but all sorts
of improvement projects, demon
strations. etc., are sponsored and a
great impulse to better home life on
the farm Is thus supplied.
Frequently groups of farm women
are brought together regularly In the
Grange hall, for classes in cooking,
sewing, rug making, furniture re
modeling and decorating, with expert
instruction brought from outside and
the experience of the best home
makers of the community fully drawn
on for the benefit of the younger
ones. Contacts are established with
the Home Economics departments of
the state college and extension serv
ice, while contests in timely subjects
are frequently staged between differ
ent groups.
In the Grange exhibits at fairs
women's handiwork has been brought
conspicuously to attention by Grange
encouragement and such lines of
home interest and activity greatly
stimulated thereby.
Grange cook
hooks without number have been
issued and large sums of money
raised by these Grange groups have
been applied to such outstanding
achievements as the community
h >use at Storrs agricultural college
in Connecticut, the girls’ dormitory
at State college. Pennsylvania, and
the "practice house” at Amherst,
Massachusetts.
Great advance in the past decade
has been made in the liriproved in
teriors of country homes, particu
larly in sanitary conveniences and
the installation of running water
bath rooms, etc.; with a large meas
ure of credit due the Granges for the
desire stimulated for these better
things, besides the information and
the means which oftentimes have
made these betterments possible.
• • • •
Many county fairs owe their very
existence to the support of the
Granges in that locality, and as the
fair season draws near again, ex
tensive plans are in progress for the
Grange exhibits to be made at these
fairs. Often the latter constitute the
quality features of the whole show,
while paid admissions by the Grange
people save many a small fair from
financial disaster
In addition to such exhibits, great
numbers of Granges will run exten
sive fairs of their own during the au
tumn. offering liberal cash prizes for
quality products, and oftentimes at
tracting attendance from a wide
radius.
Such
activities greatly
stimulate agricultural effort and
serve to “pep up" rural life.
• • • •
The past year in Maryland has
been the most successful among the
Granges of that state for a decade
and a net increase in membership of
at least 10% is reported in addition
to growing enthusiasm and interest
among the subordinate units in all
parts of the state. Not only have
several new Granges been organized
but old Granges are reinstating mem
bers. enlarging their program of ac
tivities and making plans for pro
gressive undertakings ahead.
The Grange in Maryland is fortu
nate in having good leadership as
well as in working In close coopera
tion with the State University, Ex
tension Department and related agri
cultural agencies. Dr. Raymond A.
Pearson, president of the university,
is an ardent believer in the Grange,
having formerly been one of its lead
ers both in New York and In Iowa
before coming to Maryland; Dr. T. B.
Symons is agricultural director at
the university, while Dr. H. J. Pat
terson was for several years master
of the Maryland State Grange.
• • • •
Large numbers of Grange people In
Connecticut turned out to hear a
snappy debate on "Resolved, that the
present system of taxation is right,’’
in which the farmer's side of the case
was impressively stated.
* * * *
In several Instances Granges in
different states have tendered recep
tions to "gold star” mothers, about to
sail for France, such occasions tak
ing on an intense patriotic fervor
with usually the whole community
invited to the Grange hall for that
evening.
* a s *
At the big National Grange session
at Rochester. New York, next No
vember one of the speakers Is to be
Gov, Franklin D. Roosevelt, who is
himself a member of the Grange in
that state.
• • • •
While most State Granges hold
their annual convention in the win
ter time, three of them always take
place in June—Washington, Oregon
and South Daktoa.
* • • *
With a record of having assisted
almost 500 young people in gaining
an education, the State Grange Edu
cational Aid Fund in Massachusetts
must be ranked as one of the out
standing achievements of that rural
organization.
o e o o

Granger, in Washington, Oregon
and Idaho are cooperating with the
Y.M.C.A. in aiding country boys to
make wise contacts when they go to
the large cities to seek employment.
* * •m
The subject of rural health is get
ting wide discussion throughout the
Granges of the United States, fol
lowed by needed local’ clean-up
projects.

Work Done Anywhere
Prompt Service
Water pipes Repaired and Relaid.
Inside and Out. Digging included.
Pipes Wired Out. Sewera Dug,
Laid Out and Cleaned whan
Plugged.
Ceespoola Dug and
Rocked.
Shallow Cellars Dug
Deeper.
Floors Cemented and
Walla Repaired.

S. E. Eaton

1 The “Brat of a t {
Sister”
/f

I am.”

“Tell ns,” demanded Sally.
“It's Joe,” sniffed Esmerelda.
"Joe's been caught pilfering. And
he’had a bunch of bonds on him
when they took him—some of the
boss' bonds. And he told the boss
I gave them to him.”
“Did you?” The voice was like
a knife.
“Of course I didn’t But Pm
about the only person who could
have gotten them easily, and the
boss knows I've been running
around with Joe.”
"What you get for playiDg around
with a cheap little crook like that
Joe. I told you months ago he was
no good—”
“Now, Sally," sniffed her mother.
"Merry’s In trouble, and you don’t
need to go Into that. Poor girl—
you’re her sister, you know, and
there's no friend—’’
"Don’t you say It. Friend! She
needs a keeper."
Sally slapped back the black
hair. She pulled on a black dress
and coat and slid a silver turban
over her left eye.
“Where you going?"
“Out”
“Out?" With Merry feeling like

Rv

“I’m going out, no matter how
Merry feels.
She’d better stay
right here, though.”
The door crashed behind her. Es
merelda raised her head and burst
Into sobbing.
“She wouldn’t do a thing for me.
She's always hated me.”
"She is kind of heartless,” agreed
Mrs. Huggins. “She was just say
ing, before you came in, that yon
were no friend to her.”
“If she was in a Jam like this,
Td—well. I’d do something.” •
The clock ticked loudly. The mo
ments dragged on. Mrs. Huggins
rose, put out a milk bottle, wound
the clock, and went about the mul
titude of little tasks of putting the
apartment to bed for the night Dis
grace might come, but living must
go on.
The quick tap of high heels beat
down the hallway. Sally flung into
the room, a fine color In her cheeks.
“I guess that young whippersnapper'll think twice the next time
he tells a lie about an Innocent
young girl,” she exulted.
"What!”
"That Joe—the little coward. Be
lieve me, I made him crawl!”
"You saw Joe—you went to the

Jalir

“You bet I saw Joe. I had to
nearly claw my way Into jail, but I
got In there—and I got a written
statement from Mr. Joe that he was
lying to save his skin.”
“But how—how?”
“I told him he'd better stay In
Jail for the rest of his life, for I’d
get him when ho got out If he didn't
set you right I put the fear of the
Lord Into him. He was tickled to
give me the statement, to get me
Mt ef there. I had the Jailer and
one of the cops witness It, and
made him say he gave It of his own
free will."
“Where Is ltr
“Not so fast, dearie. It's Just
where It should be—In Mr. F. L.
Meredith's possession."
“You took It to the boss T
"Did I? And how! I went right
up to his bouse. He was Saving
some sort of a dinner party and the
butler wasn’t going to let me in, but
I told him I’d yell If he didn't. After
awhile Mr. Meredith came out—he
was sort of miffed with me for com
ing, I guess. But after I told him
what I had, he didn't mind.”
“He didn’t—the old crab!”
“I told him plenty—about sus
pecting an Innocent, hard-working
young girl. Instead of protecting
her.. When I got through with him
he was almost crying on m,v shoul
der. You’re to keep on with your
Job, and he’s going to give you a
chance In the credit department.”
“Oh, Sally!"
Mrs. Huggins shed tears of relief.
Sally picked up the brllllantlne
bottle.
“That was wonderful, Sally,” be
gan Esmerelda, “I'll not forget—”
"There's no friend like a sister,"
Interrupted her mother.
“No friend like a sister," grunted
Sally—“Well, all I say Is, If that
brat doesn’t lay off m.v chiffon
stockings, I’ll show her what kind
of a friend I am!’’
(Copyright.)

Atlantic’s Salinity
The salinity of the Atlantic ocean
varies. The maximum salinity oc
curs In two areas—one In the North
Atlantic near the African coast; the
other in the South Atlantic north
of the Tropic of Capricorn, near the
South American coast. The range
of salinity la from 3.70 to 3.75 per
cent

LADIES
Who suffer from

COLIO PAINS
Find It valuable
Prepared by Norway Medicine Co .Norway,Me,

Trip-t-lpDay

JOSEPH BOGGIA, Chef
The Plaza Hotel, New York City
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iHE salad ia always welcome
in hot weather, frequently
serving as the piice de ritittance of the meal. It is doubly
welcome If it is prepared with the
thoughtful care which every really
good cook de
lights in devoting to a dish
' that can be
I made so appeal
ing to the most
jaded appetite.
In making the
dressing, meas
ure your ingred 1 e n t s accu
rately. Mix them
thoroughly. Be
sure that the
completed mixChef Boggta
ture is cold and
moist but with
no excess liquid. Select-crisp salad
leaves, wash them in plenty of cold
water, riuae them and drf them,
allowing only a particle of moisture
to remain in the crevices of the
leaves. Be sure that the salad bowl
and plates are thoroughly chilled.
Victorina Salad (Individual) —
Peel and slice off the top of a
tomato. Scoop out the Inside. Mix
with one chopped olive, one-half
teaspoon chopped onion, two tea
spoons chopped celery, one tea-

T

spoon chopped green pepper, onefourth teaspoon sugar, and two
teaspoons mayonnaise. Return the
mixture to the tomato. Set in let
tuce leaves. Top with mayonnaise
and sprinkle with minced parsley.
Salad Rocourt—Pare and slice
thin one medium-size cucumber.
Cover with cold, salted water, and
let stand in refrigerator for one
hour. Thin a small cream cheese
with four tablespoons cream, and
add one-half teaspoon salt, oneeighth teaspoon pepper, one teaspoon powdered sugar, one-fourth
teaspoon paprika and two table
spoons lemon juice. Drain and
thoroughly dry the cucumber. Mix
the slices in with the dressing.
Spread over lettuce leaves which
have been arranged on the salad
plates. Slice thin six kumquats or
a green pepper and scatter over
the salad.
Harlequin Dressing—Serve with
asparagus, tomato, or plain lettuce.
Mix together one-half cup salad
oil, five tablespoons vinegar, onehalf teaspoon powderet) sugar, one
teaspoon salt, two tablespoons pi
mentos, chopped fine, two table
spoons green peppers, chopped tine,
one-half tablespoon finely chopped
onion, and one-half tablespoon
finely chopped parsley. Chill thor
oughly in glass Jar. Shake well
just before serving.
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Three Hot Weather Salads

By ISABEL NEILL ’ *

K'T'HERE'S no friend like a sisA ter," quoted Mrs.Huggins.
She quoted It mournfully, as if It
were one of tbe bitter but Inescap
able facts of life.
•’Pooh," snapped her daughter,
Sally, who was rubbing brllllantlne
Into her smooth black hair. “God
help me If I never have a better
friend than that brat of a sister
ef mine.”
Mrs. Huggins sighed dolefully.
The door opened quietly—In Itself
a strange event In the household
where cyclonic entrances and exits
were the rule. The "brat of a sis
ter” edged her way Into the room.
In a romantic and earlier day of
her youth Mrs. Huggins had chosen
the name of Esmerelda for the
younger of her daughters. Usually
there was a gay insouciance about
her, but not tonight
She dropped Into a chair and.
leaked at her mother and Sally.
■Well, speak up,” commanded
Sally sharply. “Got canned didn’t
you?"
“Worse than that” It was a sort
ef wall.
“Worse?" The mother and older
sister chorused It quickly.
"Yeah—worse. I’in In a fine mess,

Every-Other-Day
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HORIZONTAL (Cont.)

HORIZONTAL

45-A kingdom
j47-Senior (abbr.)
4-Pale
48-Cauterize
7-Salt (Latin)
50- Middle (poet.)
10-Benches
51- Part of leg
12-Think
14- A game of chance 53-Acquiesce
55- Utenail for serving
15- Winged mammal
food
17- River in Italy
18- Days sight (abbr.) 56- Arcadian woodland
spirit
19- A kind of chicken
57- Jewish lawgiver
21- Each (abbr.)
■58-Unit
22- At
23- Ban
VERTICAL
24- Series of books
2fr-Musical note
I- Beseech
. 2-ln want
28- Lavish extreme
fondness upon
3- Beats (colloq.)
4- Like
29- Part of a leaf
5- A mass
31- A fruit
6- Negative
32-Tidy
7- An elderly man
33- Crooked
36-Forehead
8- The record of a
38-Accomplish
single year
40- Female deer
9- Name of thirteen
41- Rowing implement
popes
42- Conjunction
II- T oward
43- A pronoun
113-Parent

1-An insect

VERTICAL (Cent)
15- Nude
16-Throw

19- House animal
20- Selne
22- Having two feet
23- Annoyed
25-Male singing voice
27- Fall flower
28- Pat
30-Cry, as a cat
i :
34- Neither
35-Abound
36- Audacious
37- Male sheep
39-Last letter of Greek
alphabet

42-A constellation
44- Atta in
45- Aspirations
47-lnterjection. Begone
4C-Life fluid of trees
49-Musical note
51-Spain (abbr.)
52- Point of compass
(abbr.)
54- Printer's measure
55- Steamahip (abbr.)

Copyright. The International Syndicate

Solution to Previous Puzzle.
Ideal Railroad Ties

Species of the quebracho tree are
used for railroad ties In South
America. The name may be trans- I
lated as “ax breaker,” and the hard- |
ness of the wood makes it ideal for
railroad ties.
Onion Awooing Goes

Scientists tell us that plants
make love like human beings, but
It is unlikely that any of them
will ever become demonstrative
enough to neck the cactus.—Louis
ville Times.

Vanity Cure
The best cure for the vanity of
a prominent citizen Is to visit the
old home town where the people
think him less Important than
themselves.—San Francisco Chroni
cle.
Sails in Use

There are still some 3.10 sailing
vessels, aggregating 280,000 tons, en
gaged in transporting the foreign
trade of the United States, most of
which are American vessels.
Supreme Victory

A more glorious victory cannot
be gained over another than this,
that wh°n Injury began on Ills part,
the kindness should begin on ours.
—John Tillotson.
For Remembrance
Write your name, In kindness,
love and mercy, on the hearts of
thousands, you come In contact with
year by year; you will never be for
gotten.—Chalmers.
Lost Industrial Art
The use of dlorite for carved
statues is a lost Industrial art.
Many extant examples of Egyptian
statues illustrate the use of this
method.
Ancient Palestine
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Explains Dot Over "i"

The letter “1” has not always had
a dot over It This Is no original
part of the letter, but Is derived
from a diacritic mark, like an acute
accent, used to particularize the
"1” in position in which It might
have been taken merely for the
stroke of another letter. It ap
pears to have begun in Latin manu
scripts about the Eleventh century
with the “11” In such words as In
genii, and to have thenee been ex
tended to “1” In contiguity with
“in,” “n" or “o,” and finally to have
been used with ”1" In all positions.
Fine Art of Heckling

”1 was glad to observe that you
were In no way annoyed by that
man who heckled."
“He is what I call a good heck
ler,” answered Senator Sorghum.
“I carry him with the campaign
company.”
“He is a friend?”
“More. A faithful servitor. I
tell him exactly what to say when
he heckles, and then we put our
heads together to determine how 1
shall reply with a stroke of smash
’ ing repartee.”—Washington Star.
Shortage of Choirboy*

As a result of the World war
Cromford, England, has a choirboy
shortage. The vicar says the sup
ply has come to an end because
very few children were born In the
parish between 1010 and l’.llv and
Nothing to Say
for the next three or four years
The worst thing about people who
there will he no boys to lead the
have nothing to say is that it
services. The church council will
takes them so long to say It.—Los
Introduce cholrglrls for the first
Angeles Times,
I time.

In Christ’s day Palestine was di
vided Into three: Judea, on the
south, Galilee on the north ; Samaria
lay between.

TilesKing Ludwigs Lake Palace
Mad King Ludwig of Bavaria took
great pleasure in having magnificent
castles built in various parts of his
realm. On an island in the midst of
I^ake Chiemsee in the Bavarian Alps
he ordered built in 187# a spectacular
replica of Izouis XVTr chateau at
Versailles, and even planned to out
rival the original in sumptuousness
of the furnishings and decorations.
To reach the shores of the lake it is
necessary to leave the main railroad
line and take a toy railroad of diminu
tive coaches drawn by a miniature
locomotive for the distance of about
a mile. No one would think of walk
ing in preference to a ride on this
smallest railway system.
“Killarney is Fairyland”
Queen Victoria said ‘'Killarney is
Fairyland." Even Wordsworth who
loved nature easily said it was "the
most beautiful spot on the British
Isles.” It is one of the figw spots on
earth unspoiled by tourists. Macgillicuddy’s IReeks are too majestic- to
notice visitors. Clothed in the purple
of Kings, with their heads in the
clouds, what is an American tourist
to them? One sees the best, if it
must be done in a hurry, by doing the
prescribed one-day tour through the
Gap of Dunloe and back by the Lakes
The Gap is a dark, deep defile several
miles long, overhung by cliffs and
splashed with many tiny lakelets.
Oldest Tree in Europe
Between Loch Rannoch and Loch
Tay is Glen Lyon, the longest glen
in Scotland, which stretches its mys
terious beauty from Ixrch Lyon oyer
SO miles. Many a tourist in Perthshire
has rushed past it. little knowing that
he was missing a haunt whose love
liness would cheer him long after
more notable places had become dim
in his mind. The Scots call it “the
Dark Crooked Glen of the Great
Rocks." The place is red with history
and legend, battles of kirks and
crosses which go back to the earliest
days of Celtic Christianity. Its yew
trees claim to be the oldest authentic
specimen of vegetation in Europe.
“Dizzy” and His London
All lovers of the primrose will want
to see something of Lord Beaconsfield
when they are in London. Disraeli’s
statue is in Parliament square and
like other famous men he has many
birthplaces. Number 22 Theobald’s
road. Bloomsbury, seems to have the
best tradition. He worked at 6 'Fred
ericks Place. Old Jewry, four years
before he startled the world with his
“Vivian Grey.” Then he lived at 29
Park Lane. opposite Grosvenor Gate,
,,
,
t.
. .... i

by" and made his climb to political
power. Later he lived at 2 Whitehall
Gardens. His last I>ondon home was
at 19 Curzon street, where he died,
and where, “tis said, he gently de
clined to see Queen Victoria because
“she only wants me to give a message
to the Prince Consort.”
No Haste in Holland
Hustle and hurry seem to he asso
ciated with travel everywhere except
in Holland. In Holland you (find more
travelers in repose than elsewhere.
Instead of the automobile, the leisure
ly bicycle wheels along, instead of
the rushing train, the gentle canal
boat with its almost noiseless use of
wind and water cares for your pil
grimage. Little single-street towns,
with gardens dipping into the water,
slip quietly inttf cities whose streets
are water, and a fretwork of multi
colored* houses, embowered in groups
of playing children, lie amid long
meadows that have never known the
head-long peevish haste of the flying
hours.
The Caves at Han
One of the most beautiful spectacles
in Belgium is the famous Grotto of
Han. The nearest rail point is
Rochefort. After making the ascent
from the village of Han-sur-Lease by
tram to the Faule Rocks one enters
the Grotto and fresh wonders, wonders
which have been fashioned at the
caprices of centuries of time, appear
before the eyes at every step. The
exit is by canoe and the sudden re
appearance of daylight, framed in
verdure, which so strikingly cuts
across the absolute obscurity whence
one emerges leaves upon the mind an
indefinable impression of coming to
the last page of Arabian Nights.
Royal St. Cloud
To the little town of St. (’loud, as
it is called today, there once came
all the grandeur of royalty. With the
destruction of its celebrated chateau,
built by Louis XIV’ in ;1600, it lost a
favorite royal residence. Here the
Regent d’orleans received Peter the
Great in 1717.. In ,1785 it was sold for
six million francs to Queen Marie
Antoinette, and here she resided dur
ing the early days of the Revolution.
Here the coup d'etat occurred which
made Napoleon first Consul and here
Napoleon HI., was baptized in 1895 in
the presence of Napoleon and Jose
phine.
Here Bonaparte married
Marie Louise, and here on October 13,
1870 it went up in flames in connec
tion with the siege of -Paris.

A complaint has been made that
the plots of certain London plays are
revealed before the night of produc
tion. On the other hand the plots of
some plays are not revealed ever,
after they have been running for
weeks.—Punch.

$2.50
including
FREE GARAGE

Accommodations
A room with both bath
and shower $3.00, $3.50
Room for Two at
$3.50, $4.00, $4.60
Special Weekly (fate*
“Just around the corner
from everything"

THE
PRESIDENT
Awaite Your Visit
J Sidney J. Mitchell ,
Resident Mgr.

'

I

^jj ST.

'c//ewljork
Make Reservations Now For
Holiday and Weeend Sailings

Daily Service
(Including Sunday)

to

BOSTON
FROM ROCKLAND
c/ieamer
Freight and Passenger Service
Sail on the 7CAMDEN’’ or "BEL
FAST" any night Including Sunday,
at 8 P. M., Standard Time for Boston.
Connections at Boston with direct
steamer to New Y’ork. Steamer
••}. T. MORSE" leaves Rockland 5.15
A. M. Standard Time Daily including
Sunday for Bar llartwr and inter-

landing-. Steamer “SOUTHPORT” leaves Rockland 6.15 A. M.
Standard Time Dally including Sun
day for Brooklin and intermediate
landings.
Special low rates for automobile* ac
companied by passengers.

For reservations apply Wharf Office

EASTERN
gffumthlp linen
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
Eastern Standard Time
Vinalhaven Lina *
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven daily except
Sunday at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 P. >1. Arriv
ing at Rockland at 3.29 A. M. and 2.20 P. M.
Returning leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M. and
3.30 P. M. direct for Vinalhaven, arriving at?
10.50 A. ai. and 4.50 P. {M.

Stonington and Swan’s Island Una

Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 0.00 A. M.,
Stonington 6.55, North Haven 7.50, due to ar*
rive at Rockland at 9.00 A. M. Returning,
leaves Rockland at 2.00, North Haven at 3.00,
Stonington at 4.00, due to arrive at Swan’s
Island about 5.00
M.
7*-tf
B. H. STIN80N, General Agent

Used Furniture
For
CAMP OR COTTAGE
CASH OR CHARGE ACCOUNT
We are offering tomt remark
able bargain* in juet what you
need to furnish camp or cottage
or to fit up that room at home at
low cost.
A complete line of Household
Goods—all bargains—homes fur
nished from attic to cellar, Stoves,
Refrigerators, Desks, Safes, Musi
cal instruments, etc.

ROCKLAND
FURNITURE CO.
Formerly occupied by Rockland
Produce Co.
Telephpna 427-R
*1 Tillson Ave.
Rockland
75STaf

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm has
faithfully served the families
of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Tel. Day 450 ; 781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR

LIVE POULTRY
Will pay Highest Price
No lot too large; none too small

Call Warren, Me. 2-3
or write, care of

C. W. McKeUar
Warren, Me.
Reference: Any Poultry Raiser
lll-tf

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
35 Limerock St.

Rockla

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment—Tel. 130
Graduate of American School o
Osteopathy

DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS

Osteopathic Physician
8Tm ROCKLAND
Telephenet 1298; Rwldiow tM-M ,
400 MAIN

EarlyrAviation Experiments Forerunner
of Present Day’s Aviation Development
new development with enthusiasm.
This was Mrs. Mabel Hubbard Bell,
the wife of the inventor. One day
she suggested to the group that a
scientific organization be formed to
further flying. She agreed to furnish
the working capital.

Right: One of the giant kites
of tetrahedral construction
developed by Alexander
Graham Bell.
Center: Selfridge's Red Wing
more nearly resembles the
later day airplanes.

Bottom:
dron.

Thus in October the Aerial Experi
ment Association was formed. Its
object was to develop a practical fly
ing machine. Dr. Bell was made
Chairman; Baldwin, Chief Engineer;
McCurdy, Assistant Engineer and
Treasurer; Selfridge, Secretary, and
Curtiss, Director of Experiments.
During the organization’s life, not
only one machine was built that flew,
but four.
After weeks of familiarizing them
selves with the glider, taking off at
the top of the snow-clad hills near
the town and landing at their foot,
the men were ready for the next step.
They built a plane, called it Selfridge’s
Red Wing, installed a motor and
pushed it out on the icy waters of
Lake Keuka.
Just as inclement weather held up
one proposed transatlantic flight after
another in the spring of 1927, so win
try gales kept the Red Wing from
"hopping off" 19 years earlier. But
on March 12, 1908, the wind died
down. It was still bitterly cold.
Selfridge had been called away on
bus'ncss, but it was decided not to
postpone the take-off any longer.
Baldwin was entrusted with the con
trols.
What would the machine do? The
tiny knot of watchers was not kept
long in suspense. The motor was
cranked, the men released their holds
and away sped the Red Wing with
Baldwin in the “cockpit.” Three hun
dred feet away it left the ice, rising
to a height of 10 feet, and tore
through the air. A long way off, it
was seen to finally waver and then
topple over on one wing. Before any
one could reach there Baldwin had
climbed out, a broad smile lighting
his features. The distance was meas
ured and it was found that the length
of flight was 318 feet Flying was a
reality 1

Dr. Bell’s

Photographs reproduced by
permission of National Geo
graphic Magazine.

Alexander

Graham Bell In

ventor of the Telephone, De
voted Much Time and Energy

to Experiments in Aviation.

MAIL BOY USES PHOTOGRAPH FOR MODEL
AND BUILDS A PRIZE MINIATURE PLANE

Eugene De Weese, 18-year-old mail boy, Is shown with his prizetwinning model of Powel Crosley, Jr.’s cabin monoplane.
The Crosley plane is shown in the upper picture.

Building a prize-winning model airplane with only a photograph to
go by, is the difficult task accomplished by Eugene De Weese. He won
first prize. Class A, in the model airplane contest conducted by a Cin
cinnati newspaper, and held in connection with the Cincinnati Air
Show.
Young De Weese used a photograph of Powel Crosley, Jr.’s cabin
monoplane for his model, and very faithfully reproduced the big ship
in miniature. The lad not onJy won a beautiful silver cup for his
efforts, but was also warmly commended by Mr. Crosley, who was
doubly pleased, because De Weese is a mail boy employed by The
Crosley Radio Corporation.
1 Mr. Crosley was presented with the prize-winning miniature plane
by De WeesePlt will be prominently displayed In the trophy room of
the new home of the radio manufacturer.

THE NEW

PARKING

RULES

The City Government ha* been wrestling with that troublesome
problem of what to do with motor traffic, and has evcvled these rules:
ONE-WAY STREETS
Going west from Main—School, Lindsey, Elm, Oak, Orient Streets.
Going east into Main—Spring Street.
TWO-WAY STREETS
Lindsey to the A. B. Crockett Stable. School to Postoffice Square.
PARKING ON ONE-WAY STREETS
North side of Orient, Oak, and Elm. South side of School Street to
Postoffice and West side of Union Street.
NO PARKING
No parking on Spring Street, either side
No parking on East side of Union Street.
Yellow markings mean no parking, but do not mean that a vehicle
cannot stop there to take on or let out passengers. Forty-minute
parking is in effect now.

ORDINANCE
Be it Ordained by the City Council of the City of Rockland as follows:
Article 6 of Chapter XLIX of the Revised Ordinances is amended,
to read as follows:
Section 5. Drivers of all vehicles shall observe the markers,
markings, or other signs relating to "No Parking,’’ painted or placed
with proper identification by the Police Department, on any curb, side
walk or street, under a penalty of not less than one dollar nor more
than five dollars for each offence.
Section 6. That Main Street shall be a through street from the
Owl’s Head town line to Camden Street. Camden Street shall be a
through street from Main Street to the Rockport town line. Union
Street shall be a through street from Park Street to Rankin Street.
Broadway shall be a through street from Park Street to Cedar Street.
Limerock Street shall be a through street from Union Street to Broad
way. Park Street shall be a through street from Main Street to
New County Road. New County Road shall be a through street from
Park Street to the Thomaston town line. North Main Street shall be
a through street from Main Street to Cedar Street.
Drivers of all vehicles shall, before entering any of said through
streets, bring their vehicles to a complete stop, under a penalty of
not less than one dollar nor more than five dollars.

SOOTHES ALL PAIN
Don’t Suffer with Headaches. Loss of Sleep, Rheumatic or Neuralgic
Pains—Take

BALLARD’S

Page Five
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£very-Other-Day

„eZche

TABLETS

No Opiates, Morphine, Chloral or Cocaine. No bad after effect*.
Tablet* in Neat Box. In»i»t on Ballard's.

NORTH HOPE

Difference in Height
“Lucky” for Comedian
According to the Kansas City
Star Andrew Carnegie once gave
Harry Lauder a stock market tip
which the comedian acted on and
cleaned up a small fortune. Carne
gie visited Lauder in his dressing
room in New York one evening. The
steel man was astonished and de
lighted to find that Harry was a
smaller man than himself. Lauder
denied the soft Impeachment. An
argument ensued. It was decided
to settle the question then and
there by measuring against the
dressing room door.
Andy told Lauder that If It
turned out that he (Carnegie) was
right in his contention and proved
to be the taller of the two, he
would give the comedian “a good tip
on the stock exchange.”
. The measurer—Lauder’s brotherin-law—overhearing this “decided,
1 think (says Harry), that the steel
magnate would win."
“In any case,” chuckles Lauder,
"he gave the verdict in favor of
.Mr. Carnegie by a tenth of an
inch.
“ ‘Buy United States Steel Com
mon,’ whispered the millionaire on
saying good-night.”
It clicked.

Makes Fine Imitation
of Artificial Flower

The artificial flower trade. In
which thousands of persons are en
gaged, has within the last few years
been completely revolutionized,
both here and abroad. For a long
time the petals were made of mus
lin, silk, satin and even of velvet,
colored after nature and success
fully manipulated Into the sem
blance of blossoms.
Of late years, however, there has
been employed a substance thnt
pats the most delicate textile mate
rials ever manufactured completely
In the background. It consists of
the thinnest of thin shavings from
tlie inner pitli of an oriental palm
that grows in Formosa, and can be
compared to nothing so well as the
almost transparent petal of a white
poppy nr a delicate ten rose. A Illy
petal is heavy in comparison with
this substance, which has all the
STANDARD WEIGHTS
sheen and translucence and even
the slightly frosted appearance seen
white flowers.
By Bushel As Provided By in Itsome
can be tinted far better than
silk or muslin and is virtually in
Maine Statutes
destructible. In wet weather It
Standard weight per bushel as pro- | gives and becomes a little limp, just
as real flowers do, but when the
vided by Section 39 of the Revised
Statutes as amended by Public Laws ■ sun comes out it crisps, reasserts
of 1913 and Public Laws of 1915. Cut I itself and takes on a new lease of
life and beauty.
it out and keep for reference.

A. I. Perry was a business caller in '
Belfast last Thursday. He made the
trip with* horse and truck-wacon— :
not an unusual thing to do. yet how
times have changed. A few years ago
it did not seem very far to go to Bel
fast with a horse but now in the days
of automobiles and trucks the miles
seem long when negotiated in that
way. To make the trip by team it
1 Bushel—Pounds j
took all day, which with a truck
carrying the same load would have Apples .......................................... ........ 44
Apples, dried ..................................... 25
taken ndt one-quarter of that time.
Mr. and Mrs. Horatio Hall. Miss Barley .................................................. 48
Margaret Hall and Mr. Xute of iRock- Beans .................................................... 60
56
i land were visitors at W. E. Hall's Beans, Lima ..................................
I c
Beans, shell ....................................... 28
Sunday.
Mrs. Halver Hart of South Hope Eeans, Soy ......................................... 58
was the guest of Mrs. .1. I). Pease Sat Beans, scarlet or white runner,
pole .................................................... 50
urday. Mr. Hart also a guest at
Beans, string ..................................... 24
dinner.
47
Richard Young of Camden and Mrs. Beans, Windsor (broad) ..........
Jennie Hall Phillips iof Hope and Beets ..................................................... 60
60
Camden were married June 24 by Rev. Beets, mangel-wurzel ..................
60
Mr. Luce, pasftor of the Methodist Beets, sugar ...................
Beets, turnip........................................ 60
Church in the latter place.
Mr. and Mrs. John Wilson of South Beet Greens ....................................... 12
Thomaston have been guests the past Blackberries ....................................... 40 '
two weeks of Mr. and iMrs. George Blueberries ......................................... 42 j
Hall. One day last week 'Mr. and Bran and shorts ............................... 20 ,
Mrs. Hall with their guests motored Buckwheat .......................................... 48 ;
Carrots ................................................. 50 I
to West Rockport and visited Mr.
Wilson’s old home, going thence to Corn, cracked .................................... 50
the cemetery at West Rockport, and Corn. Indian ...................................... 56
from there to Lincolnville Beach, re Cranberries ........................................ 32
Currants ...........................
40
turning home via Lake City.
12
Austin Simmons has been working Dandelions ...................... .
50
for A. I. Perry hoeing and cultivating. II Feed .................................
Flaxseed ...........................
56 '
The crops are growing fast—so are
11 I
llair ...................................
Kale .................. ...............
12 I
weeks have not been favorable for Lime ...................................
70 j
work among the plants, esiiecially [ Meal (except oatmeal)
beans, owing to dampness or wet Meal, corn ............... . .....
50 j
weather.
50
Meal, rye ........................
E. Donald I’erry was badly injured ! Millet, Japanese ............
35 ;
Friday by a rock thrown by a fellow Oats ........................................
32 ‘
workman. They were loading a cart I Onions ...............................
I for the road work when a rnek thrown I Parsley ............................
by his companion went wide of its j Parsnips .............................................. 45
■ mark, striking Donald in the head , Peaches, dried ................................. 33
I on the right side, badly injuring bis Peanuts, green ................................ 22
! eye and side of bis bead.
1 Peanuts, roasted ..........................
William Pond of New Britain. Pears ..............................................
Conn.. Frank Lamb of South Attle Peas, smooth .............................
boro. Mass... and Charles Maxey of I Peas, unshelled, green
Gleneove were fishing in this vicinity Peas, wrinkled .............
Monday. They also called on Mr. Potatoes .........................
Maxey's cousin. Alvin Perry, at Wil Potatoes, sweet
low Brook Farm.
Quinces .............
Congratulations to the newlyweds, Raspberries .....
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond l.udwig ahd Rice, rough .....
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Young. Their Rye .....................
many friends here wisli them pros Salt, coarse ............................. .
perity and happiness.
Salt, Turk’s Island .....................
Salt, fine .....................................
Salt. Liverpool ...........................
LIBERTY
Seed, alfalfa .................................
Mrs. Inez Leigher, Ruth Lenfest Seed, clover .................................
and Bernard Leigher recently made
Seed, hemp ...................................
a business trip to Augusta.
Seed, herdsgrass .........................
Miss Arabel Sukeforth has returned S. ed. Timothy .............................
home after visiting Mrs. Maynard Seed. Hungarian grass ...........
Whitaker in Bangor.
Seed, millet....................................
Mrs. Lottie Light is earing for Mrs. Seed, orchard grass ..................
Roy Luce in Burkett ville.
Seed, redtop ................................
Mrs. Lolie Powell is in New York, Seed. Sea Island cotton ........ .
where she has employment during Seed, sorghum ...........................
the summer months.
Seed, upland cotton ..................
Miss Rita I* landers is attending Spinach ........................................
Farmington Normal School.
Strawberries ..............................
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ksancy were Tomatoes ......................................
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Turnips, English .......................
Leigher.
Turnips, rutabaga ..................
Mr. and Mrs. Ami Berry and Mrs. Wheat ...........................................
Grace Wotton of Rockland were visit The standard weight of a
ors in town Sunday.
barrel of Flour is ................. 196 lbs.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Whitaker of The standard weight of a
Bangor visited her mother Mrs. Laura
barrel of Potatoes is ......... 165 lbs
Fuller Sunday.
The standard weight of a
John Light recently visited his sisbarrel of Sweet Potatoes is.. 150 lbs.
| ter Mrs. Georgia Bowman.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sukeforth and
SOMERVILLE
J family were visitors at Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. William E Foster of
E. A. Leigher’s Saturday.
West Cheshire. Conn., were recent
visitors at the home of F. A. Turner.
SPRUCE HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L Turner have
Mrs. Raymond’ Raekliff and Mrs. been passing a few days with rela
Walter Drinkwater attended the tives in Winthrop.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Tracy recently
carnival in Rockland Wednesday
visited his brother Roy Tracy in
evening.
Mrs. Alvah Harris has employment Oakland.
Mr. and-Mrs. Cecil G. Garland of
in Rockland.
.Master Richard is
staying with ills aunt Mrs. Henry Bangor were in town Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Moore and fam
York.
Mrs. Susie Smith lias opened her ily of Hallowell were Sunday visitors
house for the summer, her son Bern- of relatives at C. W. Evans.’
Miss Marie Turner was a Saturday
Icy is expected to arrive this week.
W. O. Mann of Concord. N. H.. is visitor of Mrs. C. H. French.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Philbrick of
spending several weeks here guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cleveland and Rockland have been visiting reiativ-in town for a few days.
O. T. Mann.
liei-t Plummer has been boarding
Mrs. Emma Walker and daughter
Dorothy arrived from Wilmington. at C. H. French's while with Mr.
Del.. Tuesday morning and wiil oc French he has been building a cot
cupy the Allen cottage on Spruce tage on Palermo pond for Ernest
Fuller.
Head during the summer.

FLYING MISSIONARY
BROTHER G. J. FELTES
New York, June 30—Destined for one another and from the outside Brougham with "Red” Harrigan; and
a career of humanitarian and spiritual world, for the greater part of the the "Spokane Sun God” Buhl with
usefulness in the snowbound back year. The Superior of the Missions, J. M. Johnson. He also flew; the
country of Alaska, a “Missionary who now requires several months to Diesel Powered Stinson with Walter
Plane”, christened "The Marquette make his circuit by dog team and Lie-, chief test Pilot of the Packard
Missionary”, was presented by the boat, will be able to visit even the Company.
Marquette League at Poosevelt Field, most isolated posts in a total of less
After studying the different makes
Long Island, yesterday to Brother than two weeks.
and types of planes, Brother Feltes
Realizing the importance to the decided the Bellanca Pacemaker,
G. J. Feltes, S. J. the first “flying
missionary" of the Jesuit Order. He progress of Alaska of adequate land powered by a Packard Diesel Motor,
plans to leave June 30th with George ing facilities, the United States Gov fueled with the new Texaco AeroPickenpack as co-pilot, for the Pacific ernment has established seventy-three diesel Fuel and lubricated with Tex
Coast, and officials of the league landing fields, beside the many natur aco Airplane Oil, was best suited for
state that he will thus win the dis al fields to be found in many parts of the work he will be called upon to do
tinction of being the first member of the North. In the winter time, a in the frozen north. The fact that
a religious order to attempt a trans plane can land on its skiis in the snow Texaco Aerodiescl Fuel has a sub-zero
most anywhere there is a level stretch ixnir test and can be handled by un
continental flight.
The plane, which was presented to free of obstructions.
skilled labor without the slighest
Brother Feltes, the Jesuit Pilot, danger of t xplosion greatly influenced
Pilot-Brother Feltes by the Marquette
League, of which Judge A. J. Tally is who is 32 years old and a member of this choice. Pilots George King and
President, and the Rev. William theJesuitOrder for 15 years, is the only Alger Graham, noted Alaskan pilots,
Flynn is Secretary-General, to further Jesuit holding an aviator’s license in gave him valuable information on fly
its objects of rendering aid to Eskimo America. He has had about 100 hours ing in the extreme weather conditions
missions of Alaska, is a Bellanca of flying in many types of planes, and to be met in the North. He also re
Pacemaker, powered by a Packard has received varied types of instruc ceived valuable technical information
Diesel Motor and fueled and lubri tion from some of the world's most on the different makes and types of
cated by Texaco Aprodiesel Fuel and famous pilots. He started his training planes and motors lrom the late Cap
Airplane Oil. It is said that "The rn the sixteenth of last July, under tain L. M. Woclson, inventor of the
Marquette Missionary” will he the I the able tutelage of Captain Royle at Packard Di< sel. and from Command
first Diesel jxnvered plane to fly on I the Alameda Airport, across the bay er R. D. Weyerbacker of the Naval
the Pacific Coast and in Alaska. It from San Francisco. After eight hours Aircraft factory at Philadelphia. On
was given to the Jesuit missionaries i of dual instruction, he made his first the west-bound trip, Brother Feltes
at the earnest request of Venerable i solo flight on the 5th ef August, this will receive further instruction on fly
Bishop of Alaska, the Rt. Rev. Joseph being the first time a Jesuit ever flew ing and care of the motor under
an airplane alone. He won his Private Arctic conditions from the Packard
Raphael Crimont, S. J.
Much interest has been manifested License on the 28th. of August, and Company, during his stop in Detroit.
in the many unique features ol this then continued his instruction with Officials state tl’.at this is the first
plane which will be exhibited at im the Curtiss Company, receiving his transcontinental flight of a plane
portant transcontinental wav-points, instructions in acrobatics at the hands powered by a Diesel Motor and the
including Buffalo, Detroit, Dubuque, of Roy Hunt. The first training he first notable flight in which the new
Des Moines, Wichita, Albuquerque, received was in an OX5 Robin. Chal Texaco Aerodiescl Fuel has been
Phoenix, Los Angeles, San Francisco lenger Robin, and Fledgling. On fin used. Up has had 14 years experience
ishing his instructions, he received in mechanics and has studied the
and Seattle.
Upon arrival in Alaska, where it his Limited Commercial License, hav Diesel Motor before it was adapted to
will be shipped from Seattle, "The ing been examined by Dillard Hamil use as an aviation engine.
Marquette Missionary”, with head ton, Inspector of the Department of
The first leg of the transcontinental
quarters at Holy Cross Mission, nhout Commerce. Since going to New York,
400 miles up the Yukon, will be uti last January, Brother Feltes has in flight will take the Flying Missionary
over
the little village of Auriesville.
lized lor humanitarian as well as spir spected and flown a large number of
itual work. It is equipped to serve as different types and makes of planes. on the Mohawk River, were he w ill
an emergency ambulance, can carry He has flown the Bellanca Pacemaker drop a wreath on the spot, where, in
serums to isolated posts, and through with Capt. George Haldeman, Wes the middle ot the seventeenth cen
quick flights and by the use cf its ley Smith, Jack Ayres, and Howard tury. three Jesuit missionaries were
radio equipment, maintain contacts Young; the Ireland Amphibion with cruelly tormented and put to death
throughout the winter months that Captain George Pickenpack and by their Indian captors. These mar
will relieve untold hardships and suf Elmer Meyers; the Stinson-Detroiter tyrs are to be canonized by Pope
fering. The main use of the plane will with Eddie Stinson; the New Crescent Pius XI in St. Peter’s, Vatican City,
be to connect up the various missions with Clarence Chamberlin; the Junk on the 29th of June; the first Ameri
which are completely isolated from ers with Fred Melchoir; the Ryan can Saints.
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Here Is one of the situations for
which there is no adequate lan
guage available:
On a South Shore golf course
there is a short hole with the green
entirely surrounded by yawning
sand pits. A threesome comes to
it. The first player drops his tee
shot on the green and feels pretty
good over it. The second man puts
his into one of the traps.
Then the third man got off one
of those one-in-a-lmndred pars
miracles—a hole In one. The sec
ond niblick shot out of the bunker
rolls into the cup.
And the first man takes two putts.
Such Is golf.—Boston Globe.
Films and Farmyards

An English Investigator is re
sponsible for the statement thnt If
it were not for the fact that cows
like mustard there would he no
moving picture shows. The ex
planation Is that the sensitive film
Is coated with a gelatin emulsion
containing silver bromide, but (he
silver bromide would not record the
image If the gelatin were pure.
Analysis has shown that the little
specks of impurities in the gelatin
are sulphur, the source of which is
found in the cattle hides from
which the gelatin Is made. The skins
of animals contain sulphur because
they eat wild mustard.
Looked Well In Print

A coster and his best girl were
discussing the recent marriage of
two of their acquaintances.
’Arry—Did you read the list of
presents Ann Smith had for her
wedding?
’Arrlet—Yes, I did. The hldea for
sich as them ’aving the weddln’ put
in the paper I They might be harlstocrats.
'Arry—Fancy her mother giving
such a 'andsotne present as a 'orse
and trap.
'Arriet—Garni It was a clothes
'orse and mouse trap; flint's their
bloomin' pride! —Weekly Scots

(Left):

Thi* tarpon weighed about 85 pound* and put up a terrific battle before he wa» landed.

(In*ert): Powel Croriey, Jr., President, Saraiota (Florida) Angler*’ Club, at the microphone.*^
(Below): “Little WLW". the 30-foot motor cruiser equipped a* a radio broadca*ting station.
From thi* boat Powel Crosley, Jr., and Robert Brown described the landing of a big tarpon by an amateur

Gaherman.

This unique fishing broadcast I
was sent ashore by short - wave
length from the boat on the fish
ing grounds in the Gulf of Mexico,1
off the coast of Sarasota, Florida.
It was relayed by telephone line
to Cincinnati and St. Louis, where
it was put on the air by stations
WLW and WIL. This was a diffi
cult feat from a technical stand-'

point and was one of the most j hooked an express train”. It usual
unusual broadcasts of the year. It i ly takes from a half-hour to an
is said this is the first time a fish hour and a half to land one after,
hooked.
,
ing tournament has ever been put. it is
The annual tarpon tournament
on the air.
at Sarasota ends July 15th, In ad-'
Tarpon are huge, fighting fish dition to cups, trophies, etc., $5000
caught with rod and reel. They in cash prizes will be given the 181
weigh up to 200 pounds and when anglers catching the largest fish.l
one of them strikes, to quote It is possible to receive as high'
Crosley, “you think you have, as $900 for landing one tarpon.)

man.

Think Fi*h Do Feel Pain

A German judge stated that fish
have no feelings and, therefore, can
not suffer pain. English fishermen
disagree. According to .1. R. Nor
man of the Natural History mu
seum, South Kensington, London,
fish have highly organized sensory
systems and can suffer pain. The
fact that fish dance about after be
ing caught certainly seems to sug
gest pain, he believes. He also de
clares that a sick fish goes pule,
and its eyes become blurred.
Will Power

Marjorie has a propensity for
tearing the covers off magazines.
She had accompanied her mother
to a neighbor’s home nearby. The
neighbor invited the little friend
to spend the afternoon with her,
and mother, consenting, ndmonlshed
the child not to damage maga
zines.
Marjorie replied, 'Tse won’t do
it 'till you Is gone.”
Think If Over

It Is a long way to perfect happi
ness, but we have many guideposts
along the way.
Now You Tell One

We always feel when a motor
bus about fifteen feet wide and ex
periencing more or less engine
trouble Is just ahead of us In the
traffic that It has Just as much
right to the use of the street as
we have.—Ohio State Journal.

Printing must have a “wallop” to it to gain a favorable impression
these days. It must be quality through and through—the sort that
commands attention at all times.
We know printing—for that’s our business—and it’s your business
to get the best at the lowest possible prices, consistent with such

quality.
Whenever you’re in the market let us figure with you.
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“TINTYPES

I

John \V. Thomas, a daughter—Doro
thy Chase.
Rockland. June 17, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles E. Dodge a daughter—Carrie.
Burkettvllle. June 18, to Mr. and
Mrs. Arial Linscott, a son.
Rockland. June $5, to Mr|. and Mrs.
George A. Bucklin, a daughter—Ruth
Madline.
Rockland. June 24, to Dr. and Mrs.
H. E. Grlbbln, a daughter—Dorothy.
Appleton, June 16, to Mr. and Mr.
Elbridge Davis, a son.
Deer isle, June 15, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lems Shepherd, a son.
Deer Isle, June 15, to Mr. and Mrs.
Pearl E. Killings, a son.
Ash Point, June 9. to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles It. Crowley, a daughter—Eva.
Deer Isle, June 22, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lyman Stinson, a son.
St. George. June 19. to Mr. and Mrs.
G. E. Bradbury, a son—Charles Akers.
Rockland. June 26, to Mr. and Mrs.
C. It. Staples, a daughter .

In Everybody’s Column

Probate Notices

Lost and Fourd

LOST—Lady’s tan suede gloves July 3, on
3fain, Linierock or Sprihg Sts. Suitable reMrs. Samuel Reed, son Averyl. and I
To all persons Interested in either of the
>>rd. W1NOLA RH HAN. Tel. 5jn.
80-lt
estates
hereinafter
named
:
Summer
Cottages
and
Board
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Blackinpton. are
Vl/lST—Saturday evening between Camden
At a (Probate Court Iheld at Rockland, in
at the Reed home on Beechwoods
apil Rockland, a small black purse containing
and for the Counnty of Knox, on the 17th
FOR SALE- A summer place in good con money and keys. Finder notify TKL. 1-.
day of June in the year of our Lord one thou
street. Mr. Blackinpton and family
For details in- Biomaston. Reward.
A review from the column®
80-82
sand nine hundrtMl and thirty and by ad dition. beautifully located.
will return to their home in Bingham I
ouire
L A. THURSTON, Rockland Highlands. B
of this paper of some of the
journment from day to day from the 17th
LOIST Lady’s pocketbook on road from
Tel. 1159.
__________ 80-82
Monday. Mrs. Reed was visiting in
day
of
said
June
the
following
matters
having
happenings which interested
Pleasant Beach to Fuller-Cobb-Davls, Satur
been presented for the action thereupon here
that place during the rcent thunder
FOR SALE Or rent two cottages at Craw- day, June 28. Reward. Finder please notify
Rockland and vicinity in this
inafter indicated it is hereby Ordered:
fortl Pond, Union. Cottages furnished: also NAME ON AUTO LICENSE, at Pleasant
storm and describes it as terrific. In j
•
month 1905.
That notice thereof he given ito all persons boats. Good fishing, boating and bathing. Beach, South Thomaston.____________ 79*81
15 minutes the streets were rivers of ,
or 520-W.
Tel.
Interested, by causing a copy of this order WILLIAM SANSUM.
FOUND —Skiff, painted white wtlli red oars,
76-tf
water and houses struck by lightning
to be published three weeks successively in Rockland, Me.
found on (Georges river. LEWIS ROBINSON,
The Courier-Cazette. a newspaper published
were burning to the ground.
FOR SALE Large modern cottage at Cres Wiley's Corner, St. George.___________ 79*81
at
Rockland
in
said
Counntv
that
they
may
The triangular lot of land at the
cent Beach, all improvements, two-car garage,
A large amount of work has been I
appear at a Probate Court to lie held at said fine location. EDWARD GON1A at Gonia’a
rorner of Main and North Main
done in the preliminary grading of ;
Rockland, on the l’dli day of July A- D- 1930, Store, The New /Bicknell.
_____ 75-tf
Wanted
streets was named Gay Park in honor
at nine o'clock in the forenoon, and be heard
the grounds around “Montpelier.”
FOR SALE—Furnished cottage at Crescent
of the father of the late Ephraim Gay
thereon if they see cause.
Fred Hinckley has a position in the
wanted
si«»«k
Salt-snifii. ifixperlencecl
All modern Improvements. LENA
HOYT FJIERY late of Rockland, deceased. Beach.
who at one time owned it.
K. SARGENT. Tel. 094 or 990-M.
78-tf stock salesmen, witli cars, to sell the " per
office of the Lawrence Portland Ce- i
Will
and
Petition
for
Probate
thereof
asking
A Musical Review in Two Acts and Twenty Scenes
cent
preferred
stock
of
a long established (Maine
Prof. Harry Baker was home from
ment Co.
TO LET Furnished cottage at Ocean View corporation of high sta iding in its line. Has
tliat said will may be proved and allowed and
Los Angeles where he had the pro
that Letters Testamentary issue to Charles Point, Spruce 'Head. J. S. ALLARD, Spruce paid regular dividends for many years... Leads
Errol Buker and family are guests
H. Emery of Rockland, he being the Exr. Head.
fessorship of English In the Univer
furnished. Liberal compensation. State expe
of Mr. and Mrs. Truman Sawyer.
named in said will without bond.
rience and give references. (TM)U(UI A MAXsity of Southern California.
Baseball games the
EM. CO., 702 Chapman Bldg., Portland. Maine.
FREDERICK
.(>.
SNOW
late
of
Rockland,
Richard Harding Davis and wife
77*S-83
tween Thomaston and
deceased. Will and (Petition for Probate there
For
Sale
were
in
the
city,
bound
for
their
of
asking
that
said
will
may
he
proved
and
Score forenoon game, Thomaston,
WANTED- -Boarders, pleasant clean rooms,
allowed and that Letters Testamentary issue
summer home in Islesboro.
FOR SALE—A 12 foot boat, bright finish, best of board. Apply at 25 MAVERK K <T..
7, St. George 5; afternoon game at
» • • «
to Frank ,H. Ingraham of Rockland, lie being copper fastened, new. Also a 6-room house; City._____________________________ 79*81
Postmaster Fuller was- successful
Rockland. St. George 8, Thomaston 3.
the Exr. named in said will and to serve with with a new barn and 11& acres of land.
The
marriages
for
this
period
were:
In obtaining another clerk Frank M.
WANTED- Woman to assist in cooking, at
bond.
Oliver Collamore of Boston is | J
Priced under $2000. L. A. THURSTON, Rock summer
Rockport. June 7, Albert G. Pack
resort. Also boy lb to ridlk cow s and
Tibbetts being promoted from sub
LUCY IM. KENNEDY late of Rockland, de land Highlands. Tel. 1159.____________
spending a few days at home.
4»
do
chores. TEL. 367-21.
79-81
ard
of
Rockland
and
Miss
Nellie
F.
ceased Will and Petition for Probate thereof
stitute.
FOR (SALE- Large, heavy walnut dining
Charles Beverage of South Brain- J
askingthat said will may he proved and
WANTED
—Maid to do general housework.
Wallace
of
Rockport.
Fred
H.
Berry
died
at
his
home
on
table,
with
sideboard
and
b
chairs
Can
he
and that Letters Testamentary issue
tree, Mass., was the guest of his ■ X
Apply to MRti. KAY BERRY. Tel. 897-W,
South Thomaston. June 7, Leonard allowed
Union street, aged 61 years. He was
to'William <S. White of Rockland, he being the seen Saturday. Monday and Tuesday, July 5, HI Talbot Ave.
79-81
father over the holiday.
y
7 andfi. FRED W. WRH1T. 13 (Tareniont St.
II. Snow, of Ingraham Hill and Ade Exr. named in said will without hondn..
at
one
time
one
of
the
owners
of
the
80-lt
WANTED -Office girl, one experieheed in
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Creighton ' *
laide
Ward
of
South
Thomaston.
BENJaUMIN CLARK late of Rockland, de
practices preferred. John a.
Thorndike Hotel.
FOR SALE Old historical violin, made In insurance
who have been guests of Mrs. Creigh- X
Rockland. June 6. Dr. Frank E. fol- ceased, Will and (Petition for 'Probate thereof Italv
K (N>M.PAN Y. Inc., '21 Llmerock St.
County Commissioner Keddington
: also (an orchestra 'drum. PALADINO'S PL.M
asking
that
said
will
may
he
proved
annd
ton’s parents, have returned to their ♦>
Buckland.
Tel.
699.
79-81
8.15 Daylight
80*82
R. Morton died at his home In Friend lett and Katherine H. Mugridge, both allowed and that Letters Testamenntary issue BARBFR (SHOP rTcl. 113 -M.
home in Connecticut.
T
WANTED Order cook at once. Park Street
of Rrckland.
to Emma C. Dick of Rockland, she being the
FOR
SALE
-Two
faniilv
hotre
first
'|a<
s
ship.
Albert T. Gould. Esq., of Boston I «g»
78-80
Warren, June 1-0, Bertram Copeland Exr. named in said will without bond.
condition, witli Improvements, $2650. V. F. Cafe. MANLEY T. PERRY. Prop.
The
North
Atlantic
Cruising
spent the holidays wit*h his family at
WANTED -Girl witli some selling experi
79-tf
ADELAIDE B WEBB late of Rockland, STUDLEY. 69 Park iSt. Tel. 1080.
of Thomaston and Nida V. Seavcy of
Squadron,
comprising
the
battleship
deceased. Will and Petition for (Probate there
their summer home. Main street.
'X
FOR SALE- A gas screw eight ton boat. ence. Address XL, The Courier-Gazette 'Office.
78-80
I Texas and Monitors Florida, Nevada Warren.
of asking that said will may ,be proved atul
to he sold to settle an estate. Apply to
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Creighton mo-Ingraham Hill, June 10, Fred E. alloweil and that Letters Testamentary issue Has
WANTED Washings t.i do. MRS. GERTj
and
Arkansas
arrived
in
Rockland
LEWISE
S NUTT of Camden or FRANK B.
tored to Ash. Point Thursday accom- j Y
to
Emily
(Hidden
Webb
of
Boston,
Mass...
she
74-H-89 RUDE COTTON, 16 Kelley’s lane. Tv! —>-'v.
harbor. Rear Admiral Dickens was Maildocks of Owl's Head and Miss exx. named in said will and to serve without MILLER. Rockland.
panied by Miss Elizabeth Creighton, I
75-86
Sadie Woos'er of Ingraham Hill.
FOR SALE 30 acre farm, blueberry laud,
serve with bond.
in command.
Douglas Walker. Richard Taffany
cow and liens, five minutes from city.
WANTED Set or part of set of I.Maine Re
Union. June 11. H. Harry Etter of
❖ *5* *5*
*5*
'i*
*5* 4*
JAMES IF. It ELI) IN late of Washington, de garden,
The
Eastern
Steamship
Co.
sold
the
Also other .Maine law hooks. Address
Lucy French and Richard Feyler,
Will and petition for Probate of Will LELAND HAWKINS. Ingraham Hill. Tel ports.
steamer Rockland to Capt. V. It. Arey Hallowell and Miss Lizzie M. Young ceased.
77*82
79-81 Rockland -COURIER-GAZETTE.
who spent the “night before the
and for Administration with -the Will annexed 1184-.M.
of
Union.
of West Brooksville and F. G. White
WANTED Pure white shaggy kittens and
asking tliat said will may be proved and
FOR -SAGE—Axnilnister rug (B^xlO’/fc ft.
Fourth” there.
treatment at Knox Hospital for an
New
York.
May
22,
Capt.
George
ROUND POND
other
colors.
BAY
VIEW
FARM,
North
allowed and that Administration witli the will used less than one month like new Will
of Belfast.
Mrs. Leila Smalley substituted at accident, the result of fireworks.
76*81
he granted to Benjamin K. Ware of sacrifice. Inquire LUCIEN K. GREEN. 30 Haven. Me.
Among the graduates of Hebron Torrey of Deer Isle and Miss Stella annexed
Herbert Cassie of Portland is the
Washington or some oilier suitable person Franklin St. Tel. 828 M.
79-81
the Warren telephone exchange over
Moorehouse
of
St.
Jotyn,
N.
B.
WANTED—By young man position^ as
Mrs Lucy Munroe who recently Academy were Robert Messer of
with
bond.
the Fourth.
guest of his parents Mr. and Mrs. A.
FOR SALE Plenty of green peas and other chauffeur, careful driver, steady employment
Wiscasset,
June
21,
Wingate
suffered a serious illness Is now able Rockland who had the oration: Alice
ESTATE OF MARION A. COLBURN late of
H. E. BOWDEN, Lake Ave. Tel. or 4>y hour. Inquire 26 SHAW AVE.
75-tf
Charles Sawyer of Chicago is at M. Cassie.
Frank.in Cram of Bangor and Anna Camden, deceased. Petition for Administra vegetables.
to be out again.
Porter.
Minnie
Bartlett
and
Minnie
1183-R.
79-81
WANTED Employment by young 'man, not
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Barker are In
home for a vacation.
E.
Sabin
of
Camden.
tion
asking
that
Duncan
R.
Colburn
of
Cam

Mrs. Morrell Hanna and family are Morgan of South Thomaston. Nora
FOR SALE—Standing hay, mowing ma afraid of work. Inquire or write 26 SHAW
The night before the Fourth was Rockland where Mr. Barker will
Camden. June 13, James L. Bean den or some other suitable person be appoint chine. almost new. cream separator, horse AVE.
75-tf
visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs. Alley of Tenant's Harbor and Evie
ed Admr. .with bond.
comparatively quiet. The old spirit undergo an operation at Knox Hos
rake,
heavy wagon, hay rack, churn. KLAGGE
of
Searsmont
and
Jennie
K.
Prince
Charles Elliott.
WANTED To buy autographed letters or
Eastman of Warren.
ESTATE OFT. T. BARRETT late of Fresno. KROFT AIANOR, South Hope.
79-81 documents
was exhibited to some extent in the pital.
of
Camden.
signed
by
Presidents
Waaldngton
California, deceased. Petition for Administra
Mrs. Daniel Mason is visiting at
Mr. and Mrs. C. Yey Holman, Capt
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Tolman re
FOR SALE Two young cows. FRANKi to Lincoln, old pewter, colonial silver. I’. O.
overturning of walks on Knox and
Stonington, June 17, James F. tion asking that Z. M. Dwinal of Camden or
the home of Capt. Daniel Mason, Sr. John Ross and Col. Harry F. Ross
79*81 BOX. 268. RiM'kland.
71-82
som eother suitable person be appointed MORRIS. Tenant's '.Harbor.
turned from Rockland Thursday.
Gay street.
Childs
and
Miss
Aiura
Parker.
Newell
Gifford
has
returned
to
his
left
for
Juneau.
Alaska,
where
they
Admr.
witli
bond.
FOR SALE Standing hay MARY ANDER
WANTED Experienced stitchers at MOD
Ethel Toman a nurse at Knox Hos
Mrs. Isaac X. Young of Wadsworth
Pleasantville,
June
17,
William
F.
work after a brief visit here with his had mining properties.
78 If
79-81 ERN PANTS CO.
BKTATE OF LUCY M. KENNEDY late of SON Tel. 1175.
street fell to the floor in her home pital spent the Fourth with her par family.
Canton Lafayette attended the Cunningham, Jr., and Miss Cora W. Rockland, deceased. Petition f<v Confirma
FOR (SALE—Household goods, stoves, show
WANTED—Automobile generator and start
Thursday evening and /injured her ents Mr. and Mrs. Merle Tolman, East
tion
of
Trustee
asking
that
said
appointment
Young.
cases, automobiles, tables, also a rabbit hound, er work. Brushes in stock for all cars. Arma
Mrs. Auranus Murphy is the guest Patriarchs Militant field day in Bath,
be confirmed and tliat letters of trust may (all at GARDNER
shoulder. She was taken to Dr. Main street.
FILLING STATION. tures turned and undercut for garages at
South Thomaston. June 21. John may
of Mr. and Mrs. Evander Murphy.
and marched in the parade. John P.
issue to William
White of Rockland accord Atlantic Highway, Rockland, side of Cement reasonable rates. Complete automotive elec
Guy Young of Barre, Vt., arrived
Hodgkin’s hospital where the injury
Rowling and Miss Edith L. Clough, ing to law.
Mrs. Emma Miller and daughter Leach was captain.
Plant.
79*81 trical service. HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc. Next
was found to be a bad strain. After Thursday.
both of Hurricane.
ESTATE OF MARGARET C. AND iTYRUS
78-tf
Mrs. Eugene K. Spurn of Fresno,
• • • •
FOR SALE-Deering double horse mowing to Ford Agency.
Mr. and Mrs. Walker Fifield of
treatment she returned to her home.
Rockland. June 21, Henry J. Phil- C PINKHAM. both of Rockland. Petition for machine,
Calif., are in town for a three weeks’
in
good
condition.
MRS
ISAAC
WANTED—To loan Money on auto, house
Eugene Lamb, a Fuller & Cobb em brook of South Thomaston and Miss License to Sell R6al Estate Bled by Cyrus S. YOUNG. 17 J’lne St.., Thomaston.
Mrs. Lee Walker gave a luncheon Brewer arrived Thursday.
78*8(1 hold furniture, diamonds, etc. Interest 3 per
j visit with friends.
Pinkhani of Rockland. .Guardian, asking that
ploye,
accidentally shot
himaelf Nellie M. Post of Rockland.
Herbert Sanborn was home from
Thursday at Whitehall, Camden, with
he may tie licensed to sell at private sale cer
FOR SALE—1% Ton Ford 1927 truck with cent per month on unpaid balances. KNOX
Mr. anil Mrs. Joseph Yates,, Mrs. through the hand.
Mrs. Maynard Creighton as guest of Rockland for the holiday.
tain
real
estate
belonging
to
,
‘
sald
wards
situWaford gear shift and hand hoist steel dump FINANCE CO., 16 School St., opp. Postofflce.
Rockland. June 20, Ezekiel R. Davis
1 Nellie Lawler and daughter Helen,
78-tf
; ated in Rockland and described in said body. E O. PHIL BROOK A SON. 632 Main
Plans were being made for the
The Mae Edwards Co. are guesets
honor.
Other guests were Mrs.
were visitors in town Sunday. Mrs. Waymouth celebration on tho St. and Susie W. Dean.
petition.
St., Rockland. Tel. 466-W.
78-89
Emilie Gould and Mrs. J. E. Creigh of Mrs. Mary L. Arey at Island Home. Lawler's many friends are glad to
Waldoboro, June 14, Willis A.
ESTATE OF KITTY S. COBURN late of
FOR GALE Dealer valve, cream separator.
To Let
Georges River.
Benjamin Patrick returned from
ton.
Moody of Warren and Sadie Castner Rockland, deceased. Petition to Determine In Good condition. JUDSON WATTS, Warren
know that she and her daughter are
The
city
’
s
tax
rate
was
$22
on
Rockland
Thursday.
heritance
Tax filed by Sarali E. 'Berry and Me . R F. D. 1.
Fred Stone is in town for awhile.
TO LET—Five room tenement, all modern,
78*86
recovering from their injuries re- $1000, same as the previous year. of Waldoboro.
garage, southern exposure. ROBERT u.
William G. Washburn. Miss Eliza
Rockport, June 21, Capt. Ernest M. Frances W. Carr Exs.
FOR SALE—In upper part of Miss Marga
! cently received in an automobile acci- The total valuation was $5,433,086
XO-1f
ESTATE OF CAROLINE M CRAWFORD ret Condon’s stable, 12 'Knox !St., Thomaston, COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
beth Washburn, Edward Burgess and
Torrey off leer Isle and Miss Emma L. late
WALDOBORO
i dent at Bath.
of Camden, deceased. Petition to Deter parlor set of six pieces. $25: white ironTO LET—tllx room apartment, second floor,
and the number of polls was 2282.
Miss Harriet Burgess spent the
Cain
of
Rockport.
mine
Inheritance
Tax
filed
by
Walter
H
Asbury Hanna returned to the
liamber set. $25: smaller set. $15; sliver tea heated, in Thomaston. Tel. 153 Thomaston.
Mrs. Nellie Tuck and Misses Kath
A. B. Stevenson of Camden who
Fourth at Crockett’s Beach, Ash
Thomaston. June 24, George E. Butler Exr.
79-84
set. $5: silver pitcher with goblet, $5; silver
erine and Mary Tuck "f Quincy, 1>ortland Lightship Monday, after an opened a candy store in this city, Mero and Elizabeth M. Carleton.
ESTATE OF PHYLLIS TOLMAN MORSE knives, forks, spoons, cake basket, pickle dkn
Point.
TO LET P.oan, and room, also garage for
of Mr. and Mrs’' *nj'yabIe visit at homelate
of
Thomaston,
deceased,
first
And
final
Mass.,
are
guesti
and
many
other
things.
MRS.
ADDIE
L.
bought
the
Capt.
B.
P.
Vetterling
two cars at 17 WATER |ST.
78*80
A pre-school clinic will be held
Rockland. June 27. Andrew Schmer- account filed for allowance by F. L. S.. Morse HOWES. Thomaston.
A hearty welcome Is extended to house on Willow street.
78-80
Thursday. July 10. at 2 o’clock at James A. Duane.
TO LET Five room furnished or unfur
horn of Schenectady, N. Y„ and Edith Exr.
! our summer residents, who are daily
FOR SALE—Small cottage, fine location, nished apartment, all modern : also 7 room
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
V.
Benner
recently
Robert
S.
Edwards
resigned
his
office of the selectmen for children
ESTATE OF DAVIS T CONLEY late of Isle electric lights, artesian well water, large lot.
iirivirje,
Those who have recently i position as chemist for the Rockland L. Payson of Union.
apartment. Cedar St. MIKE ARMATA, Men’s
entering sub-primary and first grade. motored to Portland and upon their pened their cottages are Mrs. Winnie | & Rockport Lime Co.
Providence, It. I., June 24, Leroy A. au iHaut, deceased, first and final account filed Priced very low for quick sale. Write P. O. Shop. IPark St.
78-63
for allowance by Raymond L. Conley Exr.
return
were
accompanied
by
Mrs.
BOX. 62. Rockland.
78 80
l)r. Walter Conley will examine the
Renner,
formerly
of
Rockland
and
Wiles, Mrs. Minnie Bradford, Mrs.
TO LHM’ Apartment of 3 rooms, kitchenette
ESTATE OF FLORENC E ELI.\ HASKEIJ.
Lewis Herzog and family of New Lulu M. McKay of Providence.
FOR -SALE Delco lighting plant at a bar and hath. Gl'TLER-COOK CO.
eyes and I)r. Spear, school physician, Gordon Renner and son.
76-tf
late of Thomaston, deceased, final account gain. E. (’. JOHNSON. Camden. IMe.
78*89
Mr. and Mrs. Fr ink Patten of West Mary Geyer, Hervey Brown and York were occupying their new cot
will do a physical examination on all
Brooklyn, June 16. Robert C. Smith filed for allowance by Marion ,M. Haskell Exr.
TO LET— Rooms in thoroughly modern
friends, Mrs. Gelder and Mrs. Fred tage at North Haven.
Somerville,
Mrs.
Sherman
Keene
and
FOR SALE Jersey cow, gix»d family cow, residence.
children.
Miss Katherine Winn,
Attractive surroumlings.
ADE
ESTATE ,)F MATILDA STRATTON late of
of Eoston and Sylvia Y. Stanton of
E. C. JOHNSON, LAIDE BUTMAN. 41 North Main <St. Tel.
Charles H. Berry's new automobile,
Miss Elsie Pfluger of New York were Lyrick, all of Massachusetts.
Vinalhaven. deceased, first and final account freshened this spring.
school nurse will he in attendance.
78*80 1146-M
recent sums of Mis- s Julia Kaler, . -^*ss * >nthia Prentice has closed a Great Arrow, was attracting much Rockland.
76 81
filed for allowance by Daisy M. Smith Admx Camden. Me
Ford has been received of the death Jessie Keene and Fave Keene.
Everett. Mass.. June 17, Capt. Ed
F<) R IS ALE Young pony, harness, cart, slet/
her school at Newton. Mass., and is attention. John T. Berry was chauf
ESTATE OP KITTY IS. (X)BUKN late of
TO LET For season summer cottage at
of Mrs. James B. McLellan at San
ward
Hutchinson
of
Deer
Isle
and
and
all
rigging.
Pony
clever,
gear
A1
con

Rockland, deceased, first and (final account
Owl’s Head.
MRS. RUTH McHEATll. 38
J. Glenn Mayo and family of New at,.h.om® ,for the Sllmmerfeur.
B F. COLLAMORE, 89 Cedar «t. Union St. Tel. 649.
filed for allowance by Sarah E. Berry and dition.
Marco, Texas, July 3.
She was York are at tKelr summer home here. _
Miss Lillian Bray of Everett.
73-1 f
Florence Richards is at New
Tel. 1051-M.
78-83
Capt. William R. Kalloch bough:
Frances W. .Carr Exs.
Horatia Robinson, the oldest child
Rockland, June 28, Fred P. Tolman
TO LET Seven room tenement and garage
Mrs. Georgia LzBaron and Edward
la^or ^',orblng..foy Mrs' McFarland. the two-masted schooner Hastings.
FOR SALE—Twenty-four mowing machines, at 10 High St. ETTA H. SANBORN, 23 Ames
ESTATE
OF
CAROLINE
M.
CRAWFORD
late
of Capt. and Mrs. George W. Robin
and Martha M. Hilt, both of Union.
Miss Vivian Richards is in Ver
of Camden, deceased, first and final account ami horse rakes, also riding cultivators. ('. bury St. Tel. 1158-W.
John May, Lucian A. Thomas and
72 tf
son. bom in Thomaston Aug. 5. 1842. Chapman of Middleboro, Mass., are sailles, Conn., for a week.
Camden, June 28. Charles H. Rol
M. BURGESS. Box 443. Camden. Me. 77-82
Charles T. Smalley graduated from lins of Camden and Mrs. Adelaide filed for allowance by Waiter II. Butler Exr.
TO LET Store at 12 Linierock St. Apply
Io
Lpplv lo
Services in the Federated Church visiting Avery Welt.
ESTATE
OF
THOMAS
F
HART
late
of
FOR
SALE
Machine
shop,
going
concern,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
Ross
and
son
BASIL
H.
STINSON
Tel.
402.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Chapman of
University of Maine, where the de Hancock of Boston.
68-tf
Rockland, deceased, first .and final account fully equipped. Price $1500. Quick sale. M.
Sunday: Church School at 9.45 a. m.;
Ernest
and
Miss
Augusta
Ross
of
Framingham, Mass., are visiting Miss
gree of LL.D. was that year conferred
To LET Garage $5 month. V. F. STUDfor allowance by Joseph W. Robinson. A. BOWERS, Box 43, Camden, Me.
77-82
morning service at 11. subject. ‘The
Brookline, Mass., June 29. Elbridge filed
Union were in town Sunday.
Exr.
LEY, 69 iPark St Tel. 1080.
78-tf
Edna M. Young.
upon Governor Cobb.
FOR SALE—Upright piano. J. H. MELVIN.
Integrity of the Soul.” The sacra
A. Wentworth and Cora E. Pottle,
Witness.
MELZER
T.
CRAWFORD.
Esquire
TO LET—tieven room apartment, all mod
Mrs. Virgil Wallace and son May
Gilford B. Butler was elected secre both of Rockport.
21 Gay St.
77-tf
ment of the Lord’s Supper at the close
Judge of Probate Court for Knox Countyern, with sun porch, corner Cedar and Brew
SOUTH THOMASTON
nard are visiting relatives in Bath.
tary to the new Maine Clerks of
FOR SALE- "Cabbage plants, Danish Ball ster Sts.. npposIttUSclcnce Church, Apply at
Rock land, Maine.
of the morning service. The service
Head. $2 per 1000. JOHN KELNANEN. R. MEN'S SHOP.'. Psffk St.
Mrs. Evelyn Castner. who has been
Attest:
Courts
Association.
78-tf
at 7 o’clock will be in charge of mem
The Seven Tree Grange Dramatic 77-B-83
No. 1. Box 102, Warren. Ale.
70*81
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
her guest has returned to New Hamp- |
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Tyler and chilCol. E. K. Gould was elected diviTO LET Furnished apartment of two
bers of the Young People’s Society, shire.
Club
presented
the
drama
"The
FOR
SALE
—
New
Johnson
“
4
“
Outboard
mo

dren have been guests of relatives in ' sion commander of the Maine Sons of
rooms, or single rooms, all modern. HILL
tor. 1930 model, 4-6 horse 'tourer. Must sell DANE. Tel. 427-R
and reports will he gien bv the dele
Deacon." In the cast were E. L. Dag
78 tf
Notice of Appointments
I Veterans.
Mr. and Mrs. Valmore Balfour and Camden this week.
at big sacrifice. Never used. RALPH J.
gates to the Bucksport Institute.
gett.
H.
L.
Grinnell,
E.
XL
Creighton.
TO LET—Cottage house on Camden St.;
Miss Jeanie McConchie left Monday
• • • •
Miss Gladys Klark. Mr. and Mrs. E.
SWIFT. Thomaston. Tel. 191-11.
76*81
I,
Charles
L.
Veazle,
Register
of
J
’
robatc
for
R. K. Sayward, Quincy Young, F. XI.
also 4 room apartment on Summer St. Apply
Hill of Milford, Conn., Max Reiss- for Gorham where she is attending i
County of Knox. In the State «tf (Maine
FOR SALE- Beauty Parlor, equipment and
summer school
g ' •Twenty-four High School students Lucas, Willie Coggan, Xf-s. May tiie
hereby certify that in the following estates the fixtures for sale. Write owner. MRS. SADIE MRS. FROST. 8 Summer St. Tel. 318-R
VINALHAVEN
man and William Reissman of Revere,
J
___
78-tf
The following order of services will graduated in Farwell Of>era House, Jones, Miss Lulie Burkett, Mrs. persons were appointed Administrators or MAYHEW, 15 Megunticook St., Camden. Me.
Mrs. Thomas Raymond and grand S. P. Bernstein and Philip Cohen of
TO LET—Apartment n Blckueii blocK.
Executors and on ^lie dates hereinafter in
75*8(1
Emma
Sayward.
XIrs.
Ada
Lucas.
,7°,,traIn.WTkZ
dlcated:
children Raymond and Phyllis Alley | Malden, C. W. Sampson and Albert be observed a, the church Sunday:
Applv to 11. B SMITH. Thorndike & Hix
F’OR SALE- Cabbage plants. Flat Dutch,
78-tf
Carver of Boston. J. S. Longhurst of Morning service at 10- Sunday Walter H ButIer' salutatory, "The Mips Alida Lucas and Xliss Laura E.
left Thursday for Christmas Cove.
AU<JUSTUS ANDERSON late of Friendship Copenhagen, Danish Ball Head, 50 cents per Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
Robbins.
\fr
,
in
i
Last
of
the
Old
Senators;
”
Idella
B.
deceased. June 3. 1930, (Walter Anderson of 100. $2 per 500; $4 per 1000. OVERNKSS
Gertrude Vinal, who has been Philadelphia, and Mr. and Mrs. M. School at 11. Mr. Stafford will give
Aylward, “The Ship on the Stocks:”
Wessaweskeag Grange of South Friendship was appointed Admr. and quali SARKESIAN, 157 Middle St. Tel. 568-W.
Miscellaneous
spending a few days in Rockland re G. Smith (Marion Arey) of Concord. the children a sermonette during the
fied on the same date by filing bond.
______________
74 tf
Frank W. Knight, “Luther Burbank’s Thomaston dedicated its new hall.
turned Friday, accompanied by her N. H.. have been registered at the Sunday School hour. Evening serv
MARY M KELLEY late of Rockland, de
FI LLER BRUSHES Keep cool and clean
FOR
(SALE3(1
foot
cabin
cruiser.
12
h.
p.
Achievement;
”
Mary
A.
Harrington,
Warren
High
School
seniors,
mar

Medomak House.
ice 7.30, standard time, subject,
ceased, May 20. p« ,u. Nancy M. Babbidge of Hubbard engine, all in first class shape. Apply during (lie hot weather witli a Fuller fcliower.
brother Calvin of Boston.
E. F. TOWNE, 17 Lindsey ^tt. Phone 973-M.
The annual meeting of the Susan "Black Eyes and Bloody Noses.” “The Power of Tact;” Walter W. shalled by Lee W. Walker, held grad Rockland was appointed Exx. without bond.
S. M. DUNCAN. 602 Main St.. Rockland.
Miss Mildred Allen who has been
Spaulding,
class
history,
[termed
the
uating
exercises
in
the
Baptist
MIN<;ERSON ('(HIMBS late of Ord. Ne
74*80 .________________ 8(1*82
the guest of her aunt Mrs. Frank nah Wesley Society was held in the Everyone most cordially invited to
braska, deceased. June 17, 1930. (Nellie Rowell
best
?
n
years];
Scott
F.
Kittredge,
Church.
Those
who
figured
in
the
NOTH’FT—All persons arc warned jiot to
FOR SALE Mill wood 4 ft. long. $6 50;
Mullen returned Tuesday to Stoning Methodist vestry Mjonday evening. attend all these services.
Coombs of Ord. Nebraska was appointed Ex length, $8 ; fitted wood. $14 : also lumber. trespass on my property or destroy my grass
Mrs. Nellie Overlock was elected presi
Tuesday Arthur Rackliff launched “Perilous Missions; Ethelyn Clifton, program were Xliss Mildred Watts, and qualified by filing bond on the same date stove
ton.
Or bushes under penalty of the law. MRS. A.
L.
A.
PACKARD,
R.
F.
D.
Thomaston.
73-tf
poem;
Jessie
E.
Keating,
“
An
Appeal
salutatory;
Alonzo
F.
Ladd,
essay;
Alan L. Bird of Rockland, was appointed
INGRAHAM, Ingraham Hill.
80*82
Mrs. William Fnsser and young son dent. Mrs. Dora H. Yorke and Mrs. his new boat his father has just built
F’OR SALF> -One 32 ft. Friendship sloop;
to the American Girl;” Francis Eaton Haro'.d B. Arey, history; Carrie L. Agent in Maine.
Robert of Philadelphia, Pa., arrived ^Alexander Stewart, vice president, him and found it to he safe, strong ,
FRUIT I’OULTRY FARM ON LAKE. At
one 22 ft. Chris craft ; one 14 ft. power yacht
WALTER
8.
FOLLANSBEE
late
of
Rock

XIathews,
prophecy;
Abbie
B.
Young,
tender: one 91 by 15 ft power yacht; one tractive furnisfied home, 8 acres and water
Saturday and are guests of her par Miss .Julia Kaler. secretary, and Mrs. and ideal for having fun at any stage ! Simmons- Prophecy: Vivian B. Billland. deceased. June .1[, 1930, Edith A. Col
power rights to flowage from pond bordering
ings, ode; Percy H. Baker, valedic class gifts; Rita XI . Robinson, vale lansbee
of Rockland was appointed Admx. witli 65 ft. by 12 ft. Commuter run less than 1000 property, good bass and perch fishing, mapleents Mr. and Mrs| Frank Mullen, Susan Curtis, treasurer. Ice cream of the tide. He is justly proud of it.
miles:
one 65 ft. power cruiser, new last year.
dictory.
the will annexed without bond.
and fancy cookies were served by the Master George Kittredge also has a tory.
shaded
7-room cottage, views pond, forest and
Pleasant street.
Can be sei n any time at the CAMDEN YACHT
Conductors under the Maine Cen
Among the graduates from BowISAAC BUNKER late of Thomaston, de
BUILDING & RAILWAY. INC., Camden. nits.; nice wood lot, barn, garage, fruit;
Mr. and Mrs. John Kane (Lona hostesses, Mrs. Eudora Miller. Mrs. new iioat built by Frank Foster of
ceaseil.
May
6.
1930.
.Stanley
R.
Cushing
of
handy
town.
Reduced for quick sale to $1200,
73-81
jule, Mrs. Ella Achorn and Mrs. which he too, is justly proud. Swim tral summer train schedule were Al doin College were Ralph N. Cushing Thomaston and >'red Mu Berry of Portland, ■Maine.
Inperson) left Tuesday for their home |
part cash. Picture and details pg. 22; 1000
FOR SALE 250 acre farm, house and barn other bargains in big free catalogue. Write
Thelma Benner.
The next meet ming and boating is a very popular bert W. Hodgkins. C. F. Dalrympl“, of Thomaston and Ralph S. Robinson were appointed Admrs. and qualified by filing
in Providence.
in good condition. 1000 cords hard wood, some 'tbday. STROUT AGENCY. 255-IM; (Fourth
bond on ffune 17, 1930.
Miss Madeline Ames of Camden is ing will be held July 7 at the home of pastime here with the young people Frank Keizer. W. F. Pitman, and E. and Henry A. Lermond of Warren.
blueberry land, cuts f»0 tons hay, Waldoboro- Ave., New York City.
80-lt
O. Dow. The engineers were Joseph
The
Thomaston
telegraph
office
was
SUSAN E. WELT late >of Thomaston, <Ie
Mrs.
Soule.
this
summer.
$3600. easy term. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park
the guest of her grandmother Mrs.
York, B. S. Whitehouse, Otis Bowen, transferred to the .Maine Central sta ceased. June 17, 1030. Blanche IM. Wilson of St. Tel. 1080.
NOTICE—Notice is hereby given that all
72.
tf
Flora Ames.
Thomaston was appointed Admx. without bond
persons are forbidden to give my wife. Amily
L. S. York. Lowell Chapman, Herbert tion.
FOR SALE—The Franklin Trussell bidding, Maxwell, credit on my account and tliat I
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Johnson and
ALBINA S. BEVERAGE late of Camden
Hail.
Rockport
High
School
graduation:
situated
in
the
heart
of
Port
('lyde
Village.
deceased.
June
17.
1930.
Margaret
F
Ames
of
shall
not pay any hills contracted by her
children and Mrs. Ella Landry and
Contains two tenements and two stores. Late either in her name or in mv name and shall
Strawberries were selling at 10 Agnes Wiley, salutatory; Amber Camden was appointed Admx. witlio it bond.
son who have been guests of Mr. and
ly repaired. Reasonable price, inquire of not in any way )ie responsible for such con
cents the box.
FAUSTINA A .ROBINSON late of Cushing ALICE T. TRUSSEL. Tort Clyde. Me,, or KI)
Phiilbrook, Helen Dufcibar, Stewart
Mrs. John Wentworth, left Saar day
tracts. Dated at Waldoboro. Me July 1
C. M. Walker, E. B. Hastings, W. Orbeton, Ethel Wall, essays; William deceased. June 17. 1930. Fred E Robinson of WARD (’. PAYSON. Rockland. Me.
70-87 1930. WILLIAM MAXWELL. Waldoboro Me.’
for Monson.
Cushing was appointed Admr. without bond.
Fogler,
valedictory.
T.
Cobb,
E.
B.
Farwell,
H.
O.
Gurdy,
F
’
OR
SALE--Wood
tliat
makes
warm
Mrs. E. M. Hall returned Friday from
ALICE L. ISEAVEY late of Cushing, de
J. F. Gregory, and C. H. Berry were
The Camden High School Alumni ceased. June 17. 1930. James iM. Seavey tof friends. Tel. Rockland 125-W or 122-2 Thom
SPENCER dress and supporting corset,
a visit in North Haven where she
aston. Fitted wood. $14: junks. $12; cord foundation garments, bandeaux and sanitary
Cushing was appointed Admr. without bond.
elected
trustees
of
Universaiist
Association
was
organized
with
these
wood. $10. del. O. II. URIE & CO.. Thomas goods. MRS. HAZEL ATWOOD, Registered
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
WARREN H. SMALLEY late of Washing ton. Successor to Ralph Conant & Son.
Church.
officers: President. J. H. Ogier; vice
Spencer Corsetiere, 67 Willow St
Tel
Ames.
deceased. June 17, 1930. Marlon It. Miller ______
78-tf 1086-W.
Capt. Herbert L. Farr died in president, XIrs. T. J. French: secre ton,
‘ 79 .
The housekeepers at Union Church
of Union was appointed Admr. and qualified
Bristol,
R.
I.
F’OR SALK—24 foot power boat, 22 h. p
tary
and
treasurer.
Xliss
Lena
Cleve

by
filing
bond
on
the
same
date.
ROCK
AND
CEMENT
WORK,
cellar
walls
Circle Thursday were: Mrs. Frank
enfeine. CHARLES HENDERSON, Thomaston. built and repaired: all kinds of lawn work by
A sub-committee of the school land; executive committee, F. C.
('LARA SNOW late of Union, deceased, June
White, Mrs. Leo Lane. Mrs. W. Y.
78-tf the day or contract. BEN’JAMLN KNOWL
17. 1930 Everett O. Davis of Central Park __________
board
voted
against
vertical
penman

.Mitchell.
Xlildred
Perry
and
XIrs.
F.
Fossett, Mrs. P. J. Clifford, Mrs.
75*86-tf
FOR SALE—Hardwood fitted, $14; junks, TON, 54 Brewster St. Tel. 467.
Long Island. New York, was appointed Exr'
I. Coombs.
ship
in
the
city
schools.
Frank Mullen.
without bond. Edward K. Gould of Rockland $12: long. $10; fitted limbs. $10; fitted soft
LAWN MOWERS repaired anTsharpened,
Capt.
Anson
Outhouse
bought
the
XIegunticook
Encampment,
I.
O.
O.
wood
and
slabs.
$8;
also
lumber.
T.
J.
CAKwas
appointed
Agent
In
{Maine.
(Willed for and delivered. Satisfaction guar
Mrs. Annie Alexander Arrived
BOLL. Tel. 263-21.
78-tf anteed. CRIE HARDWARE CO Rockland
Ambrose P. Gamage house on South F. was instituted in Camden with
JAMES F. GRINDEL late of Rockland, de
Thursday from Rockland and is the
ceased. June 17, (1930. F. Stuart Grlndel of
F’OR SALE—Fifty bouses of all descriptions Tel. 791
73-tf
Main
street.
Reuel
Robinson
as
chief
patriarch
guest of Mrs. Eliza Arey at her home
Brewer, Maine was appointed Exr. without in Rockland A large list of summer cottages.
LIGHTNING Is nothing to be fooled with
Charles P. Libby bought the Camp and Charles Weaver as high priest. bond.
on Chestnut street.
In fact all kinds of real estate. Come and Are you sure your radio antenna Is properly
bell Sturtevant house on Chestnut The other principal offices were held
talk over my list If von wish tojniv ROBERT proected by an approved appliance Call 721
LOUISA V. CARTER late of Auckland, de
Herman Frowery, who has been the
78-tf and our Service Man will look your Insfallaby J. F. Soper, E. H. Young. John P. ceased, June 17, 1930. Elma Dorothy P. Ire U. <’(>L1JNS. 375 Main St. Tel.77.
street.
guest of Miss Rita Greenlaw, left
• • • •
tlon over and tell you the cost of proper pro
Leach, R. Frank Ames. George W. land of Rockland was appointed Exx. with
Thursday for New Jersey.
out bond.
tection. Tills estimate given without charire
Osmond A. Palmer was elected Varney, Walter B. Young and Oscar
HOUSE-SHERM.VN. Inc.. Electrical
Mrs. James Christie entertained at
ALFRED C INt.RAHAM late of Owl's Head,
Ford.
fllalists.
-s‘
deceased.
June
17.
1930,
Jennie
C.
Ingraham
manager of the High School Athletic
bridge at her home .Wednesday eve
We have on hand several head
of
Owl's
(Head
'was
appointed
Exx.
without
A
barn
on
the
John
Ames
estate
MONEY TO LOAN on 1st and 2nd
Association.
ning.
bond.
of sound, stylish and well broken
gages. KNOX FINANCE CO.. 16 8ch<
Edwin P. StPvens resigned as near Camden Mill was burned, with
Mabel Erickson is spending the va
ESTELLE H. DAVIS RANKIN late of Rock
Opp. postoffice.
saddle horses. These horses are
port. deceased. June '17. 1930, (Goldie Colllm
Street Railway conductor to become loss of livestock .
cation with relatives in Tenant’s Har
not discarded riding school hacks
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your sa'
of Pittsfield. Mass, was appointed Exx. witli
Xlargaret
Gray
was
elected
presi

freight agent for the Maine Central.
bor.
repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROt
out bond. Elizahetli Mills of Rockland, was
but young horses, stylish and re
Tel.. Klin.
Alvah F Staples succeeded him on the dent of the Junior League in Rock appointed Agent in (Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. John Wentworth and
liable. Morgan and thoroughbred
port.
ROS.VNNAH H SMITH late of Rockland, de
freight car.
son and Malcolm Landry spent ihc
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
blood lines. We guarantee our
Jason Robbins leased the Burton ceased. Juno 17. 1930, Harry P. Smith of
Rockland Hair 8tore. 24 Elm 8t. Mall orders
Mrs. F. J. Simonton was elected
Fourth, in Rockport guests of Ralph
Rockland was appointed Exr. without bond,
horses as represented. Costs noth Solicited. H. .RHODES T. I. 519-J. 78-tf
House
and
stable
in
Union
to
William
president of the Home For Aged
KATIE i.M. CAY date of Rockland, deceased.
Wentworth.
ing to look them over. Also breed
Perry.
June 17. 1980. Cora K. Carlton of Rockland
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES
Women.
Minnie Wood of Wollaston, Mass.,
was
appointed 'Exx. without bond.
ers of registered Percherons and
and estates, up-to-date property, in the gar
Charles H. Woodhail resigned as
Schooner Claremont, Capt. Frank
arrived Thursday and is the guest
BERTHA CASHMAN late of Rockland, de
den
spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
Guernsey
cattle.
Come
and
look
A. Peterson was lost off the Vene secretary of the Rockport Y.XI.C.A.
ceased. Jun* 17. 1930. Joseph Dondis of
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belof Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wilson.
these saddle horses over. They
Xlildred Kibble and Hunter Grant Rockland was appointed Exr. without bond.
fa st,'Me._____
78-tf
zuela coast.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Burns of Wol
GEORGE KALER 'MAYO late of Rockland
will please you.
WHEN 1.N BOSTON—Remember tuat you
The city almshouse had 18 Inmates. won first prizes in the speaking con deceased. June 17. 1930, Rockland National
laston. Mass., are guests of his par
RAY
BUSHNELL
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
Bank of Rockland was appointed Exr. and
Excavation was being made for the test at Rockport High School.
ents Mr. and Mrs. William Burns
Phone 19-IS
Corinna. Me.
the home news, at the Old South News Agency.
XVilliam Hull’s farm buildings at qualified by filing bond on the same date.
Thorndike & Hix block on Spring
East Boston road.
Wa’binirton St., next Old South Church
Attest
:
Broad Cove, 'Waldoboro, were burned.
street.
Mr. and Mrs. William West qf Ban
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.

•

j

SNAPSHOTS”

Singing

Dancing

Talking

25 YEARS AGO

STATE OF MAINE

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON

MONDAY, JULY 7

Staged by Gushee & Robbins of Camden

WHAT’S WRONG AND WHERE?

SADDLE HORSES

gor, arc guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Wilson.
L. E. William?, returned Thursday
from Stony Creek.
Miss Arlena Kossuth came from
Rockland Thursday to spend the
Fourth with her parents, . Mr. and
Mrs. Willis Kossuth.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Watson and
daughter Elizabeth and Mr. and Mrs.
George Rogers and children of Wor
cester are guests of Walter Mills at
Old Harbor.
Gus Saderquist arrived Thursday
from Tenant’s Harbor.
Mrs. Leland Warren and young ion
returned Thursday from Rockland.
where Leland Jr., hal been receiving

'
|

THERE ARE 11 HISTAkES IN THIS PICTURE:

,
I

How good are you at finding mistakes? The artist has Intentionally
made several obvious ones in drawing the above picture. Some of them
are easily discovered, others may be hard. See how long It will take
YOU to find them.

M. Frank Donohue sold the bay
mare Flora to Dr. W. H. Parsons of
Damariscotta.
• • * •
These births were recorded:
Stonington. June 28, to Mr and Mrs.
Burpee C. Gardner, a son.
Stonington. June 23, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willard M. Matthews, a son.
Stonington, June 21, to Mr. and Mrs.
John A. Nutt, a daughter.
Spruce Head, to Mr. and Mrs. A. F.
Elwell, a son.
Rockport, June 4, to Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Crockett, a son.
Rockport. June 6, to Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Sylvester, a daughter.
Rockland, June 19, to Mr. and Mrs.

Capt. Frank Hellens of the schooner
XL H. Reed, was drowned alongside
the vessel nt Providence. He be
longed in Thomaston and was 32.

Rathing-sult manufaeturers should
be able to operate their plants for
the next three years on the cloth they
leff out of this year’s models.—
Brunswick- Pilot.

EDWARD K. GOULD
Attorney at Law
(Formerly Juage of Probate)
Special Attention to Probate Matter#
and Real Estate Titles
Corner Main St. and Tilleon Ave.
MIX

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We want all your LIVE POUL
TRY. Higheet Prices paid. Call
or write Charles Shane, care of
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tel.
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
your door. References: Any poul
try raiser.

CHARLES SHANE CO.
27-tf

WANT A
BEAR?
Two Yearling Bears are for
Sale and may be seen at

Medomak Camp
WASHINGTON, ME.
71-80

7

Society
Il addition to personal notea regarding
jepartures and arrivals, this departnent espe
nally desires Information of social happenings,
urtles, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
elephone still be gladly received.
TELEPHONE -------------------------------- 770

Mrs. H. II. Lord and Mrs. Marla
Prince arrive today from Washing
ton, D. C., who on being joined soon
by Mr. and Mrs. Frank Van Rensellaer, will go to their summer home
•in Martinsville.

SAUNTERINGS
One thing that has done mueh for]
me In life, and made me to apprect- I
ate nature in all her forms, was I
found in an old school reader. More
than 50 years ago I used to read' the
following in tlie Progressive Fourth
Reader:
Let us behold for a moment our
earth. We are entertained with an
agreeable variety without being dis
gusted by a tedious uniformity.
There are valleys clothed in smiling
green. Here is the hill to delight the
eye; and beyond, slow rising from the
earth, swells the mountain, and, with
all its load of waters, rocks and
woods, heaves itself up into the skies.
Why this pleasing deformity of
nature? Undoubtedly for the bene
fit of man.
From
the mountains
descend
streams to fertilize the plains below
and cover them with wealth and
beauty. The earth produces every
thing necessary not only to support
our bodies, but also to remedy our
diseases, and gratify our senses.
But who covered the earth with so
pleasing variety of flowers? Who
gave them their delightful fragrance,
and pointed them with colors so
exquisite? Who causes the same
water to whiten in the illy. that
blushes In the rose?
How we are astonished to behold
the vast ocean, rolling its immense
burden of waters! Who gave it such
a configuration of particles as to
render it movable by the least pres
sure, and. at the same time, so strong
as to support the heaviest weights?
Who spread out this vast highway of
all nations under heaven?
Who gave it its regular motin?
Who confined It within its bounds?
Who restrains the proud waves when
the tempest sweeps over them? Who
measured the great waters and sub
jected them to invariable laws?
None, surely, but that G.reat Being,
who “placed the sand for the bound
of'the sea by a perpetual decree that
it cannot pass; and though the waves
thereof toss themselves, yet they can
not prevail; though they roar, yet
can they not pass over it.”
Boze

THE REALM OF MESIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

announce //ictc
different every time one goes. Yes
terday the orchestra was made up of
four saxophones, four trombones,
four trumpets, drum and piano, the
tya/e o^' ^fcne,
players being boys and girls. Won
Rev. M. Joseph Twomey, D.D., and
derful
singing.
The
choir
wear
white
Irs. Twomey of Philadelphia are
Miss Helen Fifield is home from
dresses, shoes and stockings, full dark
guests of Miss Kila S. MacAlllster of Lewiston for the summer vacation.
ant/ Srfuyuit
capes and caps. There were 50 per
Portland before leaving for their
sons who went up on the platform
summer home in Waterboro. Dr.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson B. Keene and
who claimed they had been healed,
Twomey was formerly pastor of the son and William C. Bird of Mont
79-tf
and who gave testimonies over the
First Baptist Church in Portland, and clair. N. J., are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
radio, each telling how long since
during that period was heard as a H. O. Gurdy over the weekend.
healed, etc. Many had been cured for
lecturer in Rockland, his visits here
several years after being given up
being recalled with Interest by those
Senator
and
Mrs.
R.
J.
Peacock
and
by doctors. Cures were cancer, tuber
friends and relatives. Mr. Adams is
Who heard him.
LEAVE IT ALONE
SEARSMONT
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Peacock of Lubec
culosis, rheumatism and epilepsy.
a cousin of the late Horatio and II.
Strawberries
have
ripened
very
who
have
been
in
Augusta
and
Bos

“After a very interesting talk on
Horace Maxey who has employ
L. Woodcock.
ton
the
past
week
were
guests
Thurs

much
earlier
than
usual
this
year
and
her visit to the Holy Land,” Aimee had* If You Get In Contact With
Eugene Reynolds of Lowell, Mass.,
ment with the Gillette Razor Com
are
selling
now
for
20c,
and
there
day
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
G.
Norton
of
all who wished to be cured from any
is passing his vacation with his
pany in South Boston, is home over
were
plenty
of
green
peas
for
the
Poison
Ivy,
Goodbye
Va

Jacksonville,
who
have
apartments
trouble come to the platform. About
the weekend.
mother Mrs. Reynolds.
Fourth. The summer is hastening
In Rockland for the summer.
75 went up, one a very dignified
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cobb go to
cation
Pleasure
along.
Methodist minister about 60, who
Portland the coming week to vicit
Mr and Mrs. K. E. Stoddard and
The
Hermensen
family
of
Long
wished to be cured of asthma. When
Mrs. Marsh and son of Toronto
daughter Irvilla and son Richard, Mr.
Arrival of the vacation season has Island, N. Y., have arrived for the his brother and family Mr .and Mrs.
she performs the cures, it is very
M E. Cobb.
and Mrs. George L. St. Clair and who have been guests of Mrs. Marsh’s
prompted
the Iowa State department summer at their cottages at Quantaeffective. The organ starts with a
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Dunton attended
Frank St. Clair and family of Orange, sister, Mrs. E. W. Monkhouse at
bacook
Lake.
The
Boy
Scouts
will
loud exciting roar, vibrating through of health to offer a warning and asso
the Rockland band concert at City
N. J., were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ingraham Hill, return home tomor
arrive
later.
one’s body; then Aimee with the aid ciated information concerning poison
Park, Belfast, Sunday afternoon.
Irving Pettingell in Freeport the row.
A strawberry festival will be held
of an assistant hits and rubs the ivy. Sections of the statement indi
Fourth, where they were Joined by
at
the
M.
E.
vestry
July
8
by
the
La

affected parts and annoints the per cating means for identifying the
relatives from Portland, the party
Molly Rhodes of Portland arrives
APPLETON RIDGE
son on the forehead with oil. I saw plant and action which may he taken dies’ Aid society.
representing a jolly family gathering. today to he the guest of Miss Caroline
Mr. and Mrs. E. Bliss Marriner and
Mr.
and Mrs. C. II. Conant, Mr. and
many
helped
upon
the
stage
who
Littlefield, Limerock street.
to reduce discomfort resulting from
children Philip and Helen of Ports Mrs. Joseph Leonard and children
came away unattended. There were contact with it follows in full text;
Mrs. Ava Lawry who has been the
mouth, N. H., have arrived for the Margaret and Joseph all of Warren
four persons in wheel chairs. Aimee
guest of her sister Mrs. John DeOrsay
The Iowa State department of
Oliver Rollins came home from
came down from the altar to help health, without wishing to lessen the summer with Mrs. Marriner’s father were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
of Waterville at her summer home Boston to spend the holiday and
them. They looked beyond being joy of such trips, issues a warning Eben Cobb. Mr. Marriner leaves this I'.Mi’ ii Wliitmy.
at Belgrade Igike has returned home. weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Grant and
cured, but presume she helped them which may make them more pleas week for New York City to attend
to feel more comfortable. Aimee rep urable and less annoying. Campers summer school at the Columbia child of Manchester, N. H.. are guests
Members of the Tuesday Evening
Mrs. Kenneth P. Lord and sons
of his mother, brother and family at
resents an angel, wearing a long white and hikers through the country of Teachers’ College.
Club had dinner at Crescent Beach Kenneth and Herbert arrive today
Miss Ruth Miller is attending sum the Grant farm.
dress with half way full cape. She Iowa should be conscious of the dis
♦ • • ♦
Inn followed by cards, with honors from Washington, D. C., to spend the
mer school at Gorham.
Mrs. Joseph
Nassar, Thomas
falling to Mrs. Donald 'Perry, Mrs. summer with Mr. and Mrs. J. F.
Edward O'Brien, the tenor, who is very fair, claiming 39 as her age, comfort not to say actual danger
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Adams of Nassar and children and Mrs.
John W. Thompson and Mrs. J. F. Cooper, Limerock street.
veritably walked into the hearts of but looks about 25 or less. Her hair which lurks in the familiar three Long Beach, California, formerly of
Wheeler of Rockland were Sunday
Burgess.
his hearers last summer, through the was reddish brown, but she returned leaved vine known as poison ivy.
this town, have been calling on old visitors at A. H. Moody’s.
This trailing vine which grows
charm of his voice and personality, from the Holy Land a blond.”
Raymond E. Drake of Jackson,
• * • •
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Achorn of West Mich,. Is the guest of his mother Mrs.
along the roadside, climbs over
has had rather a difficult year. A
Concord, Mass., are guests at Ed Ersey Drake, 93 South Mb In street,
Among the programs sent home by fences, clings to trees and carpets the
tpagedy in his immediate family was
ward Gonia's cottage, Crescent Beach and plans to spend the balance of
followed by the death of his mother, Mrs. Covel was one of the July and open spaces often invites the unwary
over the weekend.
both happenings dealing a severe August (1929) series of concerts in to pick it. Casual contact occurs
the summer here. It is his first visit
blow to the young man. Despite it all. the Hollywood Bowl. Aug. 2 the. while camping or hiking. Some
to his old home In eight years.
Major and Mrs. H. H. Acheson who
however, he was graduated from the soloist with the splendid Hollywood plants and flowers are friendly and
have recently returned from a three- j-Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Sleeper are on
David Mannes School of New York in Bowl Symphony Orchestra was Mme. ' may be gathered with no ill-effects,
Waldoboro, Me
year stay in Honolulu were guests for a motor trip to St. John, N. B.
June, with high honors. The two Elsa Alsen, the famous Wagnerian but this statement floes not apply to
a few days this week of Mr. and Mrs.
THE RIVERS AND LAKES OF MAINE
sisters, Kettina and Natalie Hall, who soprano who appeared in recital in rhus radicans or rhs toxicodendron—
Kennedy Crane.
NOW OPEN FOR THE SEASON
were featured in the .first season’s Camden four years ago when there the varieties of poison ivy found in
Miss Margaret Bartlett and Mrs.
[In vacation time The Courier-Gazette has
A. A. Rezoe of Omaha, Neb., have ar frequent calls for this classic and again gives concerts, winning many friends by coaching with Frank Bibb. Mrs. Iowa.
Frank St. Clair and family of rived in South Thomaston, where It place In this column for the convenience their mirrored voices and fresh Covel made this note on the program:
(under new management)
Identification of the plant is easy.
Orange. N. J., are guests of Mr. and ; they will spend the summer at the of Inquirers.]
charm, have been winning high suc "I thought of you when I heard Elsa Its characteristics should be kept in
Mrs. George L. St. Clair at Crescent home of their father, J. M. Bartlett.
cess in both light opera and English Alsen. She is wpnderful. She re mind so that it can be identified in
Oh, the lovely rivers and lakes of Maine!
ceived four immense baskets of stantly.
Beach.
It has leaves which aro
I am charmed with their names, as my song opera. They are singing gloriously. flowers, three bouquets, each an
shiny or waxy in appearance and
Both sisters are expected to spend a
James Connellan and family of
will explain ;
Harris Stackpole Shaw who has Portland spent the Fourth at Mrs. Aboriginal muses inspire my strain.
armful by itself. It took three men which have five points. The leaves
portion of the summer in Camden.
been spending a few days at his Connellan's former home in this city. While I sing the bright rivers and lakes of
ALL HOME COOKING
Mr. Bibb has had a brilliant winter to bring them to the stage. She had grow in groups of three. Two leaves
Maine—
Thomaston home returns to Boston Mr. Connellan is very prominent in
of the group grow opposite each other
made up of various activities—the to come out again and again.”
From (’upsuptac to Cheputmattlcook,
How many recognized Mme. Alsen and have short stems. The third or
today.
Peabody Institute, the David Mannes
Maine athletic circles as a coach f.nd From Sagadahock to l'ohenegamook—
LIGHT LUNCHES AND ICES
Gamook, 'gantook,
School, two harpsichord concerts in in "The Rogue Song’ with Lawrence terminal leaf has a long stem. It
sports official.
Pohenegamook,
Miss Marian Brawn, pastor’s as
Tibbett?
bears
berries
which
are
at
first
Washington (one in the Coolidge
From Sagadahock to IJ’ohenegamook.
• * • •
sistant at the Second Baptist Church
smooth and green later turning to a
series and the other under the
Mrs. Florence Lauth and daughters.
1n Holyoke, Mass., is spending the XDs. Harriet Jones, and Miss Jose For light serenading the "Blue Moselle,”
Probably no artist before the pub yellowish white. Poison ivy is most
auspices of the Friends of Music),
month of July with her parents, Mr. phine Lauth of Websterville , Vt., "Bonnie Doon" and "Sweet Avon” may do accompanying for many prominent lic today has such a firm hold on the often confused with woodbine or Vir
well:
affections of all as Mme. Schumann- ginia creeper, hut this |vine hears
and Mrs. William F. Brawn, Broad are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Walter But thevery
rivers of Maine, In thclrtovild solitudes, j artists such as Frieda Hem pel, Sylvia
MONDAY-TUESDAY
way, and has as her guest for a short Flanders and other friends in this Bring a thunderous sound from the depths Lent, Gilbert Ross, Povla Frisjh and Heink. Listen to this item which ap leaves in groups of five instead of
of the woods;
time Miss Florence Burck of Worces vicinity.
peared at the close of her recent en three.
others
together
with
coaching,
etc.
The Aroostook and Chlmmetlcook,
ter, who holds a similar position In the
Contact with poison ivy produces
His work at the Peabody Institute and gagement at iRoxy Theatre in 'New
The Chlmpasaoc and Chinquassabamtook—
Filmed at the bottom of the earth!
First Baptist Church of that city.
a watery eruption accompanied by a
’Bamtook, ’bamtook,
the David Mannes School has been York.
Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane are
The actual record .of the world’s (most
Chinquassabamtook.
“
Beloved
opera
and
concert
singer
stinging or burning sensation wher
particularly gratifying.
at Bailey's Island for the holiday The Chlmpasaoc and Chinquassabamtook.
heroic achievement!
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Crockett and weekend.
Mme. Frisjh. the Danish lieder for the greater part of her almost ever the plant has touched the skin,
son Norman of I*ancaster. Pa., are
Behold! how they sparkle and flash in the singer who is conceded by leading threescore and ten years, Mme. ! sometimes by severe pain or headguests of Mr.and Mrs. Roland Crock
Occasionally an eczema is
sun!
critics as one of the greatest before Ernestine Schumann-Heink has just ache.
Mrs. H. I. Hix has returned from
ett, Rockport, while calling upon two months’ visit In the midWest The Mattewamkeag and the Mussungun :
the public today, is coming to be Mr. finished a week’s engagement at Roxy produced which lasts for some time.
The
kingly
Penobscot,
the
wild
Woolastook,
friends and relatives in this vicinity. and Is at her Crescent Beach cot Kennebec. Kennebago and Scbasticook ;
Bibb’s house guesit in the very near Theatre. At each of her 30 appear A few persons are not effected at all
future, and Mr. Bibb hopes to pre- ances, during which it is estimated by the plant. The effect is caused by
tage for the summer. She has as Tlu' pretty Presumpscut and gay Tulanblc;
that she sang to approximately 150.- the sap or juice and is more readily
Alvary Gay ;is (employed at the guests her daughter, Mrs. F. XT. The Ess’qullsagook and little ISchoodic—
nt her in recital.
Schoodic,
Schoodlc
people, it was with difficulty that produced in the early summer when
Samoset Hotel for the summer sea Faber, and Miss Elizalreth Fischer of
The little schoodic.
the succeeding part of the program the plant is young and tender.
son.
Peoria. Ill. Miss Catherine Fischer The Ess’qullsagook and little Schoodic.
While definite plans for this sum proceeded. The moment the people
Other plants which may produce
is at Camp Marbury, Vergennes, Vt.. Yes, yes, I prefer the bright rivers of Maine
mer’s series of concerts are not com in the crowded auditorium caught irritation are the poison oak and
Miss Hertha Harmon of New York for July and August.
To the Rhine or the Rhone, or the Saoue or the plete, Mr. Bibb is announcing three sight of the stately silver-robed figure
Is to be at the home of Mrs. George
poison sumac. Vacationits. should be
Seine;
in the seriesjas heretofore, one the of their old favorite, there were
H. Irteed, 222 Broadway, beginning
may do for the cockney, hut give me
able to recognize poison oak and
Mrs. Alton Merrifield of Kezat* These some
A Paramount Sound Picture
latter
part
of
July,
one
in
August
and
nook
frantic waves of applause.
Monday. Miss Harmon who is a Falls, who is visiting her parents. Mr.
poison sumac so as to distinguish
On
the
Ammonoosue
or
the
Wytopadlook,
the
final
one
around
Labor
Day.
“At the close of the engagement, them from their harmless neighbors.
singer of note is conducting classes and Mrs. George Clark, Broadway, • On the Vmsaskls or the Rlpogenis,
These men suppressed all natural feel,
Among the artists already engaged the singer received a silver plaque, Avoid the creeper vine with the'three
in voice culture as well as being
ing . . . left at home the brides they’d
entertained Wednesday evening at The Rlpogenis or the Pistaqaquis—
ire Margot Jean, French soprano, reading: ’Presented to a beloved divided leaves, the small scrub with
’Aquis, ’aquis
heard with interest as a soloist in the
two tables of auction. Prizes were
scarcely kissed . . . their babies yet un
The tPiscataquis,
who is not only an accomplished vo- number of the "Gang”—Mother broad leaves like the oak and the
various churches.
won by Miss Eleanor Bird and Mrs. The Rlpogenis or the Piscataquis.
born . . . left love and comlfort ... to
valist, but a brilliant ’cellist and S< humann-Heink — by members of sumac which grows in swampy
Chester Bailey.
bring you the magnificent drama of com
harpist. She is a graduate of Brus Theatrical Protective lUnion No. 1 places. If it is realized before the
Miss Ella Kaler who has been
"Away down South," the Cherokee
edy, courage and1 daring unsurpassed.
sels Conservatory, with honors in botli of the Roxy Theatre, June 19, 1930’.
Has h.tun'll his i!▼«n the Tennessee,
cashier at the local Woolworth store
eruption occurs that there has been
Donald P. Kelsey and family are The Chattahoochee and the Ocmulgee.
voice and harp. In her Camden concert
“
She
pointed
out
that
her
69th
I has tendered her resignation to be
contact
with
poison
ivy,
thorough
AL&O
spending the weekend at North Ha Thu MlUicmet and Mote&lnloc,
she will sing a group of songs to her birthday, which occurred during the
come effective at once, the step made
But what are they, or the Frenchy Detroit.
washing of the exposed skin with
ven.
own harp accmpaniment. Others Engagement, coupled with the fact soap and hot water followed by the
To the Passadumkeag or the Wassatoquoit t
necessary by ill health. Miss Kaler’s
Paramount Sound News
Charlie Chase Comedy
The Wassatoquoit,
are Josephine McLaughlin, soprano that lief son was one of the directors
work has been particularly efficient
application of alcohol will often fore
’Toquoit, 'toquoit,
One w’eek from today the Tops
and Earl Li,ppy, baritone, young sing of the film Mamba’, which was shown
and. her resignation is received with
stall
its
appearance.
To
the
Passadumkeag
or
the
Wassatoquoit?
Cartoon
ham-Brunswick Chapter. D.A R., will
ers who have unusually fine voices, during the same week, and that she
regret.
be hostess at the annual State field Then turn to the beautiful lakes of Maine
Gilbert Ross, a very talented violin had just become a great-grand
day meeting in Brunswick. Lunch (To the Sage of Auburn be given the strain,
ist, a cousin of Sylvia Lent and a mother, all made the engagement a
William P. Burpee has arrived from
will be served at 12 o’clock standard The statesman whose genius and bright fancy pupil of Auer; and George Morgan,
TODAY
memorable one in her life.”
iNew York for the summer and is oc
makes
at Hotel Eagle. A brief business Tlie earth's highest / glories to shine in Its baritone. Mr. Morgan who possesses
• • •
cupying the residence on Park street.
session will follow’. At 2 o’clock a
"DANGEROUS NAN McGREW”
lakes) ;
a voice of great beauty toured for sev
The summer season of daily organ
marker will be unveiled on the site of What lakes out of (Maine can wc place in the eral seasons with Schumann-Heink.
With
Albert Hallowell who has been as
book
concerts at Portland City Hall will
Fort Andros and Fort George. The
sistant at tho Woolworth store has State of Maine Daughters are trying With tht-Watagomon and the Pangokomook? lie was in Camden last summer open Monday, July 7, and continue
'Omook, ’omook.
coaching with Mr. Bibb and those
HELEN KANE, JAMES HALL
been transferred to Old Town and to aid the D.A.R. industrial school at
through August. Charles Raymond
The Pangokomook.
privileged to hear him sing were
entered upon bis new duties. Mr.
Tamassee, S. C., and there is a With the Mattagomon an dthe Pangokomook? thrilled by his splendid artistry. (’ronham. municipal organist, will be
Hallowell entered the local store
project in view to raise money before Lake Leman, or Como, what care I for them, Other artists to be announced. Need the daily recitalist, and is arrang
PUBLIX
shortly after his graduation from the
SHOWS
the fall advisory hoard meeting. It When Maine has the Moosehead and Pon- less to say, the series promises to be ing a splendid (series of programs
Home
of
Rockland High School two years ago.
These organ concerts attract thou
gokwahem,
is hoped that the Chapter regents and
Daylight Time
equally
as
interesting,
if
not
more
so.
Paramount
and his advancement is gratifying to
And, sweet as the dews in the violet’s kiss,
sands of visitors to Portland each
2.00, 6.45, 8.45
members attending this field day Wallahgosquegamook and Telesimls;
as in previous seasons.
Pictures
his many friends.
year from all parts of the world, who
Sat. Continuous
meeting will go prepared to aid in And when I can share In the fisherman’s bunk
Questioned as to the present apathy come especially to the city to hear
TEL.
892
On the Moosetuckmaguntlc or Mol'tunkamunk— in music. Mr. Bibb’s ideas coincide
2.00 to 11.00
Mrs. C. E. Weeks. Miss Ethel R. raising this fund.
’Amunk, ’amunk,
the Kotzschmar memorial organ, one
with those generally held—that it is
Or Mol’tunkamunk,
Weeks and Miss Mabel K. Chase of
"EVERY SEAT A COOL RETREAT”
Mrs. Knott Rankin entertained at On the Moosetuckmaguntlc or Mol’tunka a phase that will eventually pass. He of the finest in the country. The
Newton, Mass., are at the Weeks’
organ is the gift to Portland by
munk ?
bridge
ton
Wednesday
afternoon.
feels,
however,
that
one
reason
for
cottage, Ash Point, for the summer.
Guests of honor w’ere Mrs. Avard L. And (Maine has the Eagle Lakes. Cheappawgan. the apathy is that people as a mass Cyrus H. K. Curtis, well known pub
lisher and philanthropist of Philadel
Riehan
of Auburn, Miss Margaret And the little Sepic and the little Seapan,
have been willing to accept mediocre phia, who was born there and studied
Mr. and Mrs. Leigh E. Eisenhauer
The spreading Sebago, the Congomgomoc,
Simonds
of
Indianapolis,
and
Mrs.
music
in
recent
years,which
has
low

of Lexington. Mass, are guests of
with Herman Kotzschmar, musician
The Mllllsmet and Motesinloc,
Arthur Demarais of New’ Haven.
MONDAY-TUESDAY
ered the standard in music and les and composer.
Miss Ethel Weeks at Ash Point. *
Caribou and the fair Anmonjenegamook,
sened the opportunities for those who
Oquassac and rare Wetokenebacook—
• • « •
N these mad days of
Mr. and Mrs. William Ulmer mo
’Aoook, 'acook,
have attained greatness or are on the
Mr. and Mrs. J. Owen Weeks and
How many remember charming
Wetokenebacook.
road to greatness. There has been Helen Yorke who sang at the Main©
runaway romances and
Miss Grace Teagles of Malden spent tored from their home in Arlington, Oquassac and rare Wetokenebacook.
such a quantity of this mediocre Music Festivals and who appeared in
the Fourth with Mrs. C. E. Weeks at Mass., to spend the holiday and week
Introducing!
rather
casual marriages,
end with Mr. and Mrs. Alden Ulmer, And there are the Pokeshlne and Patquon- music dumped upon the public,
lAsh Point.
successful recitals in her home city,
wedding announcements
gomls;
Willow street. Mr. Ulmer now’ holds
through
the
medium
of
the
sound
The Screen’s Greatest
Augusta, Portland and other cities,
And there is the pretty Coseomgonnosis,
films and the radio chiefly that peo and who seemed well on the road to
arebecomingincreasingly
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Linekin of New the responsible position of claim and Romantic Umbagog and Peniadumook,
credit
agent
for
the
Westinghouse
The
J
’
emadumook
and
the
old
Chesuncook.
ple
are
getting
“
fed
up,
”
to
resort
to
Lover—believe it or
ton Center, Mass., were recent guests
important. Tlie smarter
and Moosetuck; and take care not to the vernacular of the day, and will success when she suddenly dropped
of relatives and friends in this city Electric Manufacturing Co. of Pitts Sepois miss
out of musical activities? She was
families are using Linburg, with an office in Boston.
not !!!
sooVi demand something better, when very lovely, both as to voice and per
and Thomaston.
The Umbazookskus or tlie Sysladobsis—
weave Wedding Station
the real musician will again come into sonality, and I recall that Alice
’Dobsis, ’dobsis,
The Sysladobsis.
Mrs. Lester Spencer and son Junior
his own.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Crockett and
ery for their announce
Fiske Sturgis was always one of her
Tuesday
evening
from The Umbazookskus or the Sysladobsis.
son of Lancaster, Penn., are visiting arrived
most enthusiastic boosters. Recent
ments because of its ultraSpringwater,
N.
Y.,
and
arc
guests
The Chardon String Quartet of ly Miss Yorke has returned to musical
relatives in this city and Rockport
Oh. give me the rivers and lakes of Maine,
of Mrs. Spencer’s parents, Mr. and In her mountains or forests or fields of grain. Boston is spending the summer at
correctness and because
for a few days.
life,
and
the
success
which
again
Mrs. W. N. Hooper, Grove street. In the depth of the.shade or the blaze of the Camp Medomak in
Washington seems to be coming her way is very
its rich, vellum-like tex
IN
sun.
(Maine). The quartet, which was gratifying to her friends. '*With Vir
Mrs. J. B. Raymond of Revere. They will remain until after the The lakes of Schoodic and the Basconegun.
ture
provides
the
perfect
“
The
New
Movietone”
Hooper-Crie
w
’
edding.
And 'the dear Wanbasoos and the clear formed at the Suggestion of Serge
Mass., is the guest of her brother, Dr.
ginia Johnson, Miss Yorke is appear
Aquessuc,
background for exquisite
Koussevitzky, director of the Bos ing in operatic engagements for the
J. A. IRichan, Elm street. She is
and Mlllenkikuk—
Mr. and Mrs. Kelley B. Crie re Tlie Cosbosecontlc
ton Symphony Orchestra, consists of Publix Theatres. She lias recently
accompanied by her daughter, Mrs,
engraving.
’Klkuk. klkuk,
first violin. Norbert Lauga; second had published by the Radio Music
Tlie Mlllenkikuk.
Arthur Demarais of New* Haven, turned last night from a motor trip to
The
Cosbosecontlc
and
Mlllenkikuk?
West Lubec, and were accompanied
violin. Holland Tapley; viola, Albert Corporation her song, "All Through
Conn.
THE COURIER—George B. Wallis,
With
home by Mrs. Walter Moore and
Bernard; ’cello, Yves Chardon. Hol the Night,” and on the evening of
GAZETTE
land Tapley was soloist at a municipal June 12, she had the added joy of
• Ex-Senator A. R. Packard and grandson Alden, who will spend a
MARJORIE WHITE
organ concert in Portland during the hearing her song sung by Rudy Vallee
family spent Fourth of July awheel, few days here.
How he conquers his women is nobody's business—
1927-28 season and has many friends
visiting Bar Harbor and Ellsworth.
on a coast to coast hookup.
but it’s a laugh for you
in the summer musical colony in this
In the latter city Mr. Packard’s car Mrs. Blanche Smith Sweet and
Miss Yorke and her partner are
section, among them Joyce Lehing leaving soon for London where they
had a tire mishap, and he was con Mrs. Maude Smith Boyle of Ashta*
ADDED
and Kitty McLaughlin; he is also a will open an engagement at the Palla
fronted with the necessity of pur hula. Ohio, nieces of the late Katie
Audio
Review
Comedy
Vita. Variety
WEonmi
PAPERS
personal friend of Ruth E. Sanborn’s. dium Theatre. Their stay will bo
chasing a new one; also with the M. Gay. who have been spending the
“Keeps the Foot Well"
In his Maine recitals one is being short, however, as they’ wish to be
necessity of tendering a check in past six weeks in Rockland, have sold
NOW SHOWING
payment. To the garage keeper he >tlie Gay home at 12 Gay street, and as
given at Sebago Lake.
back in the United States in time for
for Men and Women
“
RICH
PEOPLE”
* • • •
said: ‘The only person who can a memorial to their late aunt and
the o]>ening of the vaudevlle circuit
identify me hereabouts is Bert Cun uncle, Katie iSmith Gay and George
With
A
letter
received
by
Mrs.
Emma
in
the
fall.
ningham who served on the Execu Finley Gay. have bought the Thomas
BUXTON’3 SPECIFIC
Miss Yorke has a soprano voice of
Harvey from her mother, who is
CONSTANCE BENNETT
tive Council” But he was saved fur- property at Crescent Beach, which
Is proving Its worth. White eliminating
spending the summer with her daugh remarkable range, sweetness and
ther embarrassment for ax door sudsud they will use as their summer home,
your
ter, Mrs. Cecil Copping in Hollywood, volume, combined with a charming
denly opened and a man exclaimed: -^hc property is being somewhat imgives a most interesting description stage presence, natural and winning.
“Hello Arthur, what are you doing proved including electrical equipment,
One of the
of a visit to Aime Semple McPher
Home of
down here?” The speaker was Judge T. J. Foley of 17 Willow street wfil
it purifies and enriches the blood and
Publix
son
’
s
temple.
Mrs.
Covel
writes:
The
wise
modern
liousewite.
shares
Heel-to-Ball
Fitting
Paramount
puts the stomach and nerves in the best
Peters of the United States District
the care and renting of the
Theatres
"The
Angeles
Temple
seats
many
her
burdens
anil
lets
The
People'"
of
condition.
Let
us
send
you
a
booklet
Picture!
Court, with whom Senator Packard property during the absence of the
The Buxton Rheumatic Medicine Co.,
thousands. The meetings arc very Laundry, Tel. 170, dj her family wash,
Tel. 409
DORMAN’S
was formerly well acquainted, but owners. Mrs. Sweet and Mrs. Boyle
Abbot Village Maine. For sale at all
interesting and lively—you wouldn’t rugs and quilts. Tlie cost is low, the')
(I whom he had not seen for 18 years, ^eft Saturday morning for their home ♦40 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
leading drua stores.
go to sleep! There are several or service prompt, the work exee'lent
Needless to say that the new tire
Ashtabula and will return to RocklO-tt
124-tf
chestras and bands, su tlie music is
was immediately forthcoming.
later.
'
;
\
The summer musical season doesn’t
seem to begin, until Frank Bibb ar
rives at his beautiful home, "The
Retreat,” in Camden. He is there
now, and the pleasure of spending
a few hours at his studio on a recent
afternoon was given me. Extensive
improvements have been made on
his house, adding greatly to its at
tractiveness. A large sun porch has
been built, and is used for the dining
room. With its yellow hangings
and old pieces of mahogany, it is too
lovely for words. The room which
had hitherto been used as a dining
room is now transformed' into a
studio, large and roomy, with open
fireplace and fine pieces of furniture.
It is one of the most delightful homes
imaginable, with its comfort, its flood
of sunshine, and friendly charm.
Over coffee cups he talked infor
mally of artists we have heard in pre
vious Camden concerts. Sigurd Nillsen,
the Norwegian basso who captivated
his hearers two summers ago and
cancelled his engagement to sing in
last summer’s series to go abroad,
has been abroad the entire year, win
ning high acclaim in opera in Vienna
and also in concert and recital tours
in Europe. It is probable that he will
continue his activities abroad for a
time longer. Zlatko Balokovic, vio
linist, heard in the first concert of
the first season has returned from
an extensive stay abroad, and is re
ported as playing brilliantly.
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“In the beginning” . . . RELIGION was the guiding factor of every race and country. When our rugged forefathers landed
at Plymouth Rock they worshiped in acknowledgment of their religion and today we keep faith with these pilgrim fathers.
Today in every community are found the churches carrying on!
But that which is always with us we too often discount. It is not hard to forget that PRACTICAL RELIGION is the key
note of our community standard of living.

“For two cents” the ehurches in every community could be improved ONE HUNDRED PER CENT! Have you ever heard
of “the religious nickel? ” National standards show that the average Sunday contribution is five cents per capita—the sup
port of the churches, based on national statistics averages about one dollar per month per member; or twenty-five cents a
month per person—six cents a Sunday—LESS THAN A PENNY A DAY!
FIVE CENTS A WEEK we pay for the advantages of a religion for which our forefathers gave their lives! ONE CENT A
DAY we contribute to the support of the religious ideals and, principle: on which our country—the leader among all nations
-—was established.

What percentage of the money we spend per week on an average is this “religious nickel? ”
And yet THE CHURCH IS THE PRIME REQUISITE IN EVERY COMMUNITY, LARGE OR SMALL!

And “for two cents” its service, strength and lawful influence could be increased ONE HUNDRED PER CENT!
ARE WE A “RELIGIOUS NICKEL” COMMUNITY that goes to make the national standard of church support—or
ARE WE A THINKING, GOD-FEARING, PROGRESSIVE COMMUNITY that “for two cents” will double the value of
oui' churches to us?,
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